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Question 1
What percentage of your UNM Faculty time do you spend on?

 

Numeric cell (row 1, column 2)

 

Numeric cell (row 2, column 2)

 

Numeric cell (row 3, column 2)

 

Numeric cell (row 4, column 2)

 

Numeric cell (row 5, column 2)

 

Numeric cell (row 6, column 2)

Average: 44.34 Minimum: 0

Maximum: 100 Total answered: 798

Average: 33.73 Minimum: 0

Maximum: 100 Total answered: 681

Average: 12.25 Minimum: 0

Maximum: 90 Total answered: 652

Average: 21.88 Minimum: 0

Maximum: 100 Total answered: 660

Average: 14 Minimum: 0

Maximum: 95 Total answered: 349

Average: 98.24 Minimum: 0

Maximum: 140 Total answered: 870
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Question 2
In your career, how many years have you been teaching?

Frequency table

Choices
Absolute
frequency

Relative
frequency

Adjusted
relative
frequency

Less than 5 227 25.94% 26.06%

Between 5 and 10 169 19.31% 19.4%

Between 10 and 20 207 23.66% 23.77%

More than 20 223 25.49% 25.6%

Not instructional faculty 45 5.14% 5.17%

Sum: 871 99.54% 100%

Not answered: 4 0.46% -

Total answered: 871
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Question 3
What is your preferred computing device for instruction or research in each of the categories below? (Check all that apply)

 

Levels

Mac/iOS PC/Window
s

Linux/Andro
id

Blackberry/
Rim Sum

Desktop
267

34.36%
9.88%

467
60.1%
17.28%

43
5.53%
1.59%

0
0%
0%

777
100%

28.75%

Laptop/Note
book

381
43.44%
14.1%

462
52.68%
17.09%

34
3.88%
1.26%

0
0%
0%

877
100%

32.45%

Tablet
366

70.38%
13.54%

88
16.92%
3.26%

63
12.12%
2.33%

3
0.58%
0.11%

520
100%

19.24%

Phone/Smar
tphone

307
58.03%
11.36%

51
9.64%
1.89%

154
29.11%
5.7%

17
3.21%
0.63%

529
100%

19.57%

Sum
1321

-
48.87%

1068
-

39.51%

294
-

10.88%

20
-

0.74%

2703
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency
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Question 4
When was the last time your University-issued device was replaced?

Frequency table

Choices
Absolute
frequency

Relative
frequency

Adjusted
relative
frequency

Within 1 year 142 16.23% 16.36%

1-3 years 228 26.06% 26.27%

4-5 years 104 11.89% 11.98%

Over 5 years 83 9.49% 9.56%

I do not have a University-issued device but I could use one 198 22.63% 22.81%

I do not need a University-issued device 113 12.91% 13.02%

Sum: 868 99.2% 100%

Not answered: 7 0.8% -

Total answered: 868
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Question 5
If you have a UNM-provided, or grant funded, computer, does it meet your needs for:

 

Levels

Yes No Sum

Research
475

80.24%
31.07%

117
19.76%
7.65%

592
100%

38.72%

Instruction
481

80.3%
31.46%

118
19.7%
7.72%

599
100%

39.18%

Other
259

76.63%
16.94%

79
23.37%
5.17%

338
100%

22.11%

Sum
1215

-
79.46%

314
-

20.54%

1529
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency

Text input

As I am getting into more complicated programming in my research, I am finding that my computing time is not adequate.

It works great. No complaints.

High quality monitor and computer that allow for large data files to be analyzed in a reasonable time.

Our program doesn't have money in our budget for computers.

My UNM-issued MacBook Air is great for on-the-road use, but if I didn't have my personal iMac for home use, the Air
wouldn't have enough processing power for some activities.

old...and slow...........

I have a mix of devices and sometime the compatibility is a problem. Another problem is that the desktop is very old and I
am afrid to lose data or files.

My research funds cover my computing needs. If I were to rely on university-funded computer hardware, I would not be
satisfied with the adequacy of the hardware. I pay for my own smartphone.

do not have one

For most applications computer is adequate but generation and analysis of next-generation sequencing data may require
additional computing and more importantly data storage options that are beyond the standard computing devices

I have to supply my own desktop printer and toner cartridges because the network printers are far too inconvenient to
retrieve papers from everytime I need to print.  Also, for research I need a desktop scanner to track hard copies of
documents I receive from non-electronic sources.  Also, we should be provided and tranined on electronic bibliographic
software that can (1)automatically download and integrate electronic documents into databases and use for references and
footnotes in word processing amd (2) can scan hard documents (i.e. by ISBN or pubmed i.d.) in fully integrate as above.

slow

Frequent downtime makes it just easier to work elsewhere.
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My desktop computer was from 2006.  It is slow and the virus scan is out-of-date.

don't have one.

We are told to buy dell computers but macs are so much easier to use, portable and better

Computer hardware is ok. My problem is the UNM new email system, that have lots of problems. I no longer use my UNM
official email since too many times emails have been delayed too long or not showing up at all.

The smart classrooms are excellent, but some of the computers in the office at Ortega do not work correctly because of
their age.

Doesn't meet my needs because I do not have admin. rights.

grant funded PCs and laptops cover most needs

MACs work great. Other than in my start-up 15 years ago, UNM never has bought me any computer device to support my
teaching, administration, or research.

I have a desktop, but have to provide my own laptop for teaching in "smart" classrooms.

Our shared computer as Graduate Assistants breaks down frequently.

Too old.

The computer is simply too old (2005) for newer software

My computer's hard drive is 75Gb. Every couple of days, I have to try to prune stuff off to keep it from being in the red. My
dept. has no funds for computers for faculty.

Needed a GPU for research.

The computing resources in the Math Department are beyond adequate.  In fact, I think that more people could take full
appreciation of them over how it is at present.

Classroom equipment doesn't work for electronic presentation. I use my home computer for online courses, as my UNM
computer is a netbook I bought as Title III Director five years ago.

The computer is fine but the monitor is quite small and dated.  It is difficult to do research using a single monitor, unlike
working at Zimmerman where I can access dualscreen capabilities.

I love my Macs!

It's fine.

After eight years at UNM, the PC bought with my start-up funds finally gave out. The best replacement I could find was a
hand-me-down from the library, which was no longer considered viable for student use and had been scheduled for surplus
pickup. Sadly, this hand-me-down, despite all its obvious limitations, was 20 times better than the "replacement" my
department had agreed to buy for me--a horrifyingly obsolete PC that was poorly rated even when it first came out, with no
options to save to DVD, virtually no USB ports, poor storage, and insufficient RAM.

Since I recieved a new desktop computer I'm more up to date with the programs with UNM. I had an old computer that was
not compatiable with software that UNM was up dated with for about 3 years.

I currently provide my own laptop and external monitor.  My department provided desktop had become obsolete. A
department-owned laptop is on order for me.

I primarily use a mac laptop that currently is meeting my needs in teaching and research

The MAC was a donation from the Language Learning Center and is now too old to run shows pulled from foreign media I
need for my classes

The Dell computers in the classroom are very, very slow to start up. My Dell PC in my office is less slow than the classroom
computers.

I have a newish mac laptop that I love using for instruction and misc other tasks.  I have an oldish pc/windows laptop that
my longterm research project is on.  Because of its age, it does give me troubles.  I can't switch over to the mac when that
happens because all my longterm work is on wordperfect and mac has no wp capabilities.  I love working in wp--much more
user friendly than WORD

it is adequate, but could be better

My local unit has the expertise and flexibility to keep me functioning at a high level with high satisfaction for responsiveness

Starting to show signs of being obsolete
but I prefer platforms that keep me closer
to the command line which these days is in
Matlab.

Computer is relatively new and adequate for my needs.

out federal grant funded equipment is adequate.

the computer crashed last year; hard drive replaced but nave not brought it back into service yet

More frequent lab computer updates.

IT could update our devices  in the art building and CFA so that they run properly. Sound in CFA room 1020 and 2018 is
erratic at best.

I have a personal laptop PC that I use for most classes and a University issued MacBook that I use for one specific class.
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Not adequate. I had to purchase a mac and Lightroom in order to teach my photography course (about a third of my pay). It
would help to have Photoshop since I teach this in my print course and use it for my own work, but I cannot afford this as a
lecturer. We have a good computer, but it is in a shared office for 7 people that tends to be quite dirty. It isn't an ideal work
environment. I also need easier access to photocopying. I need to give my materials to the office a week in advance, and
then I can't pick up the materials because I teach on nights and weekends when the office is closed.

I use my own notebook computer for PowerPoint delivery

I still like Mac better than PC

We need an external server to access documents and software away from the office.

I discarded the Windows XP machine (returned to department IT) in favor of a personal laptop with an extra screen
(supplied by department IT).

The lectern in the computer lab where I teach currently has a thin client computer.  I agreed to try it out for my library
instruction sessions, but I've observed some limitations and really could use a desktop with a hard drive.  I've found that I
actually do need access to MS Office from time to time, I need Flash Player for certain websites that I access, etc. and you
can't use those with a thin client computer.

Unfamiliar platform

not provided assistance in updating computer programs so once we have them imaged no one is there for assistance and
we can not update programs individually. very frustating

Need computers and equipment for data collection, analysis of data, SignStream. Elan, etc.

It is always needing updating.

Because I am running an elderly Windows, it is prone to viruses--which has already knocked the computer out once,
causing me to lose data. It also takes a long time to load programs and do searches.

We are expected to pay for our own cell phone, PC , tablet,for  work out of our own funds. If we continue to use our own
funds UNM is willing to let us . They really could care less.

Not applicable.

My desktop computer was adequate in 2005 when it was issued, and for several years thereafter.

My desk top and lap top work well

I should not have answered Question 5, since at present I don't have a UNM-provided device.  However, my department is
in the process of purchasing one for me.

I have a very heavy Dell laptop  that was expensive, but does not meet my needs of a light laptop
MY DEPT. REFUSED TO PURCHASE A CELL PHONE FOR ME ALTHOUGH i NEED IT FOR MY RESEARCH

I got a refurbished one, and it was much better than what I had before.

Excellent

I have not had any issues with my designated laptop.

The laptop is so old it's very slow and can't use some new software such as Dragon Naturally speaking.

In an office for five, we were given a computer that broke down two years ago.  It was never replaced.

Adequate

Processor is slow; takes a long time for pages to load or functions to complete.

More than adequate

My laptop is 7 years old and is completely outdated.  There is no regular procedure for updating or replacing our equipment,
which is really ridiculous.

Dell provided PCs are not always adequate for research purposes, which require higher processing and more intensive
computing. We built our own system in order to allow better computing, but got pushback from the IT department over our
system.

I surrendered my UNM-issued laptop to IT for imaging after infection by a Trojan virus in late November, and I haven't
gotten it back yet.

N/A

I still need powerpoint

I've been very careful to maintain my computer because IT support and computer replacement is not a given.

I have an excellent desktop machine - server class

My PC desktop is fine for instruction and research but the trouble occurs when I cannot download what I need because of
administrative lockdown.  That is what hinders my ability to try new software/strategies that students are already using in my
own work as I cannot download anything without administrative permissions (which I don't have).  I would like to have an
iMac for my office to be able to be familiar with and then assist students with software issues that sometimes arise with the
Mac OS (eReserves, etc.).

The computer in my lab is eight years old and at maximum capacity.

Not an issue. I use my own laptop and the office and classroom PC's

Inadequate. Very slow.  End up using my personal PC

my laptop is heavy and not really portable, appropriate for research
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I have a macbook air - nicely engineered but the OSX 10.8 seems unstable and frequently hangs or responds incorrectly
(shutting down, freezing etc.)

The hard drive is dead and we've been waiting over a month just to get IT to look at it. It needs to be replaced ASAP. Also
I'm not sure if there's space to say that te cell phone I'm using is my personal one, like many of us here at UNM without
office phones.

I do not have a UNM-provided device.

Purchasing new software is a problem

I am a new faculty in the MGM and most of the computing resources are bought very recently from grants/start-up funds.
Currently I am quite adequate regarding computer resources for our work.

Other than my laptop being heavy and booting up slowly and the computers booting slowly in classrooms, I am now
extremely happy with the tech at UNM, especially with regards tech in classrooms (e.g. Mitchell and COE TEC building)!

Have a Mac after using PC for many years.  Very disappointed in speed of Mac - have had multiple service attempts
including genius bar; everyone says "it shouldn't do that" but can't fix it and apple won't replace it.  Mac is not supported well
in HSC

Not provided by central IT- provided by department

Faculty office has very old computers with outdated operating system and lack of printer connection.

I own and use my personal laptop.

I have a Macbook Air. I'm very happy with the device, but I'm concerned about the level of support available for Apple
products.

2004 laptop that does not work most of the time with less memory than my personal smartphone

My office PC needs to be updated.

It meets my needs, but I need statistical consultation for my research, which usually requires a statistician to run analyses
on his/her computer.

The computer I use is quite old and in need of updates. It's a recylced computer that came to this department from the
library.

It completely fits my needs.  MacBookPro.

Outdated and unable to run current software. I continue to fall behind in computing resources that are up to date. No money
to purchase each new operating system and too costly to either upgrade machines or to buy new ones.

It's getting a little finicky at this point, and it's slow.  I may need a new one in the next three years or so.

N/A

Replacement of desktop PC was LONG overdue; the one provided in summer 2012 now meets my immediate needs.

You have to be kidding??? How completely out of touch is the administration? Computing resources were cut for faculty in
2008 and haven't been replaced.

Since I am grant funded, I am fortunate enough to keep current in my hardware and software.  I just purchase a new
Macbook Pro, and it more than meets my needs.

It is fair... it gets done what I need to get done.

I have excellent equipment and support.  New programs were readily available and greatly assisted me in finishing my
current study.

We use multiple computers in

Could use both a laptop and desktop.  I am currently using my personal laptop. I use my personal cell phone.

all systems are good and used intensely

I have been at UNM for 3 years and so my desktop is still functioning adquately. I anticipate that I may have to keep this
computer for many more years because of budget constraints.

Outdated.
Software costs are a problem.

I have a pc desktop for office work.  Use my personal smartphone also.  No tablet.

My current machine at the UNM office is a departmental desktop. It is very much out of date and otherwise slow,
inadequate, and time consuming. Worst, it is too old to be a stable machine and risks data loss and compromise by virus
infections through normal and necessaryshared files.

it works fine for my needs.

Have to bring my laptop back and forth to campus every day.

I have always used my personal devices. A UNM one would be nice to reduce the wear on my own equipment.

old, antiquated, not compatible with new software

It is okay.  Not the best, but acceptable.

I use a laptop and have to pay for it myself - it is UNM-provided but my own pedagogy funds must be used

I don't have any grant funded computer
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very slow

My chair only buys new equipment for his friends. Especially if you are native New Mexican.

in the process of an upgrade

computers in classes connect too slow to internet. I have to start uploading my power points at least 10 min prior the class
and when I use i clickers, the whole procedure is stressful taking into account a short time between classes.

The operating system needs upgraded otherwise cannot use current software.

As of now my computer do work with my research. But as I am getting deeper into editing and providing the tools to my
students I need a better computer, I am using a iMac but would like to change it to a Mac Pro - I keep changing my iMac to
get a more updated and powerful one but I believe that with a Mac Pro it will be more cost effective and efficient.

The university typically only supplies surplus old stuff, I could use a laptop too.

n/a

I have a cluster computer (32 processor Blade system) sitting unplugged at MRN because I am not employed by them but
UNM HSC doesn't seem to know much about these systems, so it just sits there collecting dust and getting older.

I can't open PDF, or word documents unless I first save them. This is Ok for one document, but when dealing with
UNMjobs, then you have to open 6 files per candidate and you have over 100 candidates... Makes no sense to go through a
multistep process to open each file, when one should be able to do this with a click or a touch....

Adequate.

adequate, but does not connect to printers wirelessly

I instruct WebCT distance learning courses. I would have preferred more extensive Blackboard Learn training prior to it's
student launch.

computing device is ok, but additional software is needed

OS system is now outdated and cannot support upgrades; hence I am using outdated browsers.

I use my own, lighter weight laptop and tablet for travel and at home.

n/a

The university should provide tenure-track faculty with a new computer every 3 years because these machines are used for
all business functions.  If I buy a computer with research funds it is technically illegal for me to use it for UNM admin or
teaching, which are not in the scope of my external funding.  This is also true for printing from these computers.  I buy
printer cartridges from grants and federal auditors would flip if they learned that this was used to print materials for a class.

My desktop computer is outdated and needs upgradng

We do not have adequate support.  We are being asked to teach statistical analysis programs that are 3 or more years old
because we don't have money to buy software.

incompatibility between software upgrades and hardware, I have been told that the newer upgrades use more memory so
an older device with less memory causes very slow operational speeds and sometimes freezing requiring turning off the
machine and turning back on

N/A

The computer I use is fast and has access it everything I need as an instructor.

has no camera and limited memory.

I was hired this year, so it is brand new

I use a MacBook Pro and it works for all my needs, but because of technology advances, it needs to be replaced every
three years. With departments becoming more strapped for operating funds, I don't know how not only I but my colleagues
can have current and optimally functioning computers.

prepraing lectures and finishing my notes while I am not in my office

I was told in Aug. that I'd be provided with a computer for my office, but I have not.  As I am an adjunct, I'm low priority.  The
cell phone I use for UNM business is my personal cell.

Do not use a UNM provided computer

Problems with my current machine: reading pdf's, speed, skype.

It is about 5 years old.

In the Math dept. we have to buy our own computers and startup is very small.

It's starting to have some problems with over-heating at three years old.

Bulky, slow and finicky.

I have a very old desktop that is wholly inadequate, but used external research funds to purchase a Mac Air laptop -- totally
meets needs, other than difficult interface with UNM systems at times.

fine.

I have significant ongoing problems in accessing/utilizing programs kept on a shared hospital network for scoring
psychological tests and gathering outcome data.

I have a stationary descktop
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extremely slow; poor (slow) access to Internet; very poor department file saving system;  poor/unreliable access to a printer,
scanner, . . . ;

There are sometimes issues with Mac compatibility. For example, I haven't been able to network to my office's central
printer. Tech support for Macs is inadequate on campus.

IT is very very slow about updating, both in the office and in the classroom

I need my computer upgraded. It has been 5 years.

I am provided a laptop, which I am very happy with. If funding was not a problem, I would like to have a desktop for my
office as well.

It is a Mac provided for one of my teaching assignments. But it's useless to me so I have to bring my own personal laptop

It is 6 yr old technology and is limited

My desktop is fine.  My laptop is seriously outdated and too heavy for convenient use, especially for instruction.

I use grant funds to purchase my computer requirements, currently a MAC Desktop and IPad

I use my personal computer for research and teaching.  Large scale computing facilities (CARC and  Encanto, when it was
available ) are necessary for some of my research projects.

Don't have one.

No device

The computers in classrooms, if they exist, are appallingly poor: slow, inefficient, hard to operate in an efficient way. I have
been assigned to teach a computer-based class in a classroom that had no computer, no screen, no projector. I had to deal
with this intolerable situation for a half a semester before administration heard and responded to my concerns. My course
evaluations were extremely poor as students held me accountable.

I would like to be using MAC but it doesn't connect to the servers so I am stuck with a PC for a desktop

Since 2009 I am paying for my own devices. Funds for acquiring hardware are used for my Staff.

Wi-fi is spotty at north campus. Need to manually connect laptop to ethernet everytime you change your HSC Net ID.

Using a laptop device in Johnson center does not work well because of the terrible wifi signal.

Works fine for needs

The actual laptop is over 5 years old, the battery has been worn down, it has a charge for about 1 hour.  I am on the tablet
many times, but really need a light weight new laptop that is powerful to run many different RAM intensive programs.

Bottom line and subject to breakdown.

Can be a challange to upgrade functions.

If I want to use technology to enhance my teaching I was required to invest in a laptop, otherwise my students would have
to settle for the white board.

I don't have a computer nor do I really have access to one.

I only have an iPad.  A laptop is not helpful for me.  It's either a desktop or an iPad (or my iPhone).

Would like it to have a higher capacity for video.

Need different software and processing speed for it

Not Applicable

I was given an old PC that never sufficed. I bought, with my own research startup funds, a Mac laptop, but I have exceeded
its storage. My department does not have the funds to get me a replacement. It is very frustrating to be at a university that
does not support its faculty with basic computer necessities to do our work.

Too slow.  Not easily transferred to classroom.

Fine

I just got it this week, so I don't really know.  My previous computer was purchased from a grant in 2005.

Need particular software that would help as I begin doing research

I love my Mac and will never use a PC again.

the computers are too slow, the wifi is always down, the computers are too old and the software updates need to be
updated. The Wifi needs to be extended to the gym.

Have lost some important documents due to software crashes.

my desktop and laptop are adequate however some of our lecture rooms in Johnson Center need smart technology instead
of the carts-feels archaic.

the Dell laptop crashed three times within 5 months since it was purchased last September. It took 6 months for me to get it.
Then when it arrived within three months it crashed. I was not that I am not allowed to purchase other brands but Dell.

Just good enough, nothing special and because it is a Mac I get NO support from UNM.

desktop is 8 years old, no longer works well at all; 3-year-old laptop not great

The desktop provided for me in my office is very slow.  I typically walk in, turn it on, then go to a meeting so that it will be up
and running by the time I return.
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I have a UNM provided laptop.  While it works for teaching my photography classes, it is not suitable for video editing, or
photo editing, large projects.  Mostly due to the lack of screen real estate and for video, lack of processor power.

The problem is not the device but our computer support. They are not customer or service oriented.

Now, my computer needs are taken care of, but for years I had a very old, slow machine.

I am extremely pleased with the provided machine. I specified a fairly maxed out MacBook Pro because I teach music
technology and I compose and perform using my laptop when I'm not teaching. This machine has shown itself capable of
handling some of the most processor-intensive virtual instruments that I own. Further, the built-in dictation capability in the
latest Mac OS is a godsend for providing feedback to students during the grading process. I rarely type long comments or
emails anymore.

I need a better interface between computer and terminals in classroom for clicking through slides so that I don't have to
move back to the terminal constantly to change screens

The use of my iPad has been a great tool that I use daily to deliver instruction to my students.  The mac laptop is a very
stable platform and I have not had any issues with it.

I purchased my own laptop for instruction.

University College provides options: Ipad or laptop

I choose my own device with my research money, so of course I like my device.

Meets my needs now, but if I do additonal research and writing, I may need an upgrade and more software.

I would rather have a laptop.

I do not have a UNM computer, although I could certainly make use of one in my office.

though the computer has 6 TB of storage, more space is required

Over the last year, I've had system failure and my disk drive does not work.

laptop is sufficient

I cannot use a zip drive with the classroom equipment (which would really be an improvement if I could), so I must take my
laptop to the classroom almost every day. Sometimes there are glitches in the classroom equipment (or the system gets off
line) which eliminates my powerpoint presentations.

It's fine.

Bottom of the line Dell.

I record lectures on my personal macbook computer since it has a microphone built it. I maintain the course Learn website
on the university PC desktop computer.

My computer is extremely outdated, slow, and does not allow me to effectively plan lessons.

It's a bit old, but still very serviceable

Producing graphics, podcasts, and video are essential to my teaching and to promoting the Arts Mgmt Program. As the
director, I place a high emphasis on current technology and software for the faculty and staff.

Distance education is a challenge because of the lack of support for connecting with students away from campus. I pay for
my own hotspot device.

I use the PC's in exam rooms or my desk as provided.
Could use more speed and fewer  downtimes for Cerner.

I use my own MAC laptop instead of a window desk top that was provided to me.  I personally prefer to use a laptop or an
iPAD.

I own my own device (laptop) as my primary computer, because there are too many restrictions on the type of device I can
buy through UNM (Dell or Mac only) and still get UNM support. Also, the quality of UNM IT support is so poor, our dept
tends to seek out external help even for devices that UNM does service.

I do have 3 Sony computers purchased through grant funds, but I had to sign a form stating that I was responsible for all
break-downs of these computers. This is a crazy way to do business: if UNM wants to get research done, then they should
provide supports for the equipment that active researchers need!

With regard to cell phones, I only have my own personal cell that I also use for UNM business purposes. I cut off my land
line in my office to save our department money.

#9 is unanswerable: it depends on the nature of the course and the needs of the department. I'm willing to teach in various
formats - I've taught both web-enhanced and online classes - but I do not have one overall preference. For example,
teaching a graduate seminars course is so different from a basic undergrad class.

It's counterproductive to ask #9 in the way that it's framed; one model is not better or worse than another, and one should
not necessarily be preferred overall. I think this question reflects the inherently linear either/or approach that UNM seems to
take to addressing inherently complex issues. Other pedagogical factors come into play that affect those decisions, and the
needs of the department and student body as well. All of these things should be taken into consideration when making
course format decisions.

When machine was updated to Mountain Lion, I had to buy more ram and memory.  Unlikely machine will support the next
upgrade.

My computers are 7 years old and were from a grant. They need to be replaced and I am working on grant applications
now, but it is a race to see if I'm funded before the devices give out.

The laptop I purchased from a grant is broken, making it difficult to use for lectures.
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Computers at my site are HP products and are outdated and very old...No new items are scheduled for replacement till next
year 2014

Only use UNM computers for attendance

My laptop is actually issued by ASU (due to a joint appointment).   I've always had to chose from only one device at UNM.

The classrooms are not media equipped

I use Parallels in order to be able to run PC only programs like Atlas.ti on my mac

write proposal, manuscript and communicate with other persons

My computing device barely meet my research need.

I am extremely happy to work on a MAC and it's related devices

N/A

UNM support for teaching and research is minimal compared with other institutions

I just recently got a new small laptop from my department- but I wanted for nearly 5 years for it.

I use my personal iPhone for email, working on the web when traveling (~1/month)

My UNM programed computers do not accommodate the script for my first language writings.

Inadequate/poor linux support across UNM

I use my personal laptop (MacPro) for all my research and to manage my courses. My University issued device is a desktop
computer (Mac). I asked if I could swap it out for a laptop but was denied. I do not know when I am up for renewal. I have
been here 4 years.

Very heavy to be lugging around campus. Also, sometimes when I plug it into the projector the projector wont' work.

Our department used all our travel and computer budget for hiring packages.

My computer is adequate for the work I do.

No support from UNM for computing devices - all depends on grants.

Low end device without a dvd/cd drive

A computer (with internet access) installed in the classroom would be beneficial for visual presentation of lectures/lab
activities. The instructors always need to borrow the laptop which is being used by all faculty in the building and is therefore
not always available; so we end up providing our own laptop so we can use something for our lectures.

Could use a UNM-provided laptop for instruction.

Maybe a little out of date but mostly okay.

Planning to convert to all mac but worried about support at HSC

The most important issue for me is IT support -- when my computer system (laptop with docking station to hook up to
printer, external monitor/keyboard/mouse, and internet) is not working properly.

N/A

Would like more resources to host data on univ. server

I have acquired computers through grants. UNM does (next to) nothing to help me acquire or maintain hardware or software

I do primarily word processing, Power Point, web browsing for research, email, and the occasional spread sheet for
recording grades.  My tech/software needs are relatively modest.

The department has a laptop+tablet for teaching purposes, that is adequate.

The computer in my office freezes every time I compile a LaTeX document. Other than that it works fine for everything I
need.

My own device does has the programs I need to teach and research but find the equipment at UNM to have the same
capacity of speed to run some programs.

slow.  (I often work from my own laptop.)

The Mac computers in our office do not open Gmail.

Macs are the best! Even old ones are more efficient than new PCs.

I am always ready to look for information, also, if the equipment in classroom does not working good I can use my laptop

Does not apply - I do not have or use devices supplied by UNM

Adequate for the scope of the work that I do

I have some additional software packages I would like to run, but they are not provided by my department.

My research is conducted on an antiquated Dell with a crappy network connection. My teacher takes advantage of great
inclass tech in the Centennial Engineering building.

Not compatible with latest software

Yes, but they are getting quite old, now.

Computing equipment in surrounding academic research areas are dated and insufficient.
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The device works fine, but some of the UNM-supported applications (such as WebCT and the redesigned library website)
are suboptimal.

My computer is on the blink, over the last 2 weeks when starting the computer could not find the startup disk .

I have none.

This is a very old computer and although it has been updated its age causes problems.

Software is up to date but hardware is old and very slow. (imac from the 20th century!)

n/a

It is getting long in the tooth and should be replaced in the next year

It works well.

I don't have a UNM provided computer.

Would be nice to have a solid state hard drive.

The desktop in my office is unbelievably slow, and when coupled with the unbelievably slowness of UNM and it's web
offerings - it makes for a painful experience. Sometimes I wonder how it's possible I'm in the communication department
and the technology I need/use for this purpose is woefully deficient. Note: I realize it's more of a
underfunded/underresourced/behind the times UNM problem than a C&J problem, but since I spend most of my time in my
dept it feels like a C&J problem.

A 5-yr old device is great for writing; otherwise it's slow, slow, slow.

Much too old, too slow and now data storage capacity
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Question 6
Tell us about the cell phone you're willing to use for UNM business.

 

Levels

Yes No Don't Know

Don't use a
cell phone
for UNM
business

Sum

Unlimited
texting

370
44.05%
21.92%

116
13.81%
6.87%

36
4.29%
2.13%

318
37.86%
18.84%

840
100%

49.76%

Data plan
(email, web)

427
50.35%
25.3%

86
10.14%
5.09%

28
3.3%
1.66%

307
36.2%
18.19%

848
100%

50.24%

Sum
797

-
47.22%

202
-

11.97%

64
-

3.79%

625
-

37.03%

1688
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency
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Question 7
Do you share this cell phone number with:

 

Levels

Yes No Sum

Administrat
ors

511
70.1%
14.57%

218
29.9%
6.22%

729
100%

20.79%

Fellow
Researchers

471
68.76%
13.43%

214
31.24%
6.1%

685
100%

19.53%

Fellow
Instructors

514
71.79%
14.66%

202
28.21%
5.76%

716
100%

20.42%

Grad
Students

416
59.17%
11.86%

287
40.83%
8.18%

703
100%

20.05%

Undergrads
221

32.79%
6.3%

453
67.21%
12.92%

674
100%

19.22%

Sum
2133

-
60.82%

1374
-

39.18%

3507
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency
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Question 8
How would you rate your own overall computer skills?

 

Levels

Novice Intermediate Advanced Expert Sum

Hardware
(Computers/

Printers)

77
8.87%
2.97%

411
47.35%
15.85%

288
33.18%
11.11%

92
10.6%
3.55%

868
100%

33.47%

General
Software
(Word,
Excel,

Powerpoint)

24
2.77%
0.93%

281
32.49%
10.84%

403
46.59%
15.54%

157
18.15%
6.05%

865
100%

33.36%

Academic
Software
(Matlab,
Maya,
Adobe
Suite...)

283
32.91%
10.91%

292
33.95%
11.26%

198
23.02%
7.64%

87
10.12%
3.36%

860
100%

33.17%

Sum
384

-
14.81%

984
-

37.95%

889
-

34.28%

336
-

12.96%

2593
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency
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Question 9
 Please RANK your preference for instructional delivery model? (Hold your mouse over the choices on the left for an explanation) 

 

Levels

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Correspond
ence

24
3.63%
0.36%

19
2.87%
0.29%

13
1.96%
0.2%

16
2.42%
0.24%

37
5.59%
0.56%

40
6.04%
0.6%

52
7.85%
0.79%

99
14.95%
1.5%

362
54.68%
5.47%

Lecture
104

14.79%
1.57%

89
12.66%
1.35%

84
11.95%
1.27%

100
14.22%
1.51%

106
15.08%
1.6%

54
7.68%
0.82%

66
9.39%

1%

54
7.68%
0.82%

46
6.54%
0.7%

Lecture/Lab
oratory

93
13.66%
1.41%

125
18.36%
1.89%

125
18.36%
1.89%

94
13.8%
1.42%

80
11.75%
1.21%

67
9.84%
1.01%

48
7.05%
0.73%

37
5.43%
0.56%

12
1.76%
0.18%

Lecture/Pra
ctice

Experience

119
17.4%
1.8%

139
20.32%
2.1%

140
20.47%
2.12%

105
15.35%
1.59%

75
10.96%
1.13%

55
8.04%
0.83%

30
4.39%
0.45%

13
1.9%
0.2%

8
1.17%
0.12%

Active
Learning

Studio/Colla
borative
Learning

Environmen
t

200
29.07%
3.02%

113
16.42%
1.71%

86
12.5%
1.3%

95
13.81%
1.44%

73
10.61%
1.1%

43
6.25%
0.65%

37
5.38%
0.56%

27
3.92%
0.41%

14
2.03%
0.21%

Seminar
128

18.39%
1.94%

112
16.09%
1.69%

100
14.37%
1.51%

114
16.38%
1.72%

98
14.08%
1.48%

62
8.91%
0.94%

45
6.47%
0.68%

28
4.02%
0.42%

9
1.29%
0.14%

Fully Online
39

5.96%
0.59%

25
3.82%
0.38%

31
4.74%
0.47%

38
5.81%
0.57%

41
6.27%
0.62%

81
12.39%
1.22%

99
15.14%
1.5%

188
28.75%
2.84%

112
17.13%
1.69%

Web-
enhanced

61
8.62%
0.92%

85
12.01%
1.29%

103
14.55%
1.56%

93
13.14%
1.41%

103
14.55%
1.56%

122
17.23%
1.84%

96
13.56%
1.45%

38
5.37%
0.57%

7
0.99%
0.11%
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Hybrid
40

6.03%
0.6%

49
7.39%
0.74%

63
9.5%
0.95%

53
7.99%
0.8%

81
12.22%
1.22%

143
21.57%
2.16%

134
20.21%
2.03%

82
12.37%
1.24%

18
2.71%
0.27%

ITV
2

0.42%
0.03%

11
2.32%
0.17%

11
2.32%
0.17%

25
5.27%
0.38%

36
7.59%
0.54%

40
8.44%
0.6%

89
18.78%
1.35%

128
27%

1.94%

132
27.85%

2%

Sum
810

-
12.25%

767
-

11.6%

756
-

11.43%

733
-

11.08%

730
-

11.04%

707
-

10.69%

696
-

10.52%

694
-

10.49%

720
-

10.89%

Sum

Correspond
ence

662
100%

10.01%

Lecture
703

100%
10.63%

Lecture/Lab
oratory

681
100%
10.3%

Lecture/Pra
ctice

Experience

684
100%

10.34%

Active
Learning

Studio/Colla
borative
Learning

Environmen
t

688
100%
10.4%

Seminar
696

100%
10.52%

Fully Online
654

100%
9.89%

Web-
enhanced

708
100%

10.71%

Hybrid
663

100%
10.03%

ITV
474

100%
7.17%

Sum
6613

-
100%

*Sequence of numbers in a
cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency
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Question 10
List the best and the worst classroom that you teach, or have taught, in at UNM?

 

Dropdown cell (row 2, column 2)

 

Text input cell (row 2, column 3)

Frequency table

Items
Absolute
frequency

Relative
frequency

Adjusted
relative
frequency

Main 737 84.23% 84.23%

North 88 10.06% 10.06%

West 9 1.03% 1.03%

LA 11 1.26% 1.26%

Taos 15 1.71% 1.71%

Valencia 15 1.71% 1.71%

Sum: 875 100% 100%

Not answered: 0 0% -

Total answered: 875

Text input

Mesa Vista Hall

TEC

CFA

SLAC

Mitchell

73

Dane Smith Hall

TEC

ANTH

...

Domenici

SMLC

SMLC

Mitchell

Dominici West

207
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Con/Pharm

CERIA

Mitchell Hall

Bratton Hall

HUM

HSLIC

GSM

COP

panda

RH

Castetter Hall

South

TEC/COE

Mitchell

Mitchell Hall

Northrop

DSH

Johnson Center

RH

ASM

Art building

Dane Mitchell

MH

Student Health Center

Mitchell

Fine Arts Library

Dane Smith Hall

2

unmh

CENT

Nursing

Centennial Engineering

George Pearl Hall

Arts & Sciences

George Pearl Hall

SMLC

Cop

Dane Smith

Dane Smith

COE TEC Bldg.

humanities

Econ

CFA

Mitchell Hall

Centennial Engineering

GSM

Education

Ortega

Pearl Hall
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MH

Centennial

Ortega

Dane Smith Hall

Dane Smith Hall

Law

Mitchell

Johnson Center

ECON

DSH

TEC

MITCH

DSH

ctart

Mitchell

C113

ceria

Dane Smith

South

4

Centennial Engineering Center

Arts

JC

DSH

DSH

ART

Domenici

BRF

CJ

SMLC

Dane Smith

DOM

DSH

EDUC

domenici

clark

Centennial

BMSB

HUM Building

DSH

COE Tech

6

Dane Smith

Mitchel

ASM

TECH

Mitchell Hall

Dominici

Humanities
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Mitchell

soc science

Social Science

Humanities

Centennial Engr.

dane smith hall

New Art Studio

Dane Smith Hall

c&j

Domineci

dane smith

anderson

DSH

Ortega Hall

domenici

Nursing/Pharmacy

TEC

Mitchell Hall

SMLC

mitchell hall

Anderson

Dane Smith

Dane Smith Hall

CAST

Health Sciences

DSH

DOMCTR

George Pearl Hall

Bandelier East

DSH

Dane SmithHall

TEC

BMSB

TEC

DSH

DSH

IDTC

Centennial Engineering

Castetter

Clark

Domenici

MECH

UNM West Bldg.

Any in Logan Hall

Pueblo Hall

Dane smith

Hibben

Dane Smith

0014
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Mitchell (since remodel)

Mitchell

FAC

Hibben

Domenici

Ortega Hall

Zimmerman

CJ

Dane Smith

Online

Dane Smith

Mitchell Hall

TSPH

All

ECE

ASM

DOM

DSH

Main

DSH

Regner Hall

6

ECE

C&J Building

Mitchell Hall

Mitchell

DSH

6

pearl hall

Dane Smith Hall

Econ

UNMH- clinic bldg

Mitchel

Mitchell

dain Smith

Dane Smith

ASM

Domenici Auditorium

HSSB

Mitchell

TECH

DSH

CON

HSSB

Mitchell Hall 206

P&A

Centennial Engineering Center

Cop

Business and Technology
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Dane Smith Hall

Dane Smith Hall

TSPH

Domenici

Ortega

Ortega

Mitchell hall

DSH

ME

mitchell hall

Mitchell

Mitchell

Pueblo Hall East

Santosha Yoga

ME

SMLC

Mitchell Hall

Dane Smith

Dom 2

center for the arts

ceria

TSFPH-Art Building

Social Sciences

Anderson GSM

Domenici Center

Woodward hall

castetter

MSC

BRF

Northrop Hall

library computer lab

Center for the Arts

DSH

ss

Hibben

Center for the Arts

Pueblo Hall

Mitchell

DSH

domici bluilding

Dane smith

ASM

Dane Smith

smlc

SMLC

ASM

Mitchell Hall

Logan Library

Dane Smith Hall
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GSSTC

4

DSH

DSH

GSM

science math learning center

CEC

Dane Smith

C&J

DSH

Mitchell

Castetter

Dane Smith

Dane Smith

Social Sciences

nursing

DSH

HSSC

Mithell Hall

Dane Smith

Gurley hall Gallup

ME

Hibben

DSH

CRF

SMLC

Health and Science

Tech Building

Tsfph

CJ Room

Masley Hall

6

Mitchell

Dane Smith Hall

DOMENICI

Masley

DSH

IDTC

Domenici

CoN

HSSB

Health

Domenici

TEC

George Pearl Hall

Mitchell Hall

DSH

C

Fred Peralta Hall
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Michell

crf

Domenici Hall

DSH

ASM

Johnson Center

6

SMLC

Mitchell

N/A

ECE

med center

ASM

mitchell hall

Dane Smith Hall

TEC

Mitchell Hall

DSH

nursing & pharmacy

Bratton

anthro

Hibben

DSH

Dane Smith Hall

GPH

6

Center for the Arts

Mitchell

Dane Smith

College of Pharmacy

TEC Building

Domenici Center 2

Science and Engineering

domenici

COE Tec

Northrop Hall

Domenici

MH

Mitchell

Ortega

TECH

domenici

Dane Smith Hall

C&J

DSH

CFA

Dane Smith Hall

Coe

TECH
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Mitchell

Mitchell Hall

Mitchell Hall

EMSA

ASM

Mitchell

CEC

DSH

mechanical engineering

Regener

TSFPH

Dane Smith

Dane Smith

Tech

Mitchell

DAne Smith

Hibben Center

career tech

UNMW

ME

Mitchell Hall

GTSSC

Dane Smith

Mitch

n/a

C&J

asm

C&J

DSH

Dane Smith

SHC

Mitchell

Coe

Dane Smith

Educ/Technology

TEC

Mitchell

Hartung

A

Ortega LLC

DSH

Domenici

Mitchell

CEC

Mitchell

Mitchell

Tec

Dane Smith

Castetter
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Business & Tech

Dane Smith

na

Wellness Center

SAAP

Mitchell Hall

hssb

Dominici

CEC

Popejoy

Science and Math Learning Center

Dane Smith

Mitchell Hall

George Pearl Hall

S

JC

CEC

Education (New)

inter-professional education

Mitchell hall

Ceria

Dane Smith Hall

Mitchell Hall

CFA

EDUC

BMSB

5

BMSB

Tech

Ortega Hall Lang LAB

Northrop Hall

Dom NE

Mitchell

tech

Mitchell Hall

dsh

Mitchell

Logan

TEC

Dane Smith

GPH

Linguistics

Domenici Center

DSH

Woodward hall

Johnson Center

N/A

DSH

TEC
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Clark

Castetter

Mitchell Hall

Centennial

IDTC

Pearl

DSH

DSH

HCC

DSH

manzanita

Castetter

Communication and Jouranalism

DSH

Mitchell

ACC

Dane Smith

Hodgin

ME

Zimmerman

No

Mesa Vista Hall

Ed tech.

UAEC

DSH

SMLC

Castetter

DSH

Mitchell hall

Ortega

Mitchell

Ortega Hall

TEC

DSH

N/P

Centennial Engr

ASM

Domenici

C&J

Law School

Johnson Center

Woodward Hall

no opinion

Mitchell Hall

TSPH

Mitchell Hall

Centennial Engineering

language lab ortega

Ortega
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Text input cell (row 2, column 4)

Domenici Auditorium

Physics & Astronomy

George Pearl Hall

Dane Smith

JC

George Pearl Hall

DSH

george pearl hall

TEC

Domenici

Family practice

Dane Smith

Arts

DSH

Mitchell

DSH

MH

smlc

TSPMH

GSM

DSH

RIB

zimmerman

Castetter Hall

Calvin Hall

Dane Smith

Text input

3097

427

120

ANY

16

144

130

150

...

B64

352

B112

4

3xx

120

2403

520

226
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128

101

5

113

43

119

230

117

all rooms

105

2 doors

120

103

1070

109

101

106

16

ANY

computer classroom

226

209

1030

353

1032

307

101

120

B99

various

3??

260

144

1052

1020

220

117

140

119

215

1028

219

?

232

3406

any

118

1002

120
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101

123

1018

dont remember

Lab F

412

162

142

B102

132

1??

328

B112

118

243

352

329

2112

143

208

2112

104

1026

302

144

224

240

PODs

1064

220

102

1412

144

212

1111

3030

428

1026

226

328

medium classroom

119

3010

any

1065

326

135

208

B64
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216

1070

ITV

224

53

101

224

2112

104

105

any

130

203

120

232

1290

55

204

224

127

124?

all

81

121

2100

3010

LLC

Waters room

245

132

N/A

Any

101

127

210

1070

B116

2224

226

114

612

310

all rooms

106

218

125

625

auditorium

329
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1052

2nd floor conf

120

various

201

324

pit rooms

233

112

140

3xx

356

105

206

184

1041

Auditorium

117

any on 1st floor

???

2112

Any room

217

118

132

214

don't recall

109

154

214

356

232

1412

1108

365

229

107(?)

B112

147

100

1108

340

B117

ITV classrooms

computer lab

105

2018

127

109
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128

134

1070

132

356

B59

1016

116

182

412

224

224

117

102

2041

119

127

104

41

125

3030

110

any

105

?

143

GH1234

310

Auditorium style

203

120

101

123

230

124

209

several

627

215

143

120

207

224

1221

257

243

101

2112

160
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210

215

224

103

230

105

104

Auditorium

224

1070

Olympic Pool

625

B-64

101

210

1

many

1065

104

133 or 134

220

115

125

135

2404

163

105

228

224

327

625

1111

132

B-15

all of them

N & S clinics

lecture hall

1504

105

3010

121

119

124

130

1504

209

118

129

B223
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324

240

120/220

220

115

1620

1017

3002

249

118

103

230

Any

325

140

220

225

103

103

all rooms

214 ITV room

185

210

107

156

1004

156

220

any

12

first floor

New

Mac Lab

200

220

101

204

101

Lab 1

325

2000?

211

1026

219

205

 230

132

100

124
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00

140

104

105

2112

1028

1117/2125

141

327

140

118

1028

any

PCL room

221

337

102

1108

any of them

203

B17

145

120-240

105

2410

116

220

all

334

Logan Library

230

329

209

520

2112

1004

244

001

B-100

329

130

101

100

205

1026

All

315

208

224
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133

Any large room

111

60, 42, 43

134

225

219

Neuro library

mid-size rooms

121

214

B30

?

B92

327

356

41

216

106

LLC

102

Lab 1

130

123

359

1030

1064

B116

256

2525

b100

101

123

202

1028

100's

335

190

426

233

B100

auditorium

224

studio space

9

430

234

230

208
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Text input cell (row 2, column 5)

115

224

205

102

115

232

123

conference

B-30

50

183

Text input

Large

Good technology available, easy to use, adequate seating

Ease of Equipment

Great computers and space.

N/A

Good tech and access to concrete manipulatives for math

seminar room - comfy seats, nice big table

...

well appointed, prompt response to problems

Linux on the computer. Math Department account, not university account on computer.

good technology, windows

Light and windows

lots of chalkboard, projector doesn't interfere, comfortable

all rooms are well supported and easily navigated

Informatics teaching lab is exceptionally well designed and caters to active learning

all technology works; room is comfortable & inviting

Small seminar with fexible seating

closest to my office

 computer lab good for hands on instruction

Has two screens that students can see; students can collaborate

Nice size good acoustics

UNM Gallup was not listed in the pull down menu; best room in which  I have taught at UNMG is GCH 182/184

small with good blackboard

Nice size with access to demos

Small class, good interactions with students

large, good visual

The technology available

smart classroom

arrangement makes group work easy to facilitate

Can't think of one.

good location

smart classroom, has windows, has screen (lbad=loud next to gym)

good projector, lights, demos
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Layout and technology

Adequate computing power and projection

Spacious, well-lit

arrangement of desks; computer access

Good layout for seminars

Modern, PC, doc camera, etc

pleasant space conducive for learning

best layout and implementation of technology

roomy

poor wireless acess unless near a window

works relatively well for small discussion class.

Tables

Good equipment and location

Good natural light

Great A/V, comfortable chairs, not too big

room design allows interaction between students

Good set up for students and lecturer

teaching stations, nearby media support

Had 2 Screens for more devices

Room Size, technology and convenience

because it's our department classroom and has the technology I need

Seminar room with comfortable environment, smart board

smart classroom

teach at Gallup branch

size, A/V system, chalk boards on two walls

New classrooms, working IT

only relatively better

great sunlight and technology

Distribution of projector screen and blackboard

open studios can nearly see all students enrolled in our degree programs in one space

good seat set up, great equipment

Lots of room, computer & projector work very well

window lets natural light in

windows, connectivity, movable desks

I love the DSH IT set up and ease of moving around in some of the rooms such as 232

good size/set up for my class size, though needs better technology in it

Close to my office

Integrated technology, easily movable tables

Good presentation technology and lighting

easy to get to, nice set up of chairs

good acoustics

OK but chalk boards poor and screens too small

dynamic, student / trainee driven, outcome oriented

modern, good electronics

Secondary displays for instructor/student presentation

All computer systems need updating

computers relatively recent , can seat approx 25 students

Very comfortable seating,  Good sightlines. Excellent technology.

studio classroom with appropriate presses, but facilities need upgrading!
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limits size of class; has projection capabilities built-in

Good whiteboard, doc camera, projector support

Too steep - couldn't get students to interact

recently re-modeled

good seminar room

good for small groups, adequate A/V, chalkboard available for simultaneous use with PPT

Layout

6 large moving blackboards

Enough room for students to have their own space and for desks to be rearranged for small group work

light ,bright ,good support.

Computer classroom where students can work

Space

wide range of equipment

 spacious

good AV and computer connections

chairs moveable, tech on ceiling, accessible to own office

It's a studio classroom

bright, cheerful, good light, furniture can be rearranged

access to technology, students have computers, tech support is nearby

Large Lecture Hall with great teaching station

great technology

Movable tables and chairs, functional tech equipment, good lighting

Good sightlines for students, good projector/computer but can't move chairs around for group activities

Good size,AVs, and circular set-up

Media

not great (still too crowded) but better than the others

great view

Same floor as my office - clean and spacious

modern; location; layout

Good A/V; good room set-up

table/seat arrangements, whiteboards on all walls

Access to support staff

Everything worked.  Good, simple AV.  Comfortable seats for the students.  Good visibility

large, natural indirect light from windows

Large, natural lighting

the computers in the classroom

raised seating . stadium style

big screen and big board

No computer/technology in it

a/v , size, esthetics

Easy to see the students.

has most hardware and software I need

Overall, the setup of desks and technology was conducive.

Modern equip. Dedicated to one subject/topic

new everything

web cams, monitors, tables, instructor station

Equipped w. IT connections

Active Learning Room

The room is large, bright, and plenty of A/V options.
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spacious, attractive, great technology

Natural light, ample space,

We support it ourselves, so things work well

moveable desks in smaller classrooms, good technology

flexibility and ITV

technology is advances for modeling

good size for the group

technology, setting, ease of instruction

many chalkboards

The classrooms in this bldg have good seating and the technology has never given me grief.

New, up to date AV Equipment

large, but intimate

Only

top technology

dual screens, so can use just one and still use whiteboard

Nicely integrated technology

They aren't really suited for classes

Lighting, sound isolation, Mediasite, Smartboard

Clean, enhanced classrooms

The smart board was a great tool for being able to show both a slideshow and interactive how-tos.

IT support

I have not yet started teaching

has pcs for students and tech for teaching from laptop

I like the shape, moveable tables, and technology

Great technology and Furniture

best sound equipment

configured for interactivity

Collaborative studio

equpiment, set up, assistance

Equipped with pc, projector & recorder

tables allow group work

Only class I have taught, second semester as instructor of record.

There is not much difference between Dane Smith and Mitchell Hall classrooms, but there are clocks in Dane Smith, which
is a bonus.

High quality classroom.

Has full capability

because I am comparing them to Gallup's

close to my office

Great set up tables and technology

Newly updated AV system, wheeled tables

Full technology access by professors and students

Excellent technology and support personnel, well thought out room design. Wish there was more board space created for
collaborative use by students

n/a I don't teach

I don't love it; you can move the chairs around

Nice size room

Roomy, tables can be rearranged and grouped

availability of both whiteboard and overhead

Building is up to date in terms of connectivity

Had everything I needed
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Technology available, plenty of board space.

fully equipted

Smart board

multi-media capabilities

good media support, chairs and tables can be rearranged for groups

Just rebuilt, good AV & Chairs

Windows, Light, equipment, layoutis  long

clean, working computer system, mobile desks

big open room, but missing Elmo

Working technology, if slow.

upgrades recently

Good sound / AV; Comfortable & Functional

small forcing students to sit closer appropriate for discussion, movable chairs and tables, good technology. Downsides: no
whiteboard, no clock

All classrom technology actually works

Good computer, connection to internet

Excellent technical support and equipment

enough room, good equipment

Nice equipment and size

Good blackboard space, adequate projection, but really not very good

easy, onsite, technology.

Projected avi in powerpoint w/o problems

classroom capture is set up

Has sufficient technology and boards, plus tech help right in bldg.

good access

Design of screens and boards is inconveninet everywhere

modular furniture that is flexible plus plenty of room

Old and poor equipment, odd seating in some rooms

Easy access to chalkboards

Windows, smart classom, nice size for my class

videoconference

whiteboards, ITV-ready, platform

since renovation, much better, can focus on teaching/learning

Great technology and light from window

It was designed for my classes Active Learning Studio

Off campus, clean and ready for our content.

Good Facility and Size

Lots of blackboard

newer building, clean

Just the right size for my classes

too cold

useful film projection tools

All online, no commute

Good design of space

pillars block classroom impeding view of students

right size, good technology

small classroom with tables in a circle to facilitate discussion

Televised classroom

students can see, space for powerpoint and chalkboard (whiteboard would be better)

I have all support that I need
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Good layout of projector screens and blackboard

equipment right there

Plenty of blackboard space and chairs can be moved.

full tables and more room for students

big beam in middle, dividers make it difficult for students to see teacher or board/screen

Large lecture hall, amphitheater seating, large projection

Technologically good/Well lit/Small enough to connect with students

All are great!

Size and technology

computer usually worked

Good size and AV.

clean and nice enviroment

Easy to move chairs and tables to discussion

Great LCDs for projecting tablet info and student seating

Open environment, promotes discussion

working computers, sideboards for additional notes, good blackboard space, good visual contact with students

I like our PIT rooms

Laptops for students in group circle of six students that help facilitate interaction

N/A

Technology was easy to use; class enrollment was a the right size

Good size for classes, good technology (when it works, but no wifi)

I can utilize computers and have students do group activity.

Great for active learning

PE classrooms are at JC building and it is old

full tech resources, good tech support, students at tables for collaboration, lots of white boards for collaboration

Excellent Space, room to deal with large crowds

professional; good A/V; good light; clock; good seats, etc.

Very Up to date

Adequate lighting and smart classroom

The only class I have had so far

Smart Classroom

Easy access to teaching materials, not cramped

access to abundant blackboards (but poor visibility from parts of room)

The room was well kept and equipment in good working order.

all equipment needed readily available and working, comfortable room

Simply because they aren't the worst I have taught in...

large, can rearrange, has IT access

Chalk boards, cozy, pleasant.

good computers, effective layout of room, good lighting

N/A

Computer for every student

The smaller auditorium style classroom in DSH has capacity for microphones

Decent size, good computer

Round table seating for students in collaborative learning environment coupled with large whiteboards at front of room

easy for student collaboration

I like the technology in these rooms (PC smart boards, etc)

Computer lab with Projection

Available software and Mac Server Temp Storage for distributing files

Has a computer projector installed in room
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furniture is more comfortable and conducive for rearrangement, and equipment is very good there

Fairly fast computer and projection system

software and computers are maintained, comfortable, always working

Great window

set up for collaboration

best sound and audio system

equipment/size

Size is large working technology

3 boards

Great technology

Clean, nice, good resources

Wonderful light filled room, great small seminar space,

windows, large, pleasant

Great for peer learning

3 projectors

necessary technology in place - sound system, etc.

Spacious; good technology

Excellent facilities

Active studio classroom is awesome for collaborative learning!

flexible seating; multi-media

It is a great facility

Having the smart board and a white board at the front of the room allows me to more easily expand on the topic.  It is small,
though.

Well laid out

Movable Chalkboards

I'm SRMC medical staff

Better layout & projector

small & manageable

wonderful lighting, layout etc

Only Class I have ever taught in for face to face

Rooms that allow different arrangements with projector/instructor terminal

smart classroom, moveable chairs, good seminar size

Flexible seating and tables - conducive to group work

Bright, cheerful, well-equipped

Great natural light, adjustable interior lighting, reliable technology with techs present

I like the big space between rows so I can navigate along the rows

Integrated easy to use technology

side screen is nice, can project and use boards both

Location, adequate facilities

Nice layout, good features, electronics, chalk board

technology consistent and diverse in options AND tech support readily available if problems

well lit, studio tables, whiteboards, overheads, computer

Decent projection for size of room and reasonable power for students

I teach online

classroom capture

lots of blackboard space, lighting is excellent

updated

ITV

Movable chairs conducive to my method of teaching (Team Based Learning)

Excellent academic environment-up to date resources
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perfect for student experiences w/ standarized patients

well designed, new AV

ready for the 21st century learning activities

technology

small intimate, good projector, close to my office

Good A/V, acoustics, aesthetics

good tech, seats, windows, clean

I've only taught in rooms like this, but I'd prefer a computer for each student

Social-Learning computer lab-internet access; dry erase board plentiful-several modes of student collaboration & reporting
available.

It has all the equipment I need to teach.

good lighting, set up and acoustics

There have been adequate rooms but no truly good room.  Really this is because most of my courses require two rooms,
one a computer lab where the students work, the other a space to gather to talk and look at art without the distraction of
computers.

Small and congenial with working equipment

Nicely equipped

I spec everything; I know what to expect, what's installed, etc.

Desks can move into group setting and enough board space to write

Ease of technology access and wifi connection strength

flexible seating, great technology, storeroom for materials

Smart technology

Seating allowed for more interactions; good computer

good size, media works well, goos support, natural light

New facility with excellent resources

good use of space

Computer Lab with projection

Learning Studio

only room I have taught in. It is not that great.

Neither best nor worst, just where we teach all our large intro classes

Plenty of audio/visual and big screen

Nice building, good audio-visual resources

A window in the room and moveable desks

Windows, equipment is all installed

Large, open, thermostat worked, solid wifi, computer equipment worked slowly, but consistently

like rest in DSH small enough for discussion, big enough for class size I need

small, light, great tv for power points

Mac lab with Presentation tools.

they are the right size and shape, and have moveable tables/chairs plus nice media equipment

ITV available

Natural light, chairs that can be moved

students are attentive and eager to learn

Technology, furniture, lights

I have only taught 1 online course.

Very open set up with good lighting

Good technology and size

Teaching station plus ability to move desks for students.

technology

Good size, good light; equipment is pretty good; tables promote discussion

new equipment
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n/a - I've only taught once

Windows, technology, space

I want students to have their own computer to produce their creative work.

Technology is updated & good space.

Comfortable, good lighting, easy to use technology, available assistance

Good presentation technology and lighting

mostly empty

The room is an auditorium that holds 100 students. The screen is from ceiling to floor, so the project is clear.  That room
comes with a lapel mic, so I do not have to shout. Because it is an auditorium, facilitating group discussion is challenging.

Fully equiped with teaching tools and web access

Years ago, prior to having the projector in place, it was a pain to have to set the equipment up myself before every class.

fully electronic and include video conferencing

fully decked out!

N/A

Aspect ratio, seating, light

Size, equipment

Chalk board doesn't accept chalk and repeated requests to have the film cleaned off have been ignored

easily reconfigured, technology that works

It has  a clock, tables, and decent equipment. Mitchell does not have clocks in the room- stupid.

It is possible to show images and use the board at the same time

Large room, 2 screens so whole class can see

relatively modern, flexible seating and tables

not shown

Wood floors, mirrors, sound system, TV/VCR

large room that allows student engagement

Technology availability

allows tables/chairs and entire class for "lecture" and active learning

good size, moveable tables

Close by, good equipment and room size

well maintained musical instruments

Good Tech/Support/Lighting

Adequate layout for labs

the best sound control, solid walls reduce student distraction

a lot of space and equipment

seminar; good technology

can be used for groups, use of tech, use of white boards and smart boards

computer classroom

new facility but some of teh classrooms are very small for 26 students

has the necessary audio-visual setup and is the right size

rooms are multipurpose, A/V always works!

None

size, comfort, multimedia

Barely adequate - but it usually has a working projector

New education rooms; great technology, nice grouping possiblities

A good but small studio setting

N/A Library Faculty

good AV set up and small size for lots of interaction

new bright tech friendly

Collaboarative Learning Enviroment

IT works, tables can be rearranged, seats are comfortable
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spacious, boards as well as media, tables move, two doors

White boards, laptops for all students

nice and small

technology equipped in room, support available, aesthetically pleasing

has actual chalk and blackboards

technology

small, nice, convenient

technology and collaborative learning design

Chairs easily moved for small and large group work.

natural light, flexibility, projection, smaller

Close to the office so I can check out and retrun equipment easily

excellent AV

I need computers to teach my classes

Large enough to have round table discussions, new, comfortable

Sizable and set up well for lecture/presentations

smart classroom

Clean and tech is available

Can project and still have full access to chalk board with easy to use control over the lights and blinds

Nice seating, adequate projection

All rooms in Mitchell Hall are clean and up to date tech-wise

New, has white boards and A/V support

Brand new and high tech

Good acoustics

technology built in to classroom

Flipped Model

Both lecture and laboratory classes can be done in this room.

Plenty of space, chalk always provided, two ways in/out

don' t know

well equipped training clinic

Designed by me for my specific class needs

Mac computers have software; layout allows me to see all students and their screens, and allows students to participate
easily in group discussion

great smart classroom capabilities and also nice chalk boards

new equipment

small groups

ample blackboard space

Newer classroom, lots of natural light from windows

Itv, good eye contact with students

Don't remember room #, rooms overall are very functional

Not a smart room, no windows, no room for instructor

Spacious, well-lit, big board, no raised platform

Great light, great blackboard

everything I need + projector that I can attach my personal computer

Any room in DSH or Mitchell is good

advanced technology

Collaborative

Technology, light, tables,

Technology (smart board, audio and video) and math lab in one location

feels more open

has the equipment I need. although one projector is not as good as the other
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Dropdown cell (row 3, column 2)

Computer Access and adequate receptacles

Good acoustics

New Classroom with the latest technology

Plenty of room, natural light, good video system, several white boards

Trial Courtroom works well for practical exercises

Great design for teaching

Room with computers tables and screen.  Can do a lot!

Setup

all the AV equipment, including remote for DVD work

web-enhanced lecture, sufficient seating, good tech

perfect seminar room

large class attendance and ability to spread out for exams

excellent coverage with blackboards & compuer projection

It is a computer classroom right in the library, which is directly connected to the content of the course

New, airy, good IT

Stadium seating

great acoustics

Round tables for students

Small and no presentation tools.

new, no tech issue

good AV equipment

Tables; AV / computer equipment

projector

Well equiped. Good lighting.

never taught on campus

Good studio classroom w/computers+storage

Spacious + great view of mountains/duck pond

n/a I teach online

well-designed for large courses

Has the most white board space

Wide enough to use both projector and board, space between rows for me to pass while students sitting

a lot of space, good resources

recently added computer lab

New, good setup

Has IT (computer and projector)

only building I've taught in.
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Text input cell (row 3, column 3)

Frequency table

Items
Absolute
frequency

Relative
frequency

Adjusted
relative
frequency

Main 778 88.91% 88.91%

North 63 7.2% 7.2%

West 3 0.34% 0.34%

LA 10 1.14% 1.14%

Taos 10 1.14% 1.14%

Valencia 11 1.26% 1.26%

Sum: 875 100% 100%

Not answered: 0 0% -

Total answered: 875

Text input

pharm

Mesa Vista Hall

Mitchell

CFA

Castetter

Humanities

73

Engineering Computer Pod

Dane Smith

mesa vista

SMLC

...

family Practice

Dane Smith

Dane Smith

Dominici West

207

HSSB

Northrop Hall

Bratton Hall

Michell

BMSB
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ASM

COP

EDUC

panda

Castetter Hall

South

ssc

Ortega

Ortega Hall

zimmerman

Northrop

Castetter

HUM

Johnson Center

RH

Art building

College of Education

SHC

GSM

Dane Smith

Mechanical

Mechanical Engineering bldg.

6

-haven't taught enough

Nursing

George Pearl Hall

Regener

George Pearl Hall

DSH

Brf

Mesa Vista

Mitchell

sara raynolds hall

Education

CFA

George Pearl Hall

ASM

Clark Hall

GSM

Hokona

Casteter

Pearl Hall

Mechanical

Ortega

Mitchell

Dane Smith Hall

Law

Johnson Center

Johnson Center
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George Pearl Hall

Ortega

EECE

anthropology

ctart

Woodward

Logan Hall

South

CFA

Education

Honors

JC

Bandelier East

On-line

ART

Domenici

CJ

GSM

Dane Smith Hall

DOM

Educ

EDUC

ssc

bmsb

clark

Mitchell

Mitchell Hall

Hospital

Mitchell Hall,before renovation

ART

Hibben

COE Education

5

Humanities

DSH

EDUC

Dane Smith Hall

Ortega

Humanities

Ortega

Ortega

Woodward

Sara Reynolds

castetter hall

CFA

Mitchell Hall

c&j

BMSB

anthropology annex
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education bldg

EDUC

Science and Math

Nursing/Pharmacy

Student Services

Northrop

oretega hall

Woodward

Regener Hall

Academics

Regener

HSSB

George Pearl Hall

Bendelier West

Education

Art Ed building

Johnson Center

Mitchell Hall

Ortega

Anderson

Yale EMSA

Woodward Hall

Clark

ECE

Psychology

Padre Mtz

Most classrooms

Ortega

Art and Art History

0021

EDUC

Dane Smith

FAC

BMSB

DSH

Woodward

Online

Education

Education

UNM-Gallup

ECE

ASM

HSSB

Ortega

EDUC

Ortega

Regner Hall

Hartung

6
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ECE

Mitchell

Sara Raynolds

Sara Reynolds

EDUC

2

Ortega

Anthro Annex

Econ

BMSB

Dane Smith Hall

Education

Anderson

Ortega

Hartung

CON

HSSB

KIVA

Too many to list

Domenici

HSSB

MITCH

Ortega Hall 435

P&A

Regener Hall

Bbrp

Arts and Sciences

Sara Reynolds

Mitchell Hall

MITCH

Mitchell

Ortega

Sara reynolds hall

Hibben

Educ

Woodward

ortega hall

Johnson Center

Johnson

Pedro Martinez Hall

Medical building

Old ME

Smlc

Ortega Hall

Ortega Hall

Dom center

6

ceria

TSPH-Art Building
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Humanities

Sara Reynolds

law school

Economics building

woodward

Chemistry

Northrop Hall

library computer lab

Center for the Arts

Mitchell Hall

DSH

Center for the Arts

Padre Hall

educ

Mitchell

Sara Reynolds

Medical school second floor

Education

Woodward Hall

EDUC

dsh

NA

GSM

ESCP

Dane Smith

Antropology

Kiva

ME

Gurley Hall

6

Clark

Education

ASM

educ

Farris

Mech

Humanities

Ortega

Castetter

Mitchell

CTRART

DSH

Woodward Hall

academics

BAND

HSSC

DSH

Ortega

ME
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DSH

Mechanical Engineering

CRF

Education

Johnson Center

Tsfph

Woodward

6

Humanities

Manley

Woodward

HSSB

CoN

Dane smith hall

Academic

HSSB

Johnson

George Pearl Hall

Ortega Hall

DSH

A

Padre Martinez Hall

Mitchell

Gallup

Sleep Disorders Center

Woodward Hall

Johnson Center

5

NTHP

SMLC

N/A

ECE

Anderson GSM

ortega

Woodward Hall

EDUC

Mitchell Hall

Educ

nursing & pharmacy

Bratton

dsh

P&A

GPH

BMSB

Center for the Arts

SSC

Woodward

Domenici Auditorium

Johnson Center
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CON / P

Education 103

biomed sci

Mitchell Hall

Dane Smith

BBRP

Mech eng

SARAR

Ortega

EDUC

meds 2

ART

Humanities

TEC

CFA

CERIA

Mitchell Hall

Educ or Hokona

Ortega

Johnson

Economics Building

Ortega Hall

ASM

Education

ME

Sara Reynolds

TSPMH

Dane Smith

EDUC

Mesa Vista

Economics

Anthropology Annex

Civic Plaza Drive

Dane Smith Hall

Computer pods

Ortega

Ortega

Ortega

n/a

C&J

C&J

Hartung

Mechanical Engineering

Mitchell

Ortega

Coe

Dane Smith

Woodward

EECE
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Dane Smith

C

Ortega

DSH

Econ

Mitchell

Mitchell

Student services

woodward

Education

Business & Tech

Mechanical Engineering

na

SAAP

Dane Smith Hall

nursing pharmacy

HSSB

MEC

Chem

Ortega

Dane Smith

Dane Smith

George Pearl Hall

old education annex

Ortega hall

Anthro

Domenici

Ortega Hall

CFA

Nursing Pharmacy

5

BMSB

EDUC

BSC

Mitchell Hall, pre-renovation

Dom W

English Dept

tech

Johnson Center

many others

Ortega

Logan

Ortega Hall

EDUC

Old Arch Building

Marron

BMSB

Woodward Hall

Johnson Center
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N/A

old mitchell

ED

DSH

Castetter

Ortega Hall

Sara Raynolds

Johnson Center

Pearl

DSH

mitchell hall

Castetter

Communication and Journalism

Ortega

regener hall

Ortega

BMSB

Education

Domenici Auditorium

Center for the Arts

Cent

DSH

No

Ortega Hall

Ortega

Dane Smith

Farris

ASM

Ortega Hall

HUM

Ortega hall

Ortega

Woodward

Ortega Hall

SSC

DSH

Mech Engr

GSM

College of Pharmacy

C&J

Law School

Johnson Center

Anthro Lecture

no opinion

Education

TSPH

Dane Smith Hall

Centennial Engineering

ortega
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Text input cell (row 3, column 4)

Sara Reynolds

CON/Pharm

6

Humanities

JC

George Pearl Hall

BHE

george pearl hall

Career tech

Cimarron clinic

Educ

Ortega

RH

MH

education

TSPMH

ASM

C&J

zimmerman

Education

Calvin Hall

Text input

basement, computer

2042

Experimental Theatre

100

2nd Floor

9

110

Corner rooms

basement

several

...

234

B102

5

101

120

2401

121

282

1068

B20

105

190
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100

E lab

b24

435

some rooms

254

122

100

seminar room

B101

114

104

104

12

226

Any

218

100-something

606

364

P139

118

P139

226

118

1011

1??

103?

2018

139

1070

232

375

57

101 / P101

214

113

?

318?

3402

All

150

Honda Room

106

310

105

2018

100

dont remember
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Lab D

1020

103

22

B100

106

348

2410

245

117

1??

basement

102 - I think

101

b-24

Basement

114

201

105

Khatali

dont recall

350

115

don't remember

223

301

206

325

115

Second floor

214

122

147

102

57

1020

small classroom

121

Lecture halls

basement

140

103

B52

B-15

Basement

most rooms

113

All

114
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131

103

OT Lab

Auditorium

106

any!

B-101

first floor

243

ALS

101

310

110

112

all

all

2018

203

335

147

N/A

101

103

Calvin Hall

237

1004

105

206

153

103

208

621

310

all rooms

107

102

101

220

120

1002

282

Any

various

221

any

200

246

2410

246
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119, 219

435

5

103

Tully

124

dont remember

???

109

most of them

107

102

105

157??

don't recall

154

150

109

Room 2

?

102

119

107

big upstairs

606

365

221

224

3402

1002

101

115

2100

any

XXX

1020

112

201

219

don't remember

101

101

220

any

NA

232

110

130

104
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218,220,etc

172

517

101

101

1070

103

129

208

428

119

163B

1111

126

??

230

?

?

218

2nd floor

G25

103

B100

221

147

208

226

208

101

106

364/368

125

169

B100

209

107

120

135

109

109

all rooms

Conference Room

101

Weight Room

515

117

102

131

115
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all on 1st and 2nd floor

107

139

101A

103

B15

2505

most

184

P130

1111

basement

114

1220

all of them

368

300 something

1500

102

153

204

300

104

216

140

B223

365

121

Any

any

1002

all of them

1004

208

115

120

101

B91

105

B06

110

120

124?

any

107

245

121

104

any
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211

first

Old

Mac Lab

147

310

120

103

241

325

1052

205

219

B94

149

102

127

first floor

00

101

455?

242

208

?

115

225

P130

all

ALL

101

all of them

B117

Basement

B17

205

EDUC

basement

auditorium

B114

120

All

B15

?

208

any room

104

203/303

1004

152
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206

122

55

Don't remember

Old

All

115

231

any

107,109,111,119

124

115

114

108

203

103

1018

317

?

upstairs larger room--don't remember #

145

1070

All Rooms

226

113

1st Floor

101

243

old OSET room

120

300

232

B98

119

3211

b154

101 and 102?

126

226

1028

113

100

364

625; 627

433

B145

139

106

p130
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Text input cell (row 3, column 5)

103

conference room

201

107

109

105

102/103

115

1016

all of them

167-D

101A

173

Text input

Not appropriate for instruction for programming

Small

chalk boards

low ceiling, in disrepair

Extremely cold, outdated computer, minimal ability to change lighting conditions, limited seating

Lack of Equipment

strange temperatures, lab, fridge

It's like a medieval torture cave.

N/A

No tech; overhead project

Any rooms in the basement of Mesa Vista...

a few round tables -not appropriate for university classes

...

Not bad, just nothing outstanding.

no windows

Light and lakc of windows

projector interferes with chalkboard, uncomfortable/clinical

poor layout, equipment

any standard classroom with theatre seating

technology is intermittent at best; room is clunky in seating layout

Huge Lecture with bad acoustic, bad sight lines, & fixed seats

chalk board glazed over & can't write on it

tutorial rooms are too small, cramped

Fixed tables, screens hard to see; just a mess.

Small room - no seating elevation (hard to see slides)

ugly, dirty

UNM-Gallup was not listed on the pull down menu; worst room in which I have taught at UNMG is GCH 104

too dark

Big class, hard to interact with students

very poor visual for students, cold

lack of technology
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lack natural light, but have excellent smart classrooms

internet acces is slow; teaching computer is wiggy; wireless access is unreliable

Big auditorium without access to middles make group work difficult

Decrepit

too small

no projection system, project onto a wall, no windows

poor projector, poor lighting controls

Inadequate computers, virtually no Internet access, dark and miserable!

Awkward

dated computer, projector, etc

Terrible sound, long room

Poor for seminars

Crummy projection, no PC, no doc camera

hard to find and claustrophobic, was years ago

blackboard squeaks

-haven't taught enough

poor AV flexibility

Dismal basement room

cramped, outdated, dugeon-like

Deadening room

Projector not bright enough, covers part of the board, room layout means students at edge cannot see screen

Cramped. Poor design

no wireless or media equipment

Before Remodeling

it shouldn't ever have classes

Columns in the middle of lecture hall blocked students' views

cannot use instructors notes without bringing my laptop in additional to the installed MAC

Technology is undependable, often malfunctions

computer station only available to Anderson Faculty

Completely outdated classroom facility

noisy HVAC, hot room

cramped, dark, no technology

Chair distribution does not allow working in groups. Does not have a computer.

the computer is in desperate (and mean desperate) need of an upgrade

Long skinny room that makes it hard for students to see board; blackboard is old and crappy and hard to write on

no windows, fluorescent lights

no windows, no CAT 5, dirty

I may have the room # wrong--was a cramped room on 3rd floor with NO IT equipment--arggh!

room set up not conductive to good teaching

Old, Outdated building

Noisy, windows don't open or close

Impersonal, bad lighting

terrible lighting and a pole in the student sightline

Overhead projector was stolen, so a table-top borrowed projector was required.  Now remedied, but still an under-equipped
space.

awkward seating, lighting not appropriate for powerpoint, loud

too large

students too far away

years ago it was old, no windows, little electronic equipment

Projection System
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Is ventilation a technology? If not it should be.

Long and narrow, poor sightlines.  Uncomfortable seating. Minimal tech.

classroom without light, insufficient for comfortable class discussion because table is too large, no space for art course- we
go outside to have class whenever possible

large amiphitheatre seating with central aisle only

Terrible chalkboard

No non-verbal feedback from students

needs remodel and temperature control

lab smells/exposures; if problems with technology difficult to get someone to help

Cramped given technology needed

constantly dirty whitebords

barriers between students and lecturer create to much distance between faculty and students and prevent small group
discussion

cramped, IT equip't not working properly

may have he wrong number - deep classroom, no risers, horrible overall

No windows, theatre seating, SLOW computer

antiquated

no equipment

less spacious

too big

Front Chalk Board does work and TV screens (in place of projection screens) are too small for as easy visibility

noise

desks were bound to floor,unmoveable

loud ventilation prevents hearing

Lousy layout; poorly furnished

the building is probably going to fall down and kill someone

poor AV equipt

no technology or windows, small, outdated, old chalkboard

No teaching station--forced to use a cart

Random assortment of tables and chairs (some non-functional), have to check out tech equipment each class, no ability to
properly control illumination of the screen

Lousy setup for large classroom - wide and shallow, students can't hear and can't see

like a dungeon - no windows, no equipment

There's no technology in there!

Dirty

Crowded, awkward positioning of computer and screen

Far away; Dark and decrepit lecture hall

antiquated; dilapidated; remote

ridiculously narrow, inflexible arrangement of seats

Ongoing issues with classroom technology

Prior to renovation; squalid, dirty, curtains didn't close, etc.  Great now!

small, odd shape

Poor acustics, stadium seating is uncomfortable for students, lighting is poor

you have to supply your own computer

flat level seating, hard to see all students

big room with a small board; terrible acoustics

Plenty of tech, but the room is arranged where many students cannot see the screen, and the computer connected to
projector is not in a convenient spot

Harder to see all of the students.

No technology, and the seating was difficult to work around.

old, inadequate equipment, poor lighting control
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lights didn't work. computer sometimes didn't work

Outdated

Hard for Students to See Boards

The room is dark and somewhat uninviting.

too small, uncomfortable for students, limited space for activities

The room is great the projector is inadequate and essential to the use of the room.

Comuter is painfully slow and the chalkbaord is ruined. In the general, the entire building needs renovation

Horrible, dark, dingy space, no accessibility

not functional or practical

noisy, little ventilation

size, technology (sound) rarely worked, internet came in and out, not enough room for group activities

computer does not work all the time

I wasn't given a computer password and thus couldn't use powerpoint or any thing computer mediated. Ridiculous.

Just older. It was fine. No longer a UNM site anyway.

Poor acoustics

projector so high I have to jump to turn it on

Equipment not working

Noisy, poor light,  no Mediasite

Old school, barely wired classes

It has been a few years, but it was like teaching in a small, claustrophobic closet. Additionally, there was only an overhead
projector available.

poor budget for IT support

room no longer exists (converted to lab space)

wireless is rarely available, wiring is harardous (I ahve had plugs shoot flames twice when plugging in a compter), dirty,
uncomfortable

"old school"

bad lighting

cavernous, cramped, no room for interaction

Bad wireless

Stadium seats not practical for group work

Only class I have taught, second semester as instructor of record.

This is an odd room tucked into a corner. There are no windows, and the chairs uncomfortable and immobile.

Computer takes long to start, too deep classroom & hard to reach students in the back, no clock

My workplace is UNM-Gallup--worst

conference room, not suitable for teaching

Poor quality set up, technology,  and temperature control

unreliable computer for AV,  bad interior room configuration with floor-t-ceiling columns that block view

Classroom screens were put on walls that get a lot of glare.

Poor technology in the classroom, difficult to access, little to no board space, not enough chairs

n/a I don't teach

arena seating--not so good for small group discussions

Too cold most of the time

Room's HVAC is always set to heat, room is not setup for projection or server access to lab stations. Room's airspace is
shared with acting classroom next-door which makes classes at the same time very noisy.

At the time, chairs were falling apart, table too large, media station inconveniently located

not well ventilated. gets very warm and crowded.

However, given recent renovations, my view may be out of date.

Four walls with a light switch

No technology: no desktop or ready-to-use prez software/hardware

miserable sound and equipment
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too small

rooms too small for seminars.

Too small, overheated

In general, those that have outdated media, and chairs don't move

chairs uncomfortable

No windows. layout is wide.

old, cramped, fixed desks, poor computer support

long narrow room,

No access to tech, tiny windowless classrooms.

complete lack of anything needed for design classes scheduled there

Older classrooms;

too small, poor  AV equipment

horrible sound, often too large for a class of 100-150, bad chairs/tables, no clock, outdated/bad chalkboard

Technology spotty or not working at all

Smells like formaldehyde.  Projector doesn't work all the time.

crowded, no audio/visual, horrible buzzing from overhead speakers

Lights don't work, boards don't show chalk well at ALL

No internet

Cramped and unattractive

older technology and lighting, I have to focus on class-irrelevant details and its difficult to do that while simultaneously
addressing student issues and course prep.

Inadequate for clinical imaging studies, no iclicker

white boards are impossible to erase

Dark, broken equipment - this was a few years ago,  though

Heating/cooling settings poorly regulated

this is too small room to use simultaneousely for PPT presenation and a board

They feel like high school classrooms, need tables for seminars

Chalkboards obstructed by desks, students can't look at chalkboard and projector easily

Not a smart room, far from my other classroom, no windows, musty, small

technology rarely works, seats too close to instructor/screen

Columns in room

lecture in pit, steep seating, terrible for ITV

ground floor, SW corner, terrible sight lines, cramped

Old equipment, window blinds, audio

Noise from court

ITV room and I don't teach ITV classes

To small and no windows or ventilation. No security.

Can't Remember-Small, Old and Uncomfortable

Unreliable technology and no assistance readily available

No windows

classroom set up

echos, can't hear

Only chalkboards, no white boards

too small, dismal lighting

All online, no office hours

Needs better storage and equipment

and similar: typical classroom with AV equipment; moveable desks

dark, no equipment, remote location

not bad, but more traditional format

Projector hides chalk board and cannot use both at the same time
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the entire space should be destroyed - it is entirely anti-education

Big fixed table at front of room, projector screen covers blackboard

old software, can't save results safely.

Very little blackboard space and chairs are fixed to the floor.

uncomfortable cramped class for number of students

A very wide classroom, students at edges could not see projection screen

Dark, small, cramped

Siz

supposed to be a lab but not set up properly.

computer didn't always work

Leaky roof; location at the edge of campus

dark and not sensory firendly

Smells really bad

Setup not easy to teach and student seats awful

Dark classroom, difficult to access

rooms dont have good layout for 60 students, i cant see all of them easily, they cant see blackboard (glare), rooms are too
wide,  computers in those rooms dont have matlab installed

No space between front wall & students, too wide

Big computers on long rows makes interaction difficult.

poor audio visual setup

slow computer

N/A

Had to use my personal laptop, difficult to set up, too large enrollment

no ventilation

Awful room

space is not very negotiable

Needs updating

If I remember correctly (been some time): poor lighting, immoveable desks

Too crowded for ITV space

depressing, no clock, no light, poor condition

Needs to be remodeled, and needs a white board in front

Poor technology and seating

Too Dark

Tiny room for number of students enrolled

unusable  designer-color blackboards;  too few blackboards;  students sitting on top of each other;  valid testing
"impossible"

Dimly lit. Difficult to set up sound system/projector

small board

I had stadium seating and it's very difficult to interact with ITV students in these rooms

very old building...

no projector hooked to microscope, hard to hear

White boards, not cozy, unpleasant.

gloomy atmosphere, no computers,

Inadequate cooling in August

Random ambient noise, no computer

Difficult to use projection and chalkboard together. Terrible acoustics: really need a microphone to reach students at the
back of the classroom.

I have to bring a computer cart every time I lecture! Room is too small

Dull- no media capabilities

Never set for lecture, always need to get techs to set up system, missing cables
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Does not have a computer project installed in room

Appallingly bad space and NO computer, projector, screen

No natural light

too large for 300 person section, seating not flexible

bad face contact w/ students, very large room

equipment/size

Technology not working

overcrowded seats

Had to arrange desks every class period

Needs remodeling

Woderful light filled room, great small seminar space

ill lit, windowless, ugly

Can't see students faces; fixed seating makes it difficult for students to interact

1 projector

necessary technology not in place

Cramped

nothing ever works and IT does not respond

Way too small

The chairs are absolutely THE WORST for any kind of group work.

It is too small and takes away from the entire student population from being able to work out

It only has one bench that is accessible, the storage is difficult to access, and the lighting makes the projection screen
difficult to see.

Computers didn't work, desks and chairs old and worn out

White Boards are awful

Layout bad for large classes

to small

too wide - you can't see students

dark, windowless

Dark, inflexible, impersonal

Dark and gloomy

before the renovation

Bolted down seats, no technology, it was awful

Horrible sight lines, bad AV

Narrow, cramped, not easy to use technology

screens are typically in center of white boards, rooms feel stifling, and a hat fixture (I think that's what they are called) once
fell out of the ceiling!

It's been a long time since I taught on main

Bad seating, bad chalkboards, too small etc.

Poor quality projector & limited access of power and connectivity for students

I teach online

no windows or natural light!

lighting is abysmal, inadequate blackboard space

no windows, old furniture, bad wireless internet connection

Too old

Do not like being "on stage"; cavernous; difficult to hear when seated in the back

have to compete with JGym noise activities-lack of smart technology we still have to use carts

small, cold. always have computer problems

terrible AV

lacking amenities as listed above

not enough support if there is a tech problem. restroom is in the basement.
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wide room, hard to see projected images, too many students, no place to use overhead projector for some exercises along
with computer projector

airflow is loud, can't hear anything

Long and thin, chalkboard only

no computer, doors into another classroom, no windows, noise

Fixed desks, teacher-focused; student collaboration difficult

It has very outdated equipment.

very  hot, small, poor set up for computer

No heating/cooling leaking roof in a computer lab

Not equipped with computer and dvd player

computer would shut down and smartboard was broken

It's fairly cramped. Roaches, etc. Lowest room in the building, I think.

I have only taught in two classrooms. Neither ranks as best. This room is just not conducive to the way I like to teach,
though it is somewhat flexible so I do reconfigure it during intersession classes. Awkward faculty computer hookup. Difficult
controls

Lecture hall, small board space, lecture hall-no group

Poor technology and wifi

dirty, old, decrepit, individuals desks not tables, no tech

No tech available, HOT in summer

Fixed seating made it difficult for students to work in groups; computer is incredibly slow; very hot

dark, slow computers, few or no windows, bad sound, bad heating

hard to see screens

poor layout, no technology

Small crowded

Street Noise

Not conducive to screening and audio/visual needs.

Lecture Hall seating with fixed tables. Not conducive to collaborative work or small group discussions.

cramped seating no windows

Cramped, poor wifi, no projector/computer, no fire alarm when building had a fire drill, etc.

rigid auditorium set up, small area in front, not conducive to discussion or use of chalkboard

I teach at Valencia, not Main

sound dissipates, it is cold in the winter, can't hear students over heat/cooling devices, bathroom smells permeate into the
room

Small room with technology that had to be hooked up by the instructor every class period.

barriers between students and professor

ITV not available

Rooms are dark and dirty, no light dimmer

It is hard to see projected images.

I have only taught 1 online course.

The room is too small to comfortably accomodate my 24 students, especially during circle discussions.

Awkward size and difficult lighting

no computer or teaching station/no projection capability.

inconveniently located, oddly shaped rooms

Room was far too small for 40 students (not enough table space or chairs for exams)

no light

n/a - I've only taught once

 I think the arrangement by rows does not encourage the active or collaborative learning that students can do while
producing creative projects.

Not conducive for teacher preparation courses and sometimes the technology does not work.

Bad seats, weak presentation technology

worst layout- disembodied heads
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The room holds 50-60, but the chairs are stationary. A small screen makes the projection of text is not large enough  to
read. The white board is too gray that written texts are not showing. I use the document reader a lot.

Dark, tight, computer system does not work sometimes

The equipment in this classroom is reliable and works fine not.

N/A

Columns in middle, board & screen on different walls

Chalk board on West wall doesn't accept chalk, repeated requests to have the film removed have been ignored

Size, layout, chalkboard doesn't work.

so small and ill configured difficult for any kind of interaction

That room is a lecture hall and I teach seminar style. The room is also hard to access for the two disabled students I ahve.
And the third reason I HATE this room is that I teach till 9:30 at night and the area is poorly lighted. The female students are
a

long and narrow, screen blocks board, projection equipment functions poorly

Too wide room, one screen

horrible seating; terrible ITV connection

not shown

large and disconnected with audience

no technology in the classroom

elementary style desks crammed in

cramped, no tables

Like teaching in a hallway - horrible layout

teaching music in a chem building

Crowded

little soundcontrol, fully glass windows very distracting, right behind noisy toiet flushes

it is crumbling down

The building is Very outdated  the doorknobs are constantly falling off, the room shape is not beneficial to instruction and
the class sizes assigned to the classroom make for a very crowded room--it is difficult to walk around and help my students

too large, no audio-visual setup

outdated technology

old building, inappropriate sitting arrangement, no windows

Terrible audio system - often does not have a working projector

Some times I don't have heat, The studio itself is olld and needs some maintenance

N/A

terrible AV

old dingy dark not tech friendly

old auditorium was an instructional disaster

Its hot, no windows, cramped, loud

Technology very poor, bad black boards

too laid out and awkward

Gym noise, hot, roll in computer carts, cords

only white boards

pre-built in technology

dark, smells, underground

Like a dungeon and had to carry laptop daily

Too spread out with tables;,lessens group cohesion.

lack of natural light, projection, flexibility

Projector often doesn't work, windown don't open,

very old-style lecture hall

Vry limited number of computer;  breakdown often..

Too large, faulty sound system

Odd configuration and difficult accoustics.
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no smart classroom

Dark and dated

Could not use projector and chalkboard simulataneously

Horribly wide / shallow seating, columns obscure students' view of front of class

Projector screen was in an awkward place (on the side of the room rather than the front). Made showing clips awkward.

dark, small

Old and low tech

Bus shakes the room and projection screen

Only one average-sized chalkboard, tables rearranged on daily basis

don't know

odors, bathrooms

Too small, poor & old facilities, asbestos pipes, black mold

PC comptuers have some software; layout interrupts flow of discussion and separates students from others

there is an old projection screen behind a curtain with a lot of useless, sinister looking buttons

no lighthing for simultaneous ppt and blackboard

dark; old equipment; cramped

outdated, cavernous

pillars obstruct view of blackboard

Not functional for active learning

Old, poor lighting, no windows, temp fluctuations

Projector not bright enough

Rooms are small and cramped; no windows.

Spacious, fully equipped, can have projection and write on the board at the same time

Narrow, corridor-like room.

Flat, small whiteboard, whiteboards always suck

The whole building

The room is a cave; no technology.

dirty room and needs an upgrade in technology

No windows and 'beat-up' looking

the place of the screen

out of date -- glad it was refurbished and re-assigned!

the desks like tables for the students, all I see is their heads

long, narrow, no electrical receptacles

HVAC sounds like airplane taking off - students can't hear me

Lacks latest technology/Have to turn the lights off for class to see slide presentations

Too small for class, transfered immediately to another classroom

small, crowded, no windows

very poor lighting and design

Long time ago.  Shape of room, visibility, hearing

Setup and equipment

horrible lighting, equipment is old, never a DVD remote

seating/class size prohibits class discussions

weird space

before renovations

think wall should be knocked out to make a large classroom. this is at end of hall

rooms are too small, furnishings are ill-fitting

Dark, no windows, old boards

Poor projector lighting, poor ventilation

you can hear the toilets being flushed
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Old radiator bangs, desks are bad

cramped, no natural light

Mac lab with Cestron media control boxes

N/A

poor AV equipment

No coputer or projector.  Horrible seating & heating

never taught on campus

Large traditional lecture Hall

too small + screen is TV screen which is hard to turn on

long, narrow room unfit for lecturing to large classes

Has poor laptop connectivity

Difficult to see all students, difficult to implement class exercises/discussions

though these are smart rooms in that they have A/V equipment/computer, there are so many issues - volume is
inconsistent, there is no tablet for me to write notes, instead i need to use the dry erase board, most of the applications
need updating/refreshin

where my outdated computer resides

Older, smaller

No IT
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Question 11
Do you use end-of-semester IDEA student surveys in your courses?  (check all that apply) 

Frequency table

Choices
Absolute
frequency

Relative
frequency
by choice

Relative
frequency

Adjusted
relative
frequency

Yes - theyre distributed and collected during a regularly scheduled class
period

480 53.39% 54.86% 59.85%

Yes  theyre distributed during a regularly scheduled class period and students
return at another place/time

102 11.35% 11.66% 12.72%

Yes - IDEA surveys are administered online through WebCT or Blackboard
Learn

127 14.13% 14.51% 15.84%

No  I dont use IDEA in my classes 115 12.79% 13.14% 14.34%

No - But I use another instrument to gather end-of-semester evaluations 75 8.34% 8.57% 9.35%

Sum: 899 100% - -

Not answered: 73 - 8.34% -

Total answered: 802

Text input

I made up my own after researching relevant questions

Frequent end of section or individual session

PHP evalaution questionnaires

I also use a paper survey for guest lectures

self- assessment

We are getting NO feedback

Informal mid-semester evaluations

Dept Evaluation Form

Survey in ECE 101

oral

did mid-course evals, custom.

My own questions that actually address the subject matter

Evalue and opinio

SOE Dean requires mid-point survey

law school evaluation form

My own design
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Questionair I write specific to studio art course

self generated evaluation forms

self evaluation

my own questionnaire hosted by Survey Monkey

I have supplemented IDEA surveys with my own forms.

I've used online IDEA platform

UME evaluations on North Campus SOM

N/A I am a GA.

Configured for our program needs

I'm not sure if the UNM scan sheets are what you mean?

..

A survey I created which gives me better data to improve my courses IDEA is unusable for me

I have not started teaching, yet to use this IDEA survey

Philosophy department evaluation forms

Have not yet taugth a full semester class but I would have them administered online through Blackboard

mid-term check ins through WebCT or class handwritten

For online classes, instrument similar to IDEA

online classes have an in-house developed survey

interviews

Anonymous Resident evals of faculty

Departmental Standard evaluation form

self-created...far more informative, useful, and well drafted

forms provided by the department

Program specific

Public Health Program Course Evaluation Form

survey monkey

 one I developed myself; IDEA surveys are administered sporadically by the dept.

Evaluation designed for just ISE classes

Self-created course evaluation

midterm SGID

not currently teaching

surveys provided by the schools of law and public health

Ask a volunteer student to administer the survey and bring it to department administration

Is idea the grad student evaluations?

had used ICES before switch, ITV evaluations also

I don't know if my department does use IDEA surveys

California State University Survey

end of semester surveys

comments at end of each exam.

PENP issued Evaluations

I also administer my own qualitative surveys to my students

random surveys on 3x5 cards

occasionally mid-semester suggestions

Mid term questionaire

Law school eval

Not applicable at this moment

departmental seminar forms, which are much more useful

Students access via web site.

ICES -  very similar to IDEA
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Other survey tools

Cert Scan

University College survey

for LC classes there is a mid-term eval admin'd by UC/LC staff.

Own

but I would prefer to have it online...how can instructors set this up?

Written Evaluations

I also administer my own course feedback survey.

FLC mid-way eval

online via SOM PEAR/TED

SGID

SurveyMonkey

SOM assesment and evaluation

First semester teaching, no experience yet.

HSC SOM survey

N/A

discussion; anonymous Departmental ratings

First time teaching this semester. Plan to use some instrument.

student/resident evaluations

via email

I write my own evaluations

My own design

Informal anonymous survey of students

Department specific survey

AND My end of course questionaire.
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Question 12
If you use IDEA survey results for improving your own courses and instructional performance, do you agree with the statements

below?

 

Levels

Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Strongly

Disagree Sum

The
numerical
feedback

provided for
specific

questions is
useful

73
11.3%
2.81%

318
49.23%
12.23%

150
23.22%
5.77%

105
16.25%
4.04%

646
100%

24.84%

Open-ended
student

comments
are useful

315
48.24%
12.11%

277
42.42%
10.65%

40
6.13%
1.54%

21
3.22%
0.81%

653
100%

25.11%

Overall
feedback is
useful for
improving

course
structure

and content

120
18.43%
4.61%

325
49.92%
12.5%

141
21.66%
5.42%

65
9.98%
2.5%

651
100%

25.03%

Overall
feedback is
useful for
improving

my
instructional
performanc

e

130
19.97%

5%

337
51.77%
12.96%

119
18.28%
4.58%

65
9.98%
2.5%

651
100%

25.03%

Sum
638

-
24.53%

1257
-

48.33%

450
-

17.3%

256
-

9.84%

2601
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency
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Question 13
If you participate in merit, mid-probationary, promotion, tenure, or post-tenure reviews of other faculty members, do you agree with

the statements below? (not required)  

 

Levels

Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Strongly

Disagree Sum

IDEA
feedback is
useful for
evaluating

course
content and

structure

36
8.82%
2.95%

198
48.53%
16.22%

117
28.68%
9.58%

57
13.97%
4.67%

408
100%

33.42%

IDEA
feedback is
useful for
evaluating

instructional
performanc

e

40
9.78%
3.28%

220
53.79%
18.02%

99
24.21%
8.11%

50
12.22%
4.1%

409
100%
33.5%

IDEA-
reported

comparison
s of

individual
performanc
e to multi-

institutional
norms are

useful
inputs to the

review
process

32
7.92%
2.62%

149
36.88%
12.2%

136
33.66%
11.14%

87
21.53%
7.13%

404
100%

33.09%

Sum
108

-
8.85%

567
-

46.44%

352
-

28.83%

194
-

15.89%

1221
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency
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Question 14
UNM is considering an upgrade or replacement for IDEA to be implemented in the next academic year. Below are possible

characteristics and features of an upgraded/new system. Please indicate which you think are necessary and which are most

important. If needed, please provide related comments or explanation in the text box below the choices. (Required) 

 

Levels

This is a
necessary
feature or

characteristi
c (check all
that apply)

Sum
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Online
survey

creation and
setup tools
for faculty,
staff, and

administrato
rs

372
100%

10.45%

372
100%

10.45%

Online
survey

administrati
on to

students

364
100%

10.22%

364
100%

10.22%

Paper and
pencil
survey

administrati
on to

students

160
100%
4.49%

160
100%
4.49%

Tools to
improve
online

response
rates (e.g.,
automated
reminders,

"prize"
drawings, or
early grade

release)

206
100%
5.78%

206
100%
5.78%

Ease of use
by students

524
100%

14.71%

524
100%

14.71%

Ease of use
by faculty,
staff, and

administrato
rs

490
100%

13.76%

490
100%

13.76%

Access to
reporting/re

sults as
soon as

grades are
posted

282
100%
7.92%

282
100%
7.92%

Access to
all

questions
and

responses
for later
analysis

with other
tools (e.g.,
Excel or

SAS)

285
100%

8%

285
100%

8%

Reporting/to
ols to

evaluate
validity and
reliability of

results

339
100%
9.52%

339
100%
9.52%

Reporting
that

includes
response/re

sult
comparison

s to other
universities

145
100%
4.07%

145
100%
4.07%

Survey
design that

is
specifically

tied to
course

learning
objectives

394
100%

11.06%

394
100%

11.06%

Sum
3561

-
100%

3561
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency
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Levels

1 2 3 Sum

Online
survey

creation and
setup tools
for faculty,
staff, and

administrato
rs

90
55.9%
5.21%

32
19.88%
1.85%

39
24.22%
2.26%

161
100%
9.32%

Online
survey

administrati
on to

students

83
47.7%
4.81%

45
25.86%
2.61%

46
26.44%
2.66%

174
100%

10.08%
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Paper and
pencil
survey

administrati
on to

students

33
35.87%
1.91%

23
25%

1.33%

36
39.13%
2.08%

92
100%
5.33%

Tools to
improve
online

response
rates (e.g.,
automated
reminders,

"prize"
drawings, or
early grade

release)

25
25.77%
1.45%

35
36.08%
2.03%

37
38.14%
2.14%

97
100%
5.62%

Ease of use
by students

125
38.34%
7.24%

129
39.57%
7.47%

72
22.09%
4.17%

326
100%

18.88%

Ease of use
by faculty,
staff, and

administrato
rs

35
15.09%
2.03%

116
50%

6.72%

81
34.91%
4.69%

232
100%

13.43%

Access to
reporting/re

sults as
soon as

grades are
posted

29
24.17%
1.68%

38
31.67%
2.2%

53
44.17%
3.07%

120
100%
6.95%

Access to
all

questions
and

responses
for later
analysis

with other
tools (e.g.,
Excel or

SAS)

21
20.79%
1.22%

41
40.59%
2.37%

39
38.61%
2.26%

101
100%
5.85%

Reporting/to
ols to

evaluate
validity and
reliability of

results

36
26.87%
2.08%

49
36.57%
2.84%

49
36.57%
2.84%

134
100%
7.76%

Reporting
that

includes
response/re

sult
comparison

s to other
universities

11
19.64%
0.64%

15
26.79%
0.87%

30
53.57%
1.74%

56
100%
3.24%

Survey
design that

is
specifically

tied to
course

learning
objectives

98
41.88%
5.67%

53
22.65%
3.07%

83
35.47%
4.81%

234
100%

13.55%

Sum
586

-
33.93%

576
-

33.35%

565
-

32.72%

1727
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency

Text input

It would be very useful if the evaluations could be tailored to the individual class.  As they are, most questions are irrelevant
to my courses.  Students see that they are not useful.  I think that evaluations should NOT be administered online unless
required for EVERY student.  Otherwise they will suffer from selection bias where students who are performing poorly or at
the top of their class will be most likely to respond.  Feedback from these students is not very useful.

The more open-ended the questions the better.

Must be able to be sensitive to differences in courses, e.g. clinical focus vs theory; sensitive to online delivery also critical.

My position is non-teaching.

...
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Placing the survey online will only DECREASE response rate. That is not a good thing.  Please research the impact of
switching to an online evaluation system before doing such a switch.

i never used IDEA

There is no excuse for students to fill out bubble sheets for this.

don't know what idea is

Given we are a university replete with individuals trained in psychometric development of assessment and evaluation
instruments, the fact that we use an instrument that is so inefficient at measuring teaching is an embarrassment. IDEA is
particularly lacking rigor with small seminar classes and with graduate level courses.

Small samples are not valid. Also, samples for coures with only one section are oten invalid because numbers cannot be
analyzed in a cacuum.  Must give more than median &/or mean.  Must provide instructor with distribution.

IDEA ratings should be paired with course average GPA.

We need feedback

I would add access to results to students before enrollment in classes.  At least averaged results.

IDEA forms are largely so difficult to interpret that they are meaningless. Our College Associate Deans have never been
able to tell us what is a good score. The MAIN PROBLEM with IDEA forms is that the chair never gets a printout of how
each instructor is doing, the way we used to do with the ICES. This is a major problem.

I am firmly against anonymous evaluations--absent a dictatorship or need for a witness protection program.  Students
should be held accountable to their evaluation of others in the same way as faculty .

The design most related to the course learning objectives is the most important aspect of the system

there are only 6-10 learning objectives for thousands of very different classes.

Should have comparison to UNM in addition to other universities.

I don't know what IDEA is

Note: Gallup Campus is left off the worst classroom question. Gallup Campus is a UNM Branch Campus in Gallup, New
Mexico.

 It simply does not give any feedback that is useful and by the time you get it, you are halfway through the next semester so
even the student comments are less helpful.  I design and administer my own online survey that give must more useful info.

Electronic access to the data.

I think both pencil and paper and online should be available - different courses have different cultures with respect to online
use.

Instructors and students should not waste precious class time. Students should do evaluations completely online, and tied
to the overall reporting system (i.e., students will not be able to see what grade they have received until they have
submitted their evaluations). This will also ensure 100% response rate.

Response rates for on-line IDEA for online courses has been FAR below needed rates and highly variable.  This may reflect
student disengagement from online courses rather than the medium, but I very much distrust online teaching evaluations.
Moreover, with an in-class administration of the survey, a low response rate tells me as a chair something about the
attendance in the class.  The most important change we need is not to replace IDEA, but rather to restore the ability of
department chairs to obtain data on average grades in classes.  This is a crucial control since based on previous
experience we know that easy graders get better evaluations, without regard to the actual quality of the class.  This ability
disappeared with Banner implementation and despite repeated requests we have not gotten it back.

IDA is a popularity contest. I don't know what "student satisfaction" means because it differs with each student. Some
students are most satisfied if there is no homework and they get an A+ simply by paying tuition. Where is the room for
academic standards in that?

Online IDEA forms are worse than useless. If you have fewer than 6 students enrolled in a class, they automatically
discount hte class as statistically insignificant. The problem is, many electives have few classes. Then it looks shady that
you don't have scores to report for that class.

Furthermore, teh only students who participate in online surveys are the ones who hate the class, and have an axe to grind.
The paper based ones get all of the average (class is fine, but wouldn't go out of their way to answer a survey) types. So
the results are totally biased for online, in my opinion.

It takes a very long to get IDEA results back. This is March 2013, and I still have not got my Summer 2012 IDEA results or
my Fall 2012 results. How can I improve my teaching when it takes so long to get students comments back????

This survey isn't working properly and I can't access some of the buttons.

It is too long. Students don't bother with it oftentimes.

Much worse than ICES because of the convoluted ranking of objectives etc required each semester; the weighting never
made sense; I don't want to have to devote so much time to figuring out what is supposed to be a tool.

Realtime data and access.

The use of paper and pencil evaluations is a complete waste of time and energy when we have electronic versions already
available and in use for online courses.
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IDEA questions are confusing for students in studio art because none of the questions are discipline specific and because
they don't understand the "rate all but the goals for this class low." This means that responses are not very useful for
instructors. Also, evaluations tied only to broad course objectives may be useful for administrators but aren't specific
enough to be helpful in the classroom. Statistically professors who give A's will receive high marks and professors who give
lower grades will receive low marks. This creates an strong incentive for grade inflation. Are their surveys that weight results
against grades? It is also crucial that all students respond. At my last institution students were not required to fill out surveys
which created a strong selection bias (similar to sites like rate my professor). From a class of 15 we would only have 2
respond. This was worse with online forms since students didn't need to complete them in class.

I'm looking forward to NOT using it.

A way to encourage comments by students.  I find it easier to respond and adapt to comments than numbers.

No comments.

It would seem to me that we need to ensure the validity of these ratings first. One suggestion is that students would get
some training in WHAT they should be evaluating when they fill out these forms.  As much as I would like for the
evaluations to be easy to administer, validity is the number one concern.

The problem with surveys administered at the end of the course is that the responses have little to do with the value of the
course.  If you really want to know if someone is an effective instructor, see what they think of the course and what content
they use 12 months later.

IDEA, and ICES before them are nothing more than instant gratification - students can complain and we can think we're
wonderful.

Student comments cannot be focus of instructor's merit evaluations. However, comments can provide information about a
particular instructor's style, capability, enthusiasm, commitment (showing up late,etc.).

I cannot evaluate these.  I think too much emphasis is put on student evaluation to the detriment of education.  That is, too
much evaluation is based on the "acting" skill of the instructor.

We never have understood the numerical evaluations of the IDEA form in my department so we tend to ignore them. We
actually liked the prior evaluations better. There are too many questions for students, so there is less time for students to
write their own comments, which for many of us is the most important part of this evaluation.

I think there are many contributors to student ratings OTHER than the quality of instruction and course design. Low ratings
can be needlessly traumatic particularly to TAs.

The ephemeral judgements of student is of very limited value. Students can judge if a teacher is boring or grades fairly but
often has little awareness of the resonance of lessons and insights in anything beyond the short term

I find IDEA confusing and not really helpful in terms of my teaching and what could be improved. I mostly co-teach with
other instructors and don't always have responsibility for the design of the course itself, yet my evaluation revolves around
this.

Bring back ICES

Absolutely incomprehensible - gives no useful feedback.

The evaluation should happen in the classroom or not at all.

It takes so long (months!) for UNM to process the IDEA surveys and get them back to us that their utility is compromised.
The options for setting up the IDEA surveys are much too limited to provide information I would find valuable.  Numerical
feedback is difficult to understand.  The IDEA program, which I strongly support, could be designed to be much more
valuable to individual instructors than it is without losing its utility as a means of evaluating those instructors by their
departments.

Any system would be better than IDEAS. Even the ICES. They take 3 month to arrive, they are too long- and students end
up not providing written comments. Not to mention the "adjustment"- which always lower the evaluation without explanation
of comparison.

It's a waste of time to ask students questions that are completely irrelevant to the course.

Currently the paper IDEA surveys take MUCH too long to get back to department chairs to be used in annual performance
evaluations. Online is much better due to the time to get results and the fact that midsemester evaluations can also be
used.

The course evaluation scores for online courses are always lower, compared to traditional ones. The reason is that at UNM,
for online (and ITV) courses, the evaluation is done exclusively online as well. In other words, students are not forced to
participate (in contrast to traditional courses, where the hardcopies are handed out to students in a classroom and all
students do turn in the evaluation blanks). In online courses, the students who have some form of dissatisfaction are more
likely to take the time/effort to fill out the electronic forms.

This makes IDEA a useless tool for Online/ITV courses.

The university should replace online survey for paper based survey. It will save lots of money and it is green.

I would like to tailor the IDEA survey for my courses. For example I would like to ask questions that relate to a specific exam
or project. I find the open ended questions not very useful. For example when a course is evaluated and it gets a score of
"good or great," this in no way helps me to improve the course.

IDEA is utterly useless.  My department decided that everyone had to use the same criteria for every class, which totally
defeats the purpose of the IDEA system.

Do not use IDEA; N/A.

I seek and use anonymous student feedback, but I weigh it in with other information, such as test performance, field reports,
etc.
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I strongly prefer in-class evaluations.  Any on-line evaluations must be tied to student access to grades or some other
mechanism to ensure sufficient student participation -- otherwise we just end up with extreme viewpoints.

Generally fine, except slow turn around time.  Getting results back before next semester starts would be helpful.

It's very important that the new system does not require users to self-learn new software or online interfaces. We don't have
time to spend on deciphering another poorly designed online interface! Please avoid Microsoft products, as they are poorly
designed and implemented, buggy, and generally insecure.

While I don't think the results need to be reported by the time grades are reported, getting the results after I have to turn in
my annual review papers work makes them useless for their primary institutional purpose. I think on-line completion would
be potentially nice, however, I worry about low completion rates. While I like linking results to learning objectives, the IDEA
list of objectives do not match my specified learning objectives closely -- I should be able to list my 5-6 learning objectives I
use to develop my course. Finally, the IDEA system of adjusting my scores is useless for classes under 50 -- I have gotten
"perfect" (5.0) scores with adjusted rating within the average range, while I know this is not common for all students to rate
the class and instructor at 5.0. Useless!

Educate students about the purpose of the IDEA.

Try to calibrate students with their responding criteria

With courses where content changes on a daily basis (e.g., management practices; ecomm changes, etc.), having
opportunity to create instrument which reflects what was actually covered in class is paramount.

online courses = online surveys
paper/pen = face2face courses

IDEA is a poorly thought out assessment tool. Worthless comparisons to peer groups which as far as I can tell are the
wrong class types relative to my class assignments. Junk it completely.

In my experience, they don't reflect particular pedagogical strategies, but more of how the people in the class (that day) felt
about me.

Many categories  in the arts (ie all the majors in our discipline) are lumped into one ID number and makes comparisons with
general areas and other schools impossible.

Immediate access to results: with 2 month delay (or more), results do not help in planning for next semester.  For many
reasons, immediate feedback is much more helpful.

I think the current system is fine, but if you are going to do this online, then getting the students to complete the assessment
is going to be a challenge.

Clumsy and dense with figures and percentages.This cries out for clarification so that it is not so difficult for use.

I think that evaluations should be available after students receive the final grade for a course, so that they can better
address grading policies. Also, include a section/question about student contributions to the course as a whole.

IDEA is barely more useful than old ICES was... which is to say virtually useless as a way to get a valid evaluation or class
or base changes  in future to improve course or teaching

no method will be perfect

I believe that if students need to answer a survey online they will choose not to do so. Maybe if it can be inline with the
lecture or course, a requirement for their grade to be release to them

The different learning environment notably affect my response rate. Very few students in the online environment actually
take time to respond and this significantly affects the reliability and validity of the feedback.

My experience with on-line surveys is that the response rate is abysmal. If this were not the case, they would be fine.

I don't find the data from IDEA directly linked to many of the courses in my department. For instance, we offer several
courses focusing on clinical service delivery and the IDEA objectives don't easily map onto this course content.

As an instructor, I very much value the written feedback by students.  Online option is great as well

Great care must be used in selecting and setting up this system.  These results are used for promotion and tenure
decisions and are routinely misused and abused for this purpose.

The course objectives need revising, the raw vs. adj scores can be confusing to understand

Idea is the only evaluation we have, I think it gives an indication whether the instructor is doing a good job or not. But it
cannot be the only parameter. The comments from the student are in my opinion the most valuable part of the evaluation
(the absence of comments also tells you something).

The statistical feedback is confusing and often low students participation sways results.  I prefer my own evaluation which
receives 100% participation, simple and applicable questions, and immediately applicable responses to the next term's
content and set up.

IDEA is the worst evaluation mechanism we've had EVER at UNM. In conversations with colleagues, we all agree that the
numbers are meaningless and impossible to translate into means to understand or improve our teaching. I'd rather use a
handmade survey/ questionnaire than this cumbersome tool.  Get rid of it please!

I believe that currently the scores from IDEA depend on how an uninformed faculty member completes the section of the
survey identifying course goals.  If this is the case, I think that it is a risk to the whole process because faculty have not
been educated about how to match their real course goals with the survey tool responses.  If there is a mismatch, low
student scores on an important faculty-selected goal or mode of learning could create spuriously low scores with
unintended consequences for promotion and tenure evaluations.  In my opinion IDEA comes down to a popularity contest
and is not functionally better than ICES was (many questions, only 1-3 were used for evaluations).
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the main failing of student evaluation of teachers is in the disconnect between what students verifiably learn in a class and
how entertaining or not entertaining it might be to learn it.

It would be interesting to see if a collaborative process of designing how the course will be evaluated between a faculty
member and students at the onset of class (ie agree what students are expected learn in course and a gauge for whether
they were given the opportunity to do so by the instructor separated from the part that is their responsibility to do the work to
learn it).

I have absolutely no experience with IDEA and do not participate in regularly scheduled instruction, only the occasional
class lecture (1-3/year) so I left all the above blank.

I would like to see you address the problems that are listed below before introducing yet another digitized system to the
educational process here at UNM.

The IDEA summary is completely mystifying, I just read the student comments.

The IDEA instrument is lacking. Even the ICES instrument was better. For small or seminar style classes, it often says that
the number of students are statistically invalid, even if all students respond. That's just one of the flaws. Much of the
statistical analysis is useless. Teaching can't be reduced to a few numbers--I am saying this as a decorated teacher with an
impressive number of teaching awards.

I taught at another university that switched to IDEA.  I thought then, as now, it is overpriced and not as effective as the hype
for it.  I have since also come to be suspicious of the anonymous student report - students have ability to trash instructors
with no responsibility.

I have been using online administration of IDEAS for several years but without incentives I only get about 40% response
rate which allows skews results.  I would also like to get the results as soon as the semester ends so that I can incorporate
student comments into the next semester course while I am developing material.

The results come in so late, that it becomes difficult to implement course changes or instruction based on the results.

It is important to make information available to students for them to assess classes.  They already rely on sites like
RateMyProfessors, which is not a great source.  We ought to make some information available to students.

Online administration will only work if completing an evaluation is required for accessing grades.  I would be in favor of that,
but students should in turn be 'rewarded' by making that information available to students.

The current IDEA forms are terrible! For example, many of the items are not relevant for the classes I teach and therefore
not at all helpful in evaluating my teaching. Please change them.

Budget cuts have made the results we get from IDEA forms totally useless.  This year, we didn't receive the ones from Fall
2012 until March, and I am quite sure there were several mistakes.

As a PE instructor I have received one of IDEA surveys after one class. They are complicated, lengthy and a nuisance. I am
strongly against using those. Keep the old - fast and efficient system.

I have little expertise on this, would rely on others' knowledge re: whether online or pencil-and-paper produces higher
response rates (THAT'S the most crucial thing, in my view). Also, chance for students to offer own narrative feedback, in
addition to quantitative scoring.

I don't believe the current evaluation system qualifies as positive input.  Students aren't necessarily qualified to judge a
professor, and most of the time, it's a popularity contest.

IDEA is an inscrutable monster.  The value I get from it is threefold:  (1) it meets a departmental requirement;  (2) it boosts
my ego since I appear to be outscoring others (but how can I really tell since the numerical info is so opaque?); (3) it allows
me to read the students' written open-ended comments, where 99% of the value is for me.

I just got my IDEA's from Fall semester in March. The next semester is half over. How am I supposed to use those results
to improve my teaching!  And I have spoken with the IDEA Center about the delay, and they assure me it is in how UNM
handles the forms not in how IDEA handles them that creates the delay. So changing to a new system WILL NOT change
that.

IDEA needs to have a column for "not applicable" and faculty need to be able to select individual questions as we could with
ICES.

I do not understand why I'm being forced to check certain boxes and that other boxes are not available to check.

Students need an incentive for taking the IDEA forms seriously.  They also need an independent person to come in to go
over how to respond on the forms so that the information provided is actually useful for the instructors.

If student is dissatisfied about something, then must offer a solution; to eliminate whining

Eliminate the questions that aren't helpful to teachers. Some of the questions really have no bearing on the quality of
instruction.

I find responses to open ended questions the most helpful and IDEA discourages this by allocating so little space.

Ever heard of online bullying?  People are becoming extra mean online, especially the younger generations.  I would like to
avoid asking students for evaluation in an environment that seems to be predisposed to nasty, cruel behavior.

Difficult to adapt to studio courses Arts

I liked the older, simpler forms that were used before the IDEA forms because they were easier to interpret for faculty and
students understood them better, and made better course-to-course evaluations.

In the online courses I teach, I have noticed that the students get the classes and instructors mixed up, so many of the
responses are not valid. I feel that the best value comes from specific qualitative responses....
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The IDEA evaluations are worse than the old ICES evaluations. Student comments are helpful, but the IDEA forms are hard
to interpret. They are weighted to norms that seem more interested in statistical arcana than providing useful feedback.
Students often use these forms to get back at instructors for perceived unfairness. I have had response from IDEA
administrators that evaluate my classes using a totally different class's standards (a Professional Writing class that was
evaluated as an ESL class, for example, or a class in Editing that was rated as a history class.) Since we use these to judge
faculty and we so empower students to rate us, the evaluations should at least provide accurate and fair information and not
the sociological statistical gobbledegook of the IDEA evals.

The ability to include custom questions is absolutely essential.

Training is needed on the interpretation of the IDEA forms, the number of forms that are distributd are based on census
numbers rather than post census so there is a large gap that mya influence validity and reliability of the results

The theory behind the IDEA forms is good, but in real time, there are far too many questions, the questions are often
interpreted in different ways, objectives offered do not correspond specifically to course in question.  Students find them
tedious, and I get less than 25% of the open-ended comments that students used to give on the ICES.

I find much of IDEA unclear. I'm not sure how it evaluates the learning objectives. I also don't understand the adjusted
scores -- what informs their adjustment? I really want to include and encourage qualitative student feedback.

I like IDEA because it is linked with outcomes and there is comparison to other similar courses.  I also think it is important to
have them administered in face-to-face classes for higher accuracy rates.

I like IDEA.

A class I teach is quite popular.  The fact that students want to take the course somehow counts against me in the IDEA
rating system-- I'm a victim of my own success.  Absurd.

The IDEA scores are useless and take way too long to be returned. The adjusted scores are meaningless. PLEASE GET
RID OF IDEA FORMS AND USE SOMETHING BETTER.

Sometimes, we need to consider who are going to create the instrument. Without proper training, it might turn out to be
messy.

IDEA seems to be largely under-understood by many faculty and few in my school understand the statistics, or options to
create additional questions.

IDEA has been a complete waste of money by the University. Use of bubble fill-in sheets should have ended about a
decade ago, and the IDEA office has on several occasions "lost" the submitted sheets, while I needed these scores for my
tenure case. We should save the money and keep this very, very simple - no outside contract is necessary. Existing
services such as Survey Monkey can easily meet our needs.

It would be helpful to have some feature that is more visual about what class the students are responding to for the survey.
I know that sounds strange, but it happens every semester that the students submit responses to something we don't even
do!!  The are confused about what class they're answering.  For example, I have students comment on web conferencing....
I stopped doing those 2 years ago.   So, let's say they could have the number and title of the class in a header or something
- maybe that would help?

I wanted to change my answers on the 3 most important but it doesn't let me

The IDEA forms do not apply to PE Classes.

IDEAS are not at all helpful because they can not be customized to address issues specific to an individual class (the old
ICES system was better).
Any new tool must have a feature to address team taught classes.  Right now students must fill out 2 separate IDEA forms,
1 for each faculty member.  So, they often just don't respond.

Students do not do the online responses unless they want to say something nasty.

I still don't know how to interpret IDEA results. Last semester I received my poorest ratings ever, and yet 95% of the specific
areas were marked "Strength to retain." What I most value in any system I've used have been students' narrative
comments.

I have never liked the use of IDEA. The feedback I get from my students in the mid-point of the semester helps me make
better decisions about what I need to change after the mid point of the semester. In doing so, I don't have to wait until the
end of the semester to improve the course.

Don't make us ask them unrelated questions.

Open-ended student feedback is typically the most useful for me. It is manageable for me because I conduct relatively small
classes, and it also is far more specific than the quantitative/numerical results.

I feel the more clear the questions are and relevant to the subject matter it is, the more can be gained by the instructor.  All
the paper that was returned from IDEA was a waste, in my opinion...cannot really weed through all that stuff and it would
arrive way after the fact so also couldn't be used when determining instructors for the following semester.

I have found it to be utterly meaningless information.

The students must be able to fill them out easily for them to provide honest responses, which is the most important feature
of the survey if we want accurate data.

I am not aware of current plans for IDEA

Teaching is not exactly a business, although it is treated as one. That means customer feedback is not the best way to
gage its effectiveness. Especially not when the students are still student. May be a more meaningful feedback will be a few
years after the students have graduated and have moved on the the next level (job, graduate studies etc). Then they will
have enough information to judge how the

Difficult to determine how to change one's teaching from one time to another using the questions. Open ended have been
valuable for that, or earlier tools addressed this better.
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I find the ideas nearly useless in regards to evaluating my courses especially in small courses

IDEA is so confusing because it asks questions that do not even relate to the class.

Numerical models do not provide a useful or meaningful evaluation of instructor performance.  Comments are both far more
useful to the instructor and far more indicative of student positions than picking a number on a scale.

The problem I have had with my on-line class is that a very small percentage of the students take the survey so the results
are meaningless.  There needs to be a way that forces them to do the survey but where that command is not coming from
the instructor or tied to their grade.

This is a touchy issue; however, with that in mind, the more valid the responses are, the more important it is that faculty and
administration have access to them.

IDEA statistics are too difficult to understand. Also, I have noticed that if students have a negative view of a few items in the
class, or a positive view of a few items in the class, they tend not to read the questions, but give the same marks for each
question.

IDEA is so long that students don't take the time to write comments. Many of the questions are not relevant to the class or
are outright bizarre.

Without a clear tie-in of evaluation of instruction to continued employment, promotion, raises, or other more important non-
instructional factors of teaching life, student evaluations will not have much institutional value, but will have some value for
individual faculty in regard to course content and structure and teaching activities (especially written comments directed
specifically to course sections factors).

Research indicates that teachers providing experiential learning to students can improve the education experience for
students, though these teachers tend to get rated lower on standardized surveys.  This inherent conflict makes IDEA and
similar surveys useless as in order to maximize survey results, teachers must diminish the learning experience,

I feel that most comments and feedback given by students is highly emotional and tied to whether or not they did well,
regardless of the reason they succeeded or failed.

IDEA questions are terrible

Evaluation forms need to be done online and students should not be allowed to access final grades until evaluations are
submitted (I've been at universities that have done this and it was very successful in increasing response rates). Students
need more incentive for providing qualitative comments, less emphasis needs to be given to quantitative scores.

If this was strictly online, even with prizes I think the response rate would drop. However bubble sheets and pencils are so
despised be students that they tend to randomly/rapidly fill in responses. If questions were tied to specific courses and/or
specific disciplines -- and didn't have to be filled in with a pencil -- I believe the response accuracy and ease of student use
would increase dramatically.

ridiculous to depend on teaching evaluation numbers without a more thorough examination of what is being taught and
learned.

Do not use IDEA

UNM is behind the times when it comes to filling out course evaluations online. I'm happy to hear this is finally coming to
pass.

I find the student comments the most useful information to improve my teaching and course design.

Make the subject line in the email link that is sent to students more understandable.  Right now it says from: IT IDEA which
students do not understand.  If the subject and from line stated: COURSE EVALUATION students are more apt to fill out
the survey

All "exit poll" instruments are somewhat flawed, but IDEA was a significant step down from what we used before.   For the
courses I teach, it is often difficult to elucidate specific "course objectives" which makes the IDEA style of evaluation next to
meaningless.  If we are going to be in the business of course evaluations it would be good to move beyond the exit poll that
records how the students feel on the last day of class.

IDEA is a useful tool and any form that is similar is needed to track performance by whatever means. Whether responses or
ratings are used is another question and how?

I work a full time job elsewhere and am an adjunct teacher of dance.  I have a hard time getting to and using computers.  I
also do not think students are willing to go out of their way to do something unless you provide the time and place for them
to do it.

Having students do forms during class presents the following issues:
1) In our department students are often taken out of class for performances, etc.  Hard to get them all together at once.
2) Takes away too much time from in-class work

On line creation, setup, administration and reporting would make it easier to compile multi-year findings, to code and sort
student comments, and track responses by course.  This is very difficult with the current IDEA system.

Outliers can be removed to be more representative.

The forms are generic and many of the questions do not apply whch causes students to answer mechanically. No thought is
placed into filling out the bubbles.

IDEA appears to be designed by someone with no "idea" as to what they were doing.  The questions don't apply and it's
mostly worthless.

When first promoted to us, I called the gentleman who developed this survey. Because my work is so tightly tied to
ethnic/linguistic/cultural difference I asked him for his definition of culture included in the IDEA development. His response
was that it meant "You know, art or music". I asked what other things might included, his response was "dance?"  So I do
not view this as a valid measurement of what I (or my department do).

Course evaluation results should be released to students! Or else the students should organize and implement their own
course evaluation tools (in which case IDEA or its replacement would become irrelevant)
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In general, the questions are far to broad for the subject matter, and provide little constructive criticism beyond whether the
individual student liked the professor or not.

help with coming up with questions that get students to tell what they got from the course and what they needed.

Its useful for tenure decisions, etc., but probably over-emphasized.  We need to know if teaching is effective, if students
learn.  They may enjoy a course but not learn much.

Small classes do not benefit at all from the numerical outcomes as the course number may be statistically insignificant.

I think the forms and information are somewhat useful, however there are students who are not pleased with their grades
rate instructors quite severely.  In these cases the forms are worthless and so are the numeric evaluations

Not instructional faculty, do not use IDEA or review faculty who use IDEA

Necessary to stop changing systems so that we can have a very long term data base for trends and comparisons.  ICESS
was great and the fact that we abandoned it simply because the computing center didn't want to deal with it was stupid.

IDEA was confusing to interpret and had sections which no course could attain all objectives

Please remember that every course is unique. The IDEA may appropriate in evaluating one course but not for another.

The questions on the IDEA forms for students are more of evaluation of the course and not the teaching methodologies of
the instructor.

At previous universities where I have taught, evals had to be filled out by students online before they could receive grades
for the course. This was a GREAT incentive in filling them out, and I recommend that approach.

It would be nice for supervisors/PIs to be able to see/review IDEA forms for their TA's as to help them improve their
teaching skills.

I find that many of the categories don't apply to how I teach and impose pedagogical approaches that are not useful or
relevant.  The old ICES forms seems to have better questions and more opportunity for open ended questions, from which I
always learn the most about how to improve my teaching.

PUT IT ON THE WEB!!!!!!!!!

Online administration of evaluations may end up decreasing the number of substantive comments that I receive on my
IDEA forms, and that is the most useful information to me. Though receiving IDEA data as soon as grades are posted would
be nice, I would not want that option if it meant receiving less data. The important thing is just to get the information before
the start of the next semester so there is time to implement change. As it stands, I get my evaluations about 3 months into
the next semester, so I cannot change the way I run my class from the beginning based on IDEA forms.

The most important thing is teh validity and reliability...some times students write according their grade, if they have an A
they write good thing, if they have a C or D, tehy write bad commets.

I've used IDEA scores for the past 2.5 years. My main concern is that it tells me more about whether or not students liked
the class than it does about their learning.  If I challenge students and hold them to high expectations, my IDEA scores are
lower -- yet students come back to me in later semesters and tell me how much they learned in my class, not only about the
subject matter, but about being a good student. If I'm an "easy" grader I get higher IDEA scores.  This seems wrong,
especially when IDEA scores are reported for my merit, annual & P&T evaluations.

I have not learned anything useful from these evaluations so I no longer provide them to my classes.

Do not have any additional comments to make at this time.

IDEA surveys are back to me as an instructor in 4 months...that is a semester too late to fix any problem. Additionally I have
students in undergrad evaluating the course and instruction that affects my performance review...without any current
feedback from other faculty peer review. May be great to evaluate the class or the room, but NOT the methods of teaching
or instructional design. Especially id there is no written feedback or explanation of numeric scoring.

I would like to link the student learning outcomes to the evaluation form and be able to retrieve the data collected from a
server at a later time.

Return feedback to instructor via email. I participate and never see student results.

I do not like the paper forms.

If students are provided with incentives to complete the surveys I imagine the response rate would be much higher.

the problem with idea forms are that they are filled out by people, and people are incapable of filling out anything
objectively. students will carry with them notions/biases/preconceived notions about their instructors, not based on the
course or the teaching, but based on the person. i'm glad there are finally longitudinal studies trickling out now that state
what anyone who is a: woman, person of color, person who speaks with an accent, already knows - these forms are bogus.
luckily i've had positive evaluations - but that is due more to my research/teaching topics than me i'm sure, but i know unlike
white men that i can never afford to be off my game, because when i am i will be dinged in the evals.

not familiar with IDEA
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Question 15
Would you benefit from a method to communicate with students real-time, such as for class cancellations?

Frequency table

Choices
Absolute
frequency

Relative
frequency

Adjusted
relative
frequency

Yes 606 69.26% 76.71%

No 184 21.03% 23.29%

Sum: 790 90.29% 100%

Not answered: 85 9.71% -

Total answered: 790

Text input

Most of my students already avoid using UNM email so not sure how this would be implemented unless it was via text. Not
all my students text.

My position is non-teaching.

Not needed.  UNM already sends text messages out when there is a campus cancellation.

I have the way to cotnact them. my classes are graduate level and genrally not very big

n/a

The majority of our courses at the College of Nursing are online.

I would benefit as long as such communication does not become regularly expected or required.

Maybe, but it seems as if email is working real good since most people always check emails.

This is what email is for.

I already do

I already use social media tools in my classes, which does this more or less.

It would be a benefit if we could email whole classes. This function doesn't work from off-campus through Outlook.

I've experienced many problems sending class e-mails.

My students don't seem to check email!

I already have email alert systems in place. And since most of my students get email on their phones, they receive my
announcements in a timely manner.

BUT: it would need to be used very sparingly, since not all students (or faculty) have free text messaging on their mobile
phones, nor should we expect all students to have text enabled phones.

Although this sounds great, there is danger that we would succumb
to a new electronic tyranny, as we have email, whereby people expect
instant responses that take away quality time for work that requires
extended attention, such as research.

Not in a continuing ed environment.

unknown

I must rely on e-mail and posting messages to Learn, but those depend on the student logging on and checking these
resources.  If there was a way to access and use a text alert system, it would be much more beneficial to the students.  This
would be great for class cancellations and/or room changes.

I use web CT, a blog and email as well as a note on the door. No problems.
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This would need to be tightly moderated, but I would benefit from the option of this, as well as to announce to my students
at the beginning of the course.

This would be especially helpful if I could be certain that the communications would actually reach them. So, if it were tied
into LoboMail, for example, students should be able to have it forwarded to their personal emails, since many of our
students do not check their UNM email very frequently.  Texting would be good, but many also don't have good cell service
where they live.

Although many students and faculty benefit from Just in Time reminders and messages, it is my belief that higher education
training should be about self-motivation and responsibility. Class cancellation should happen less than once/semester and
assignments should not be changed without sufficient notice to students which I interpret to mean at least one class period.

perhaps.

Cancellations are so rare, or information can be provided via other methods without spending tons of money on this. Use
the funding else where.

already using email for this purpose

Maybe, I already email my classes with important information and updates on our class. As long as students check their
emails, this seems to work.

I would use real-time communication for giving study tips, working on homework questions, etc.

Class cancellation is about the ONLY reason I can see it being useful.

E-mail is fine, but UNM's glitchy e-mail and UNM Learn site needs improvement.

Presently use email, would be nice to send SMS.

Having unm learn messages sent to their emails should suffice.

I enhance all my courses through Learn or WebCT, but being able to alter students' phones might be nice.

I currently use group texting for up to the minute information

E-mail is fast enough.

It's called e-mail, folks.

I do little teaching.

Texting to students is needed for last-minute communication needs or to get a hold of a student right away - so many
students don't use regular unm email accounts that its frustrating trying to contact them.

Email is perfectly fine.

Would love to have automatic class email lists set up.

I don't need anything faster than email except in case of weather or emergency delays which is already covered by text
messaging.

i currently do that via Banner e-mail. However, it would be nice if students' had the option of receiving the information as a
text. it should be their choice, though.

Already have this

I currently use the Loboweb class rolls "email class over 100" function to do this

Email is fine

Having notifications from the learning platform (I.e. Blackboard) that can be customized for delivery by email and SMS
would be good.

Email seems fine. Haven't had to cancel class at last minute yet.

I use texting to communicate quickly with my students, but a service that contains cell phone numbers of students in each of
my classes, to which I could send a message to entire class, would be very helpful, since I don't have time to set one up for
each class each semester.  It would also need to indicate which students don't want to receive texts, so that I could contact
them separately.

email works fine

A text-based (SMS) system organized by class would be helpful.  Could Twitter be used?

I am a clinical nursing instructor and pay over $100 a month so that I can communicate with my students by cell phone. In 4
years I have paid $4,800 purely for this purpose.

Most of my Teaching (patient care supervision) is held even if class cancelled on main campus.

Text messaging might be a good solution.

WebCT / email is adequate.

Also important for things such as reminders, requests for students to bring certain materials to class and things for students
to prepare.

N/A to my teaching in clinical setting

This would help a lot. I rarely ever cancel class, but when i do it is almost always due to a last minute emergency where i
am unable to take the time to access email and tell the class.

otherwise, I post notices on Learn or WebCT announcements
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I already do it through email, but perhaps there is a delay?

Already use email - that works fine

N/A, Online formats allow for this, provided students check email daily.

class cancellations, clarification of take-home questions etc.

I currently use email

I already benefit from email.

As said previously:  I would like to see you address the problems that are listed below before introducing yet another
digitized system to the educational process here at UNM.

Other than email? Students often receive email on their cell phones.

email works well. I cancel classes extremely rarely outside of unm-wide cancellations.

E-mail is very close to real-time

This already exists through learn.unm.edu, though it doesn't seem to reach all students.

I already use email and WebCT for this.

That is what email is for.

yes, but not crucial.

I currently use e-mail.  I suspect the question here is predicated on the notion that e-mail is not realtime, and that IT folks
are fishing for an excuse to implement some new "realtime" communication method other than e-mail.  This irritates me, like
everything IT does.

We already have such technology in the form of E-mail.

Already have this with Announcements in LEARN

It'd be nice to use some form of UNM based text message that could be sent from a computing device or cell phone.

Although I said yes, I don't want students to view this as meaning that faculty should communicate with them 24/7.

Communication by email mostly work as is, but I can see a benefit of texting.

I already have class email lists, but a joint phone/text list might be useful in an emergency.

We already have email.

Currently use UNM email, and it's ok

already use pager to communicate w residents via text

we use zoho projects, google drive folders, calendars, emails, wordpress, blogs,  etc, online project management programs
to support file transfer, communication, tasks, etc during the semester.  Yes, collaboration is an increasing NEED for the
course work that I teach.  I am finding that I need sources that are not within one program to do all the things that need to
get done.

I can send an email to class, so there is already a plan in place.

I find e-mail and posting announcements in UNM Learn is highly effective.

It would be nice when it was needed, but since it isn't needed often, I don't see it being a priority.

This is already available through LoboWeb class email.  Group text might also be helpful, but should not be used outside of
emergencies otherwise it will become as obsolete as email is to our students.

The tool can be used for in-class instruction as well.

I've always done this through my unm's class email lists, but recently these have stopped working.

I can already do this with an enhanced class (post on WebCT, Learn).

I can send email, but would like an easy way to do so with my smartphone, and would like students to receive some info by
text message.

It is called texting and email and I already do it

I get their cell numbers now

One can easily do this with email, or just create a twitter account or use a chat room. There is no need for an outside
service!

but I hesitate using yet another tool, outside of the LMS.  I want my course activities within the course.

I don't have a university-issued cell phone and my cell phone does not have a good plan to call or text unlimited.

If you mean real time, like a chat room where messages can be read as they are posted, then no, but an online resource
where messages can be posted and archived is useful, like the announcements section of WebCT

I currently use email, but a more convenient method would be great.

Communication to students prior to class start is problematic as students do not routinely read faculty emails until after the
class starts.

e-mail is fine
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How important is this? We may cancel a class once or twice per year. And it works fine with email notices.

I have one.  It's called e-mail.  I also make use of other technologies, such as Google+, for that purpose.

Rarely do I need to contact students immediately; I "train" them to check WebCT. However, emergencies to happen, and I
can see how it might save some time and grief.

I don't want students contacting me at odd hours.

However, it is important that departments are also notified of certain factors such as cancellations.  Too many faculty blow
off class and no one else beside their students know.  That bodes unwell for all faculty.

I teach online classes.

Also useful for reminding students of assignments or daily objectives.

Students don't check their email frequently enough to receive and respond to time sensitive messages. So, I have
considered--weighed--the validity and/or ethics of having students sign-up for a class-specific twitter account. The ethics
questions: should teachers have a teether to students when not in class? Can a twitter component keep students engaged
in learning outside of the classroom? Or, would twitter become too invasive--both directions: teacher to student/student to
teacher? BUT, my classes have field experiences that sometimes require coordinating transportation and logistics. So, it
would be nice to send text msgs out to all members for the community in real-time.

It would be great if announcement in UNM Learn can be also sent to students' phone as a text message or a twit.

I give my students my cell number so they can communicate with me up until class. I teach ITV and the I need a way to
keep in contact with the distnce students. Telephone seems the best way so far.

I have my own methods for real-time communication and don't need UNM to moderate this for me.

real-time is necessary and LOBO alerts seems to work well, but individual contact is needed just as well

Cancellations would be the only reason since this is a hands-on class.

very rare event as only cancelled if UNM is closed for weather/emergency

I use a class twitter acct. for such announcements/reminders

email works well for me now for this

My students always have a WebCT space for materials and an e-mail list for announcements. They have a "warning" if I
anticipate issues might arise and they know to check in to their e-mail if a warning has been sent.

We can do that with Web/CT or LEARN. No need for other tool

I already do this via email and it works fine

I use email list serves for this and it works well

Yes, but I'm not sure how this would work. Would like to learn more.

not sure; possibly

Email is perfectly sufficient for me to communicate with my students.

Does this mean texting? I'm not sure what 'real-time' means. If it means texting, that seems great.

Do not have any additional comments to make at this time.

Already have this capacity

I don't participate in real-time synchronous communication unless it's face-to-face.

But I already have such a thing; I email them.

I also have class websites,where announcements can be posted.

Only if it was one-way communication from professor to student.

Do not understand what this entails

I often use the mass mailing feature in the roster on loboweb

I could also use email to cancel class.
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Question 16
In order of importance, please rank the following capabilities for engaging with students outside of class.

 

Levels

1 2 3 4 Sum

Email/distrib
ution lists

635
82.36%
6.88%

117
15.18%
1.27%

15
1.95%
0.16%

4
0.52%
0.04%

771
100%
8.36%

Activity
streams

64
10.44%
0.69%

152
24.8%
1.65%

210
34.26%
2.28%

187
30.51%
2.03%

613
100%
6.64%

Official
document
repository

218
32.78%
2.36%

243
36.54%
2.63%

119
17.89%
1.29%

85
12.78%
0.92%

665
100%
7.21%

Virtual
discussion

groups

109
16.37%
1.18%

263
39.49%
2.85%

168
25.23%
1.82%

126
18.92%
1.37%

666
100%
7.22%

Online
publishing

112
17.28%
1.21%

201
31.02%
2.18%

191
29.48%
2.07%

144
22.22%
1.56%

648
100%
7.02%

Collaborativ
e

workspaces

175
25.96%
1.9%

265
39.32%
2.87%

137
20.33%
1.48%

97
14.39%
1.05%

674
100%
7.3%

Profiles
31

4.99%
0.34%

149
23.99%
1.61%

245
39.45%
2.66%

196
31.56%
2.12%

621
100%
6.73%

Course
material

repository

410
57.83%
4.44%

231
32.58%
2.5%

48
6.77%
0.52%

20
2.82%
0.22%

709
100%
7.68%

Course
calendar

326
46.64%
3.53%

248
35.48%
2.69%

81
11.59%
0.88%

44
6.29%
0.48%

699
100%
7.58%

Assessment
tools

234
35.24%
2.54%

266
40.06%
2.88%

109
16.42%
1.18%

55
8.28%
0.6%

664
100%
7.2%

Faculty
Profile

62
9.78%
0.67%

175
27.6%
1.9%

258
40.69%
2.8%

139
21.92%
1.51%

634
100%
6.87%

Analytics
88

14.19%
0.95%

219
35.32%
2.37%

178
28.71%
1.93%

135
21.77%
1.46%

620
100%
6.72%

Aggregation
of content

87
14.05%
0.94%

180
29.08%
1.95%

207
33.44%
2.24%

145
23.42%
1.57%

619
100%
6.71%
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Social
Graphs

27
4.33%
0.29%

110
17.63%
1.19%

232
37.18%
2.51%

255
40.87%
2.76%

624
100%
6.76%

Sum
2578

-
27.94%

2819
-

30.55%

2198
-

23.82%

1632
-

17.69%

9227
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency
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Question 17
UNM is considering creating an internal, social learning tool that would allow you to interact with UNM students, advisors, campus

groups, colleagues, and alumni.   How likely would you be to use it?

 

Levels

Very Likely
to use

Likely to
use

Not Likely to
use

Not at All
likely to use Sum

UNM-only
Social

Learning
Tool(s)

158
20.08%
20.08%

293
37.23%
37.23%

227
28.84%
28.84%

109
13.85%
13.85%

787
100%
100%

Sum
158

-
20.08%

293
-

37.23%

227
-

28.84%

109
-

13.85%

787
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency

Text input

There are so many social media applications that already exist.  I think it may be a waste of money for UNM to create
something on their own.  Perhaps if software already exists then I may not think it is such a waste to purchase it, but right
now what I see in my department and center is the push for all these groups to independently develop their own social
media.  It's a waste of resources.

Helpful for personal touch and communication w students who have active lives outside of university coursework.

I have enough things to check. This would just take more of my time.

I have no idea what you mean by "social learning tool", but trying to essentially replace the tools users have already
adopted in droves (i.e., Twitter, Facebook) is an uphill battle; there has to be a significant value-add to an internal social
platform. Existing public social media platforms can be effectively leveraged for classroom use and interactions among
community members.

If I was forced to.  Otherwise I would prefer email.

While this might be useful, it also might be just one more place that I and my students are required to "check."  We already
have so many streams of information available to us, I would only use this if it had amazing tools not found elsewhere.

I am not sure, I never use and the problem is the lack of time. We are very busy.

I see no need for my classes beyond what is already offered by Blackboard or other similar platforms.

Would use it if it were to replace office hours, but hard to beat a face-to-face interaction.

don't know....seems unnecessary

More useful for instruction, probably wouldn't use for research.

It would be great for admin, instruction and research

Would use for instruction.

this is an excellent idea, and if implemented properly, is a long overdue solution in our modern age.

nothing particular
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It would probably be terrible. And as a computer scientist - interface/usability expert, I would probably hate it too much to
use. BUT if you allowed me to test and help iterate on the thing, we might be in better shape pgk@unm --- let me know.

Facebook is a good example of degrading value of these "tools". Eventually, they turn out to be a time waster due to
overload and triviality. The quality of communication seems to correlate to the effort needed to initiate it?

 It has to be easy to use and have the ability to have a workspace that both the teacher and student can see at the same
time.

I don't understand what this is

I don't seem myself or my students benefiting from such a tool

It depends entirely on what it is and what it does.  Most social media services strike me as fluffy BS.  I use privately hosted
blog sites for my classes because I find WebCT ridiculously poorly designed and use unfriendly.  Improvements on that
system would be welcome, and making it easier for faculty to prepare a website that includes course calendar,
announcements, study materials, a discussion blog, and collaborative workspaces that would be secure (such that only
enrolled students could access it) would be optimal.

if I was forced. I hate webct and other programs.

I'm lukewarm on this but would try it.  For INSTRUCTION.

This seems like a waste of time.

Items 16 and 17 would prompt me to early retirement.
What goals are you trying to achieve by these means?
What evidence is there that they are effective?

I did not answer item 16 because most of the terms are unfamiliar to me so don't know if I would use them or not. What I
DO need is a place to let prospective students know in Banner what the course involves so they can make an informed
decision before they add a class.

Instructional repository.

I would like to see how such a system would be integrated and how well it would be received by students.

This is a great idea. However, most of my students and I already use social media and blogs, so we are likely to stick with a
platform we already use and that tends to be sleeker than those designed for universities. Tumblr and wordpress both
provide private blogging options. Most studio areas have active facebook pages.

Organize groups and have tools of project management and documents sharing.  Very likely to use for research.

I am a clinical instructor through the school of medicine; therefore most of my teaching occurs at the bedside of a patient
not in a class room.

I would use it in online-based classes to foster group knowledge distribution.

I would use it for one-on-one teaching, outreach to stakeholders about events, news, services, all kinds of things.  This is a
great idea!

I have never used the tools above that I marked as unimportant, indicating that they have been unimportant in my past. I
have often thought that it would be nice to have a Cognitive Science site that researchers from different departments could
access for information about talks and research labs, but who maintains it?

Social networking?  Really?  This is the best you can come up with?

Instruction and community building

Instruction or research, rather than social

a well-designed interface is crucial. current webct interface is terrible and difficult to use

I might try new tools with my undergraduates; but I think that there should be a good program for professors to learn these
programs and compensation provided for us for our time.

Not clear to me what this really means - would it be like Facebook? Twitter? LinkedIn?

For instruction

This is all constructed by IT people who do not know how to provide explanations for your terms. We are not IT
professionals. We are faculty. Have you ever taught? Students contact us with inane questions, such as " I could not make
class today.Can you please email me what I missed?"

Not nearly enough information here to make a judgement.

I would probably use it to interact with instructors in other departments who are interested to the same degree I am in
teaching outcomes.

I don't know what this question is referring, so I cannot answer honestly

I would use it for instruction as a means to communicate more effectively with students.

Facebook, Google+, etc. exist, are free, and almost every student is there!

Unsure, I can't imagine a tool I need. If something really useful was developed I would use it. I can't imagine what that
would be though.

What is a social learning tool???  Sounds like an expensive gimmick when what we really to do is to get the basics right
first.

Personal interaction cannot be replaced, should be encouraged.

Sounds great, in a vague way. Not sure how much I'd use it until I see it.
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..

How would this be any different from regular e-mail communications

too general a question - might be useful, but not sure

Accessible via Android app

I suppose it would depend on what kind of features it has, and what it would allow me to do.

Yet another network.

Mainly for univsity and community service, also teaching

At first, I would use it for instruction purposes but probably would later use it for research purposes to assess its reliability.

I wrote not likely to use because I'm not sure what this means.

Not into social networking. I find email to be sufficient.

I would love a tool that provides Facebook-like capabilities for posting, discussion, following, making connections, without
the commercial and privacy issues of FB.  I don't use FB with my classes because of these issues.  A tool should be
capable of aggregating, e.g., be a one-stop tool to which students would normally connect at least once a day.

I would need to see it.  Student involvement in it will be important.

The expansion of availability of student-faculty access is, as far as I can tell, making students reliant on the ease of email
and other computer-based communication. Thus, lecture time is becoming less meaningful, and students rarely come to
office hours (if they're able to access the prof through email).

This would need to have careful definition and a dedicated academic purpose.

Have to see what it is, but I don't twit or facebook for security reasons.

Primarily to publicize campus events.

I'd have to know a little more about it.  It sounds like it could have interesting possibilities.

if it is easy to use - already have other methods

This really shouldn't be a priority.  We already have enough confusing and conflicting learning management systems on
campus.  Please do not add another.

Instruction

I'd use it if a lot of other people were using it and if it added some additional benefit to the methods of communication that
already exist.

Just give a better computer!

I would be likely to use this, but I'm curious how it would differ from the technology already in-place.

I prefer to talk with people.

Unlikely to use this tool if it is similar to other social media tools available. I find them lacking in depth and usefulness.

Mostly instruction, possible research groups

not clear what this is.

Instruction

Instruction.

Don't like Facebook setup.  Would use this if it were one-on-one.

I currently use multiple Facebook pages across UNM for posting news updates, alerts, and community building among
students, staff, alumni, and local employers.

I don't really know what you mean by an internal social learning tool. If you mean something like FACEBOOK or LINKED-In,
I would definitely not use it.

My contract will likely be up before the tool is deployed, but if I were here I think I would try.

I don't really know what this means

As said previously:  I would like to see you address the problems that are listed in the following sections before introducing
yet another digitized system to the educational process here at UNM.

I would use it if other people used it, but I am kind of overwhelmed by social media tools.

Teaching.

More useful for instruction

The ability to inform advisors as soon as an instructor can see that a student may be lost is critical to a student's success
and UNM's abliity to retain the student.

For content related work and researach

Set aside money for instructors, more office hours etc. Don't waste money on expensive technology that becomes outdated
almost instantly.

Students seem to only use Facebook.  It is a challenge enough to get them to use email, which is used in professional
settings.  I doubt they would use the new system, and they would have just one more account that they are supposed to be
checking.
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Ease of use would determine functionality

Too much to keep up with already...we need to downsize our dependence on technology, not grow it.

I have no clue what a "social learning tool" is.

To  watch for student needs who are to shy to come forward and ask for help

If more useful for instruction or research, I would be more likely to use it.

would have to see what it is like

I see no benefit this would add, in comparison to Google documents, for example.

I don't understand what you're describing.

I used the social learning tools on webct for my class. Not all students were aware of it though.

Important for research if there is some reagent that we are looking for/ analysis that we are interested in performing.

It would be great to have an interactive device for large class lectures.

Useful for any activities, be they instruction, research, or administrative related.

I'd
 Have to try it to determine usefulness.

Would need to know more - would definitely want to learn about it and try it

Advisement, course announcements

Yes, I would be sooooo excited to see what could be used here at UNM in the social learning arena....

Sounds like more work.

A separate conversation needs to take place with the branch faculty, some of these issues are just not feasible or realistic.

Most important for ongoing evaluation and collaboration

easy to use, with "push" content/update alerts to a regular email address.

If it could be part of something already used, it might be more useful.  If it is something

I would have to learn more before I can answer this.

This would be one more tool that I would have to monitor and use for the students. Not interested.

If a free commercial product that is easy to use, it will trump anything UNM creates.  Though, I am not a fan of FB (or similar
sites) for this purpose

for recruiting events, to update/inform advisors

Useful for instruction and

I try to avoid all social tools.  The have potential for harm as well as good.

To organize projects, events, courses.

Have to see it to determine if I would use it.  If I needed to report student progess, this would be a means to talk with
advisors.

not sure what you mean.  like a UNM Facebook?  I might use it.  really depends on how widely it is adopted.  for example, if
students use it regularly, it would be useful for me to reach them that way.. .

Um. Facebook? GooglePlus? Don't waste our money building things that professionals have already built.

need more info first

Given our students modes of operation and communictation this is a critical tool kit to engage them where they are.
However it must be as facile and robust at the products they already use.

I may use a social learning tool, but, again, why introduce yet another tool??  What is the benefit???  Isn't that what
Facebook is for?  For #16, again, I teach online - all of these are important and I prefer to use tools within the LMS to keep
all course-related activities within the course.  The question is unclear as to whether or not you mean within the course or
outside of the course.

for instruction

Instructional purposes, changes in schedule/topics

I always use WebCT or a Wiki (ex. Wikispaces) for my teaching. I haven't found one tool that does everything I want,
including blog space, document repository, page creation, folders, chat space, and SIMULTANEOUS COLLABORATIVE
documents (a la Google Docs). If the Social Learning Tool did this, I'd use it all the time.

If it is Facebook like, I would not be likely to use it as Facebook and Google+ already fulfill that need.  I have used blogs for
classes as an environment in which students post and write about their work and their classmates work and an official UNM
tool that included those capabilities and linked it in to an official class framework might be welcome, but it really depends on
the exact implementation of it.

I don't think anyone wants yet another social network, especially one limited to school.

If it was like WebCT or Learn, but actually user friendly, and could be used instead, it might be good.
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I teach technology courses, so I consider it my responsibility to at least try UNM's available technology tools as part of my
work as an instructor. I also encourage my students to use the available technology as part of what they are learning in the
course.

Particularly useful for alumni.

Mostly for instruction.  It is important to include access for students enrolled in our Military contract programs so they can
utilize these services.

The teacher student relationship is delicate, addition of advisement will diminish trust and safe place confidence in the
relationship.

Irrelevant for research, not sure I'd use it, would need to test it out......

How about providing every enginnering UG class with a tutor or a TA so there can be problem solving sessions? Of course,
that will be too mundane and no glamour in that like a cool word like "social learning" or "facebooking"!

I might use it, but I'm not really sure what you mean by a "social learning tool." I would need to know what the purpose of
this tool would be and would want to make sure my privacy and information is protected from students.

I don't have a smart phone and would be limited to using my pc/notebook for updates. I addressed above questions in
relation to outside BB Learn - and whether or not I need those things outside BBL. I don't have a need to be so connected
all the time. BBL is sufficient for online or web-enhanced courses - otherwise there are too many places to have to keep
track of updates, etc.

would really need to know more about this

Not sure what this is.  Maybe would use if I were explained the benefits.

This sounds like Facebook Academic Edition; it will only be useful if the students use it, which seems unlikely to me, unless
it's something they're already familiar with.  I might suggest Google Apps and its social applications.

Not sure what this is. If it is like Facebook, then I would not use it at all.

I don't need or want another UNM system to deal with.

This is too vague to provide a meaningful response.

Having separate groups for undergraduate students, graduate students, and faculty. Being able to see what events and
lectures are going on around campus in one easy-to-read website would be great. Also being able to see what research is
occurring both within our disciplines as well as in other spheres of academia.

I'm interested in anything that will promote student-teacher contact to further learning

Instruction, supervising internships & community practicums, advising students, and mentoring/coaching students outside of
class.

For special projects, collaborative work reporting, research.

To interact with students and colleagues

Teaching lower divisions students, I track their attendance and academic progress regularly.  It would make my life easier if
I know who their advisors are and contact them when I need to about students' progress.

#16 is poorly set up -- the answers depend on the type of class. For a f2f class, I don't need online discussion groups, but
they are essential for an online course.

I have no idea if I'd use an internal social learning tool without seeing what it does and how it would benefit my students.

This might be very useful to keep in conatct with students, particularly the ones in trouble.

Depends on how difficult it is to learn

My preferred mode for engaging students out of class is face-to-face meetings!  Not even listed in Item 16.

need more information of tool

If I was a full-time teacher only.

close to impossible to teach someone how to play a classical instrument unless a skype type

I'm not exactly sure how this would work, but it could be useful for communicating with other faculty engaging in similar
pedagogic approaches.  It could potentially also be useful for broader student faculty discussion on issues that link across
courses.  I don't know how much time I'd have to use such a tool, but I would be interested to explore the potential.

Both - I still work with alumni on research as well as working with current students

Not sure what the difference between UNM ONLY Social Learning  and Email....tools etc.

I would likely use it; however, much of what is included in the previous question I have available in BB Learn. I teach fully
online courses.

Only if a stipend were offered for its use.

if enhance learning, facilitate a significant learning experience

I have no idea what this is, therefore I don't know if I would use it!

Contribute to both teaching and research.

I coordinate a 6 credit, 3 courses per week for the University Library. I do not teach the course.

If it decreases the amount of time spend in committee or faculty meetings, I will use it!

Privacy would be invaded
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- collaborating activities
- completion/bridge programs

Great idea if for some reason you feel you don't get enough email.

Don't know what a social learning tool would allow me to do.

instruction

Need more info on this before I can say more.

Please carefully consider legal implications.

Without knowing more about it, probably for teaching primarily.

Where is the time left for all this "more activities" for instructors?

I would use it if the students actually used it, but I think it is highly unlikely that students will use such a tool. It's an uphill
battle just getting them to consistently check their UNM email.

For instruction

Depending on what it is I would use it for teaching and research ie with my research lab and other collaborators.

I already have too much contact with students outside of class...

Have no idea what this means

Do not have any additional comments to make at this time. Thanks.

Not even sure what "social learning tool" means. Would only have access to it on-campus. Not interested.

undergraduate instruction

I might be likely to use it with a clearer understanding of the context and function of the tool.

To collaborate with other faculty members and my students.I indicated "not likely to use" because I so frequently use social
media, even though I see the value in it.

Would need to know MUCH more about this before I can assess the likelihood of my using this tool

Do it.

Don't know.  I would have to see its capabilities first.

to share information sent out on advise-lists for student opporutnities.

All this techno crap is going to destroy real higher education in this country.

not applicable to medical school
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Question 18
How do you manage the use of technology in your classroom? Answer where appropriate. 

 

Levels

Require Encourage Allow Discourage Prohibit Sum

Clickers
87

17.65%
2.5%

65
13.18%
1.87%

171
34.69%
4.91%

92
18.66%
2.64%

78
15.82%
2.24%

493
100%

14.16%

Laptops
49

6.63%
1.41%

219
29.63%
6.29%

384
51.96%
11.03%

64
8.66%
1.84%

23
3.11%
0.66%

739
100%

21.23%

Tablets
11

1.53%
0.32%

215
29.82%
6.18%

403
55.89%
11.58%

63
8.74%
1.81%

29
4.02%
0.83%

721
100%

20.71%

Phones
4

0.55%
0.11%

46
6.31%
1.32%

163
22.36%
4.68%

263
36.08%
7.56%

253
34.71%
7.27%

729
100%

20.94%

Recording
device
(voice
versus
video)

12
1.75%
0.34%

95
13.87%
2.73%

467
68.18%
13.42%

68
9.93%
1.95%

43
6.28%
1.24%

685
100%

19.68%

Other
14

12.28%
0.4%

15
13.16%
0.43%

48
42.11%
1.38%

18
15.79%
0.52%

19
16.67%
0.55%

114
100%
3.27%

Sum
177

-
5.08%

655
-

18.82%

1636
-

47%

568
-

16.32%

445
-

12.78%

3481
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency

Text input

My students often perform hands-on examples with me during lectures, so they are necessary at times.  However, I resent
students surfing the web or texting or even playing games otherwise and I try to discourage it.

Prohibiting phones in the classroom would be unfeasible, but I encourage students to keep their phones out of site when
possible.

I don't use clickers.

I wanted to uncheck clickers, but I cannont figure out how. I do not use clickers.

Pagers

I would use clickers were there a standardized system such that I could bring them to class.  Too many problems otherwise.

Improper use of phones.

I neither encourage nor discourage clickers; I don't address them at all.  My students have little reason to try to use them,
since I do not monitor nor measure feedback in that manner.
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Depends on class level. At lower levels there are few students who use their devices for learning, they just surf and
facebook.

smart phones in the classrooms and in libraries are obnoxious.

I don't use clickers.  I worry about cheating or distractions with laptops/tablets.  I observe colleagues classrooms and most
laptops opened are on facebook or other off-task activities.

recording may have a chilling effect and compromise frank discussion of delicate subjects.  I warn against seriousness of
offense if students ever engage in use of social media while in class.  Phone can impose serious interruption to lectures.

Phones ringing and buzzing are a distraction, also people looking at their messages etc. on their phone is more  distracting
than on a tablet or laptop.

Pen and paper is still the best tool. Note taking with tables is increasingly popular

Class does not lend itself to clicker use.

music players are okay in my class because it is a self-paced computer lab setting, and I like the idea of students "getting
into their zone" while working on their math assignments.

I can't think of other digital devices which can be effectively used in my classroom.  Absolute no to cellphones.

Clickers do not seem the right style to me.

Phones may be taken outside class for use; too much abuse. Other devices only on approval, and conditional (Learning
disabilities, etc).

 Require Iclickers for instant feedback.  Do not allow other stuff because they spend that time surfing the internet and not
paying attention.

Laptops are prohibited in seminars, encouraged in lecture courses but monitored for appropriate use.

I don't mind students audio recording me, but lately they've attempted to FILM my lectures on their mobile devices.

I hate that my students are browsing facebook during class. I am tempted to prohibit in the future.

Laptops and tablets are a mixed bag.  Some students take notes on them, but far too many are messing around on
facebook or music sites, which is distracting to other students, and announces to everyone behind the offending student
that the lecture is boring and cool people tune out.  I have to patrol the classroom to limit that, but it's definitely a problem.  I
have not learned to use clickers but may at some point.

I have to bring in my own digital voice recorder, to post mp3's for students. I want to podcast.

If the laptop and tablet is being used for taking notes, I allow it.  But otherwise not allowed.

At the moment I'm flexible with whatever students bring to a lecture type class as long as there are no disturbances
because of whatever digital devices they have

We used clickers at one point, but the unstable technology made them a huge time sink, so I stopped using them.

I mostly teach on line

I didn't notice "answer where appropriate" until I'd already clicked "prohibit" for CLICKERS.  The system won't allow me to
erase this.  I don't really prohibit them, just don't use them.

clickers required only for large group activities

Students tend to allow electronic devices to distract them by answering emails and other unrelated activities, so I do not
allow their use. Too often I call on a student who is engaged in social networking and not participating in class discussions.
Clickers interfere with my traditional style of lecture and discussion.

I've been allowing open book exams so of course their materials
are stored on electronic devices. This requires an honor system that
the devices not be used to obtain help from outside the room or from
other students.  How do we ensure fairness?

I online teach fully online courses.

Students in photography and printmaking use Mac computers and large format epson printers with software on a regular
basis. Students feel limited by the number of printers and computers available. We need an additional epson printer to
replace the broken one in our classroom, but cannot get funding. In print we need one or two more monitor hours to keep
our digital lab open to students, without taking away from the already slim hours in the print studio proper.

Trying to limit social distractions and lack of attention to course content.

In general, I allow most forms of technology.

There should have been a N/A category.  There's no capability for clickers in my classroom. I discourage phone use.
Students are not paying attention if they're staring at their phones. If they are recording, I assume they are "taking notes" to
listen to later and have no objection to that.  The same applies to laptops and tablets, although I roam around the room to
see what they are doing, and if I don't like what I see (e.g., they're on Facebook), I tell them to shut the machine down.

I have decided not to require individuals to provide their own technology because it is my belief that there is still a segment
of our undergraduate population that has limited access to these technologies and I believe that this segment would be
harmed greatly by such a requirement.

Since I don't teach many undergrad classes, clickers are not a part of my teaching - but I think they're great tools for many
classes.  Tablets, phpnes, laptops -just one more way for students to spend time in class, but not engaged.

I'm not sure what a "clicker" is, so I'm not sure whether I'd allow it or not.

Video of student's individual work, when permitted by instructor. Use of cameras for exams, testing, audio for interpretation
practice, power point/keynote, etc.,cable adaptors for pc/mac, etc.
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cell phones provide distraction to other students and myself; do not know what clickers are, but they sound distracting as
well

I allow recording devices for students who have learning access requirements for recording.

Cell phones are a distraction and are often used for communication other than about the lecture/discussion.  I actively
discourage.

It is really hard to monitor laptop/tablet use and I am still not sure if it is overall very helpful as so many students do search
the web during class.

Have had experience with student laptop use in class distracting other students; had to set-up stricter boundaries and
speak directly to a student spending his time Facebooking and watching music videos...

I'm not seeing students use these devices productively in class, unless they are required to complete a group assignment in
class.

Varies between class: I only use clickers in a large lecture class.

Laptops, are ok if they do not inhibit discourse.  All use of tech in the classroom must pertain to the class in a very direct
way

I only allow the use of tablets, laptops, and smart phones when we are working on specific assignments that require Internet
research. Otherwise, I think they are a distraction to students.

Laptops and phones can be distracting during class.

I don't allow the use of phones (except for emergencies) to contact people outside of the classroom.  I would have no
objection to the use of a phone for, say, taking notes.

we don't have clicker

I support whatever helps students learn

texting others is distracting to class

My lectures are recorded via lecture capture.

Other: calculators

I do not currently use Clickers, but I am going to move to requiring them.

Would like to incorporate Clickers, need to go to training. Technology policy in my classroom is that it has to be related to
the work we are doing in course.

My laptop is too antiquated to support the use of clickers, otherwise I would have tried them.

N/A Do not teach a class.

I only discourage phones because of texting distractions. Phones are bad necessarily, its that students are obsessed with
texting and let themselves get terribly distracted when they need to focus on learning.

..

Is that "other device" absolutely necessary to take a class?

I can't require students to have a laptop when the university does not. This university should require all freshman to have a
laptop as a basic tool . Most universities do and UNM is way behind the curve.

No Head Phones / Blue tooth

We can't really prohibit anything. The most we can do is discourage.

I post materials on my UNM web site and allow/encourage students to sue this during class (e.g. take notes on the posted
PowerPoints). However, it is difficult to monitor when students are off task and reading e-mail, surfing the next, etc, which
can be distracting to other students.

I allow use of these items as long as their use is related to course activities.

Not aware we have clickers available at UNM-T

I only teach graduate seminars so several of these tools are pretty irrelevant

Own computers and software are required for online course.

Phone usage is allowable with prior permission from instructor on a day-by-day basis. It usually is allowed only in urgent or
emergency situations, such as serious family member illness.

I would enocourage all these uses of technology only for course related work.

I don't have access to clickers, and as long as students follow the technology policy, I think it is wonderful to have laptops
and other wireless devices available for in class collaboration and research purposes when doing group activities. It
facilitates group activities in a more meaningful way when it is available.

No phone use in class. Disruptive.

I have mixed feelings about use of electronic devices.  I like the idea of the classroom as a community and I feel that
phones and laptops etc. invite students to go somewhere else mentally and not participate in the community.  On the other
hand, sometimes students are consulting class material on their laptops.  I sat in on a class--seminar size!--in which a
student who hadn't done the reading for the day (I heard him say this) sat through the whole lecture reading the story.  He
was only physically present, not mentally, in that class.
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I try to integrate use of laptops and tablets and cell phones, but it needs to be in a fairly vanilla way because of differences
in the device software and capabilities.

None.

The device must not become a distraction.

I have used clickers but find them annoying.
Phone texting is vital to my clinical classroom because I have to keep track of students all over the city at different sites.
I use video recording for some clinical reporting assignments

During patient care teaching no recording allowed.

Many students use e-texts for course materials, though I don't want devices to be used for email or other distractions.

For most students, laptops, phones, and tablets are more of a distraction than a tool.  For students with disabilities, I will
make an exception.

I teach a lab so I need my students to focus more on doing actual physical work with activities. This is why I discourage all
electronic devices, unless they aid in the answer to a question that can't be answered by me.

Phones are horrible.

This is a waste of my time and you guys only want to buy your own thing. Surprise, surprise!

Recording technology allowed for ADA accommodation.

I video my lectures and place them online along with the course lecture notes.

This is difficult to monitor and police. It would be nice if we could find a way to incorporate technology without the backlash
of distraction, but I'm not sure this is possible.

Recording devices are questionable as I sometimes make controversial, devil's advocate statements and/or purposefully
erroneous comments to encourage students' abilities to recognize faulty logic, create forceful counterarguments, etc. that
could be badly misrepresented if taken out of context.

Have considered prohibiting the use of laptops in my classroom; more often than not, students are using the laptops for
purposes other than class-related activities.

We use an LMS

I use computers to show videos

video cameras

Allow only as required

No explicit rules on any of these.

I don't teach

Don't know what a clicker is.

I teach the old fashion way, with chalk...  I encourage them when preparing presentations to use Beamer/ latex and they
sure acquire these skills fast.

Online course

I don't teach material that lends itself to clickers; students can use any electronic device that helps them access texts (we
do online texts often) or information for group work, but I ask students to turn off cell phones.

Would prefer no personal technology in the classroom, but this is no longer an option.

I would be happy to allow many technologies in the classroom if they did not distract students from class. Devices that were
not able to access the internet would be great, as would be the ability to turn off the wifi in a given classroom.

a significant fraction of the students using any IT device (not clicker or recorder) are doing something other than classwork.
a mechanism for disabling wifi in classrooms would be useful, although i realize it may be difficult to implement.

N/A

Don't have a big enough class for clickers, use all kinds of other devices for certain activities.

Cell phone use in class is disruptive.  Sometimes laptop use is, but other students do use it legitimately - I'd love to know
how to get them only to use it for notes or other class-related activities.

I use matlab in the classroom to visually display concepts to students. However, the dsh classrooms dont have matlab
installed on the instructor computer, which makes it impossible to use. the computers in those rooms take a long time to
boot up and be ready for class, can barely get ready in the 10 minutes provided for this.

Depending on how it's being used

Technology MUST be used only for class and students must receive permission in advance, especially to record.

technology is not a panacea; good faculty are the most important element of the educational experience!

prohibit phones for talking, phone calls

It depends on the content of the class.  Sometimes in-class exercises (lab style) involving computers are very useful,
however during lectures I find computers distractive.

I'm sick of phones ringing in my classroom.

Only require clickers in certain classes.
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UNM Taos has a student body that is without these materials.  If I required, it would not be possible.

An interactive device to get feedback and responses during large lectures would help.   Live online testing devices for close-
book quizzes would also be helpful.

Although I prohibit use of laptops, students often ignore the "rules." I feel students who use them, unless there is a special
need, are not engaged in the class, and distract those around them.

The University does not understand the writing class environment. Clickers are good tools for assessing content-oriented
classes. I would favor the use of laptops and other electronic media, but students abuse this privilege by cruising the web
and doing other non-class related activities. This means we have to play "cop" and spend class time ferreting out abuse.
Since the University does not support faculty in policing the class,it is a waste of valuable instruction time. I have dropped a
number of students for misuse of computer equipment only to have administration force readmission. UNM never stands by
instructors. This is a bad lesson for students who learn no matter what they do, there are no consequences.

Students use their phones and sometimes heir computers to do email,etc, rather than engage in class.

Clinical courses require all students have an iTouch or iPhone for tracking clinical experiences including attendance and
competencies

I very much encourage tablets and laptops because we need to share materials in real time, in class, around the clock.
Need students to weigh in on various issues during the course time frame, semester.

I don't know what Clickers are.

Electronic devices are distracting for students.

Texting on phones is absolutely maddening!

We don't use clickers here, but I don't care if they had them.

If the devices are used for class related activities, great!  My experience is that the devices can be distractors.

Any tool has its benefits/negatives for in-classroom use.  One must assess the learning objective(s) and the use of the tool.

I prohibit phones for exams.  I allow students to record lectures.

Some lecture photos depict real-life crime scenes and injuries.  Privacy guidelines let me use these in class, but not release
them electronically.  Student photography of lecture slides is unacceptable.

I use Top Hat Monocle in my class which requires every student have some device checked above.

do not like laptops open when discussion has no link to computer resources.  It's rude   Other schools require a 'tops down'
mode unless there is an online activity.

Challenges with Big Data resources and student access and collaboration.

I teach online.   These surveys assume face-to-face learning.  The needs of the online learning environment are different.
Clickers and phones are not applicable.  Computers are a requirement - desktop, laptop or tablet.  Recording device is
optional.  And, how 'bout mic/headset -- it's optional and sometimes required.

Cameras for recording design work, design process, and portfolios. As well existing site conditions. Facebook and Dropbox
for communicating examples and collecting digital work. WebCT can not deal with large graphic files. Nor does the UNM
email system

does not apply to PE Classes.

ITV

Cell phones, laptops, tablets allowed during class only if it is being utilized to access online resources

will only permit use if I can observe that they are actively using it for class related purposes vs. for their "crusing purposes in
other areas".

In truth the use of technology has greatly increased my workload and is a source of great frustration

I only say discourage on cell phones when they interrupt the class. Otherwise, if they have access to textbooks online then
they can use those cell phones.

One learning goal for which I particularly encourage the use of phones is for photo documentation of hardware
configurations in our lab, on which students are tested at the end of the semester.

I will begin requiring iclickers in the Fall 2013.

Snap shots of screen projections using smartphones and or cameras are encourged.  Voice recordings of lectures also
encourged.

Phones are social network tools, a frequent distraction.

I try to keep phones, laptops etc. to a minimum to keep students engaged in the class and not checking email, Facebook
etc.

survey design is terrible... where is the option for I do not use clickers..., I do not prohibit them, I jut don't use them.

Audio/visual used by instructor's use in teaching.

I teach mostly online, but I answered as if I were teaching in the classroom. I would certainly allow technology if used for
learning, but have found this not to be the case much of the time in the past(students searching internet, facebook, etc.,
during class time).

almost all of my teaching is currently online

Students learn better when taking notes by hand. They really do.
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I use specified "laptop days," when students bring in their own equipment for use in the classroom.

I have learned that students rely on tablets and laptops for note-taking and "research." I don't allow phones and have never
had anyone request use of recording devices.

there is no internet available in my classroom... so they can't be online surfing the web

Laptops only allowable for note-taking and looking at assigned readings.

Sometimes students with computers are reluctant to interact with other students.

Some students use recording devices to record lectures and others take notes using laptops. Phones are difficult to
regulate in class.
Several students have their textbook online via tablets and laptops.

I encourage smartphones for web access, but not regular phones, which are good only for phonecalls and texting, both
more disruptive.  I do warn my students that paying attention in class is more important than paying attention to any
technological device, even when it assists with class.

I teach online classes.

Students should be allowed to use whatever helpful technology they find useful as long as it does not lead to inappropriate
use.

All assignments, rubrics, syllabi -- any traditionally distributed paper document -- is distributed and turned-in electronically. I
don't accept paper documents unless specifically requested.
I would like to require laptops or tablets.

I am concerned that students not only might do other work during class but also that even good students may sometimes be
hypnotized by the screen.

I can't say I "require" any personal ownership of tech equipment, but I do have assignments that require technology use to
produce. The caveat is, I provide a map of computer labs on campus, the Arts Mgmt Program also has some equipment
students can check out (video cameras, digital recording equip, etc.). AND, the program has staff member that students can
meet with by appointment to work out tech issues related to their projects.

Do not teach didactic lectures

Need a "do not require" column; that fits all but the first item for me.

too distracting!

N/A

I allow cell phones if the student can show me they are looking up information. if they are texting, I confiscate it for the class
period. Same with tablets and laptops. If they are on email, I shut them down.

I'd like to be able to jam cell phones and facebook in the classroom.

only allow recording for disabled students

no objections on any

I only allow recording devices so students can remember movements or memorize choreography.

clickers have not been effective in my courses over several iterations- technology "failure" that has disrupted sessions

useful for students to read chord progressions on their devices

I have, over the last few years, been trying to adjust my pedagogy to accommodate technologies that my students use as
their primary information interface, without losing control over the classroom dynamic.  The only technology that I find
completely useless in the classroom is the cell phone -- a distraction at best, disrespectful to me and other students at
worse.

I currently teach online only, but when I did teach F2F, having lap tops or other technology was certainly allowed. I never
did incorporate clickers, although I would imagine they would be useful.

Other means adaptive devices needed for students who have differing needs.

Bad/no linux support for clicker data streams.

Too often are not used for class activity.

Other than the school laptop requirement and fab lab digital making equipment, it is at the student's discretion.

Use the pc's in the University Library classrooms. Do not use these in Library Instruction.

N/A

Not sure what "clickers" are, but I have not encountered them in classroom. My "prohibit" answer may not be accurate. I
neither use nor discourage them.

Phones are too distracting to others

I require clickers in a few of my classes (mostly lower-division).

Electronics prohibited in my classroom as they have often been a distraction as students tend to multitask using them and
are less likely to pay attention to class work.

I like the use of technology in classroom, but it is not require there

Computers are a distraction, the use of cell phones and other devices basically turns the students mind off to what is
happening in the class room and they essentially disengage.

Do not have any additional comments to provide
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Class is lecture/discussion based, therefore, laptops/tablets are only necessary for note taking, if folks take notes at all.
However, some course material is posted online, so laptops, tablets, and even smartphones are utilized inclass by students
who have not accessed materials prior to class.

Phones are prohibited because they have nothing to do with the class and are nothing but distractions and interruptions.

I want the students to remain resent throughout the class, so I discourage technology that allows them to check e-mail, text,
etc. I am fine with computer note-taking, so I have mixed feelings about laptops.

Would like Apple TV in every classroom.

I teach online. It is important to have support on campus for students studying online. I manage and own my own
technology used in delivery of instruction @ BB Learn. Students need realiable support systems provided by the college.

Texting is a distraction but some students keep notes and take photos of homework so I now allow phones to be used.

n/a

Discourage use of phones for non-emergent phone calls & texting. OK for reference through software and internet
connection

in large lectures - i require clickers, but not in seminars
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Question 19
Please indicate the importance of having the following technologies available in your classroom or laboratory. (skip this question if

you do not use computer classrooms or labs) 

 

Levels
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1 2 3 4 Sum
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Seating that
facilitates

group work

349
57.03%
3.94%

170
27.78%
1.92%

56
9.15%
0.63%

37
6.05%
0.42%

612
100%
6.91%

All students
have

computers
to use in

class

157
26.04%
1.77%

191
31.67%
2.16%

158
26.2%
1.78%

97
16.09%
1.1%

603
100%
6.81%

Class/lab
polling or
audience
response

91
15.66%
1.03%

156
26.85%
1.76%

179
30.81%
2.02%

155
26.68%
1.75%

581
100%
6.56%

Document
cameras at
lectern/podi

um/lead
table

114
19.49%
1.29%

134
22.91%
1.51%

192
32.82%
2.17%

145
24.79%
1.64%

585
100%
6.61%

Easy access
to other
online

resources
(lectern has

fast
internet)

378
62.17%
4.27%

167
27.47%
1.89%

36
5.92%
0.41%

27
4.44%
0.3%

608
100%
6.87%

In class/lab
group

editing/viewi
ng of

documents
or multi-
media

objects

163
27.72%
1.84%

207
35.2%
2.34%

137
23.3%
1.55%

81
13.78%
0.91%

588
100%
6.64%

Student
screen/vide
o sharing to
share work

122
20.78%
1.38%

181
30.83%
2.04%

181
30.83%
2.04%

103
17.55%
1.16%

587
100%
6.63%

Enough
wireless to
connect the
entire class
or lab, even

for
streaming

video

273
45.58%
3.08%

182
30.38%
2.06%

80
13.36%
0.9%

64
10.68%
0.72%

599
100%
6.77%

Video
screens or
projectors
(all walls)

324
53.82%
3.66%

182
30.23%
2.06%

72
11.96%
0.81%

24
3.99%
0.27%

602
100%
6.8%

White board
(all walls)

272
45.95%
3.07%

204
34.46%
2.3%

86
14.53%
0.97%

30
5.07%
0.34%

592
100%
6.69%

Classroom/l
ab

recording
devices for

lecture
capture

80
13.77%
0.9%

161
27.71%
1.82%

218
37.52%
2.46%

122
21%

1.38%

581
100%
6.56%

Classroom/l
ab

recording
devices to

capture
student

work such
as

discussing,
drawing,
painting,
sculpting,

performing,
presenting,

etc.

65
11.28%
0.73%

137
23.78%
1.55%

225
39.06%
2.54%

149
25.87%
1.68%

576
100%
6.51%

More
electrical
plugs for
student

computers

184
31.08%
2.08%

231
39.02%
2.61%

118
19.93%
1.33%

59
9.97%
0.67%

592
100%
6.69%

Network
plugs for
students

127
22.28%
1.43%

183
32.11%
2.07%

159
27.89%
1.8%

101
17.72%
1.14%

570
100%
6.44%
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Video
Conferencin
g to remote
sites such

as
branches,

other
universities,
or students
that can't

get on
campus

102
17.65%
1.15%

167
28.89%
1.89%

171
29.58%
1.93%

138
23.88%
1.56%

578
100%
6.53%

Sum
2801

-
31.64%

2653
-

29.96%

2068
-

23.36%

1332
-

15.04%

8854
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency

Text input

IVC isn't widely used in my department and there's some resistance to video conferencing.

Again, depends quite a lot on the class!

It would be nice to be able to toggle network on/off from the lectern to reduce spurious network usage

Technology is good, in general.  However, we should tread lightly when it comes to excessive Wi-Fi, because the health
effects are only beginning to be understood, and the preliminary results are not encouraging.  In fact, I predict that special
EMF shielded rooms for the Electromagnetically Sensitive will become commonplace in Universities, as they already are in
some public schools around the country.  In short, Wi-Fi can be a detriment to anyone who already has neurologically-
based learning disability.  There are scientific studies that show that people with learning disabilities such as mild forms of
Autism actually show improvement when the external RF radiation is eliminated.  One day, perhaps far off in the future, we
will learn that WIRELESS technology and higher education are mutually exclusive.  Already, Electromagnetically Sensitive
individuals are having to leave careers that they love because of this widespread implementation of Wi-Fi.  For further
information on this subject, I HIGHLY recommend you contact Dr. Gary Johnson at the Electromagnetic Sensitivity
Research Institute.  His website can be found at http://www.emsri.org/  Thank you for taking the time to read this.  It means
a lot to me, as I am a Sensitive, and fear that I will have to leave campus permanently very soon, to my dismay.

These would all be great; this campus simply doesn't support any of this consistently, except for white boards. Numerous
faculty complaints are ignored. I recently sent request for lecture capture for use in my online course: it has been ignored.
Going to facebook on my own.

I do not use a computer lab for teaching, but all classrooms should have a digital projector, screen(s), a sound system and
wireless Internet access.

I love having a doc camera (in Anthro lecture hall). We (Greg Heileman & I) visited an awesome "social computing center"
at UNC-Chapel Hill (at RENC) last summer that had surround-projecting, so that you could show 12 slides simultaneously
all around the room.

A first step would be ensuring that wireless is available in such locations as the Latin American and Iberian Institute's
conference room, where there is NOTHING.  This is ridiculous, as is IT's request that LAII come up with some $28K to
install three wireless nodes in the building.  This is a program that is integral to the university and is being treated like an
outside firm.

Classroom computers at podiums are too slow to start up.

I was supposed to skip this one!

whichever there is ... white board or blackboard, there also need to be working writing implements...

Existing technology updates first.

In photo we need at least 1 new epson color printer to replace the one that broke. An additional printer in the digital output
lab would give students more opportunities to print their work.

In general, my answers vary greatly depending on which course I am thinking of primarily (my FtF class has very different
needs than my online class).

Being certain that all of the computers are updated (e.g. the latest version of Flash Player), that all of the network and
electrical plugs are not only there, but actually work.

Because many of these capabilities have not been available I have designed courses that do not use them.

It is hard to share text in the classroom when there is a TV monitor instead of a projector screen in front of the classroom --
it's important that students can see the things I'm presenting.

Unless this has changed in the last few months, there is trouble with internet access in Hum 216.

Individual ipads for students work and viewing of interpretation.

I really like fully equipped teaching stations, but still use blackboards, which I prefer over white boards.

AV equipment is inadequate in several of the classrooms I use.  Example: Anthro 163; it usually works, but sometimes does
not.

White boards: more than one wall - not necessarily all walls.
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What about blackboards?  I prefer them over white boards because they are bigger, and because chalk is much cheaper
than markers.  Yes, we faculty do have to bring our own chalk and markers, just to be sure we can actually write on the
board.

N/A Do not teach a class.

Remote desktop capbility from the lectern would be useful so I can just connect to my office PC and run the lecture from
there. This would eliminate the need to test lectern PCs and call for tech support when a viewer or software needs to be
installed, or for connecting to specialized web sites, etc.

..

Prefer Macs over PCs. A current problem with the tech labs is that students can not save their work on the lab PCs. This
should be changed to allow students to establish password protected temporary accounts that expire at the end of the
semester, or access to their files in the cloud, via the PCs.

White boards are HORRIBLE! They are easily ruined, the erasers never work, and the markers smell. I realize that chalk
dust is a problem, but frankly, it works more reliably that the white boards. In the COE TEC center, I have to go to the
restroom to get paper towels and, if available, use the spray cleaner to wipe them down. If not, I can't use them (and can't
most of the time). And that building is new. White boards are an expensive waste!

This technology allows for active participation on behalf of the student.

N/A

My initial text entry was too long for this box.  Instead of saving it to allow me to edit, it was deleted.  IF IT NEEDS TO BE
UNDER 250 CHARACTERS, TELL ME BEFORE I CREATE THE ENTRY!

Before we consider spending money on this specialized technology we should ensure that each classroom has the basics!
There are many classrooms, including the renovated Mitchell hall classrooms that lack clocks! (this is rampant, especially in
mitchell hall), don't have white boards, or even worse that have blackboards that are so poor quality that white chalk is not
visible (eg. Mitchell 211), or where the blackboard is separating from the wall (Kiva).

The laboratories need better temperature control. When I take my classes to a computer lab, we can't stay for the whole
class period due to the heat.

I work at Carlisle Gym and we use the Projector, we can connect the laptop to the laptop but we need to update it to iPads,
or other tablets, also iPhone. Maybe the use of an apple TV would be good in there, in case that it could be connected to
the projector

N/A, Online

I don't work with a computer classroom

If classrooms allowed for easy group work and enhanced technology it would greatly increase student success.

some of my classes require computer availability for students in the lab (math 375, math 471). I dont require it in any other
class. i would use it in other classes if available, and given appropriate classtime for it.
More important to me than any of the above:
- blackboards on more than one side (whiteboards acceptable, but not preferred)
- board placed so visible to all students
- students seated so all easily visible and in good communication contact with me
- projector required, one board is sufficient, all boards (as in MH) has not been useful. prefer to have boardspace next
besides projected space.
- a working instructor computer, with matlab installed, and fast booting up, would be a tremendous improvement over what
we currently have.
- I dont use group editing and don't expect to have classtime for it.

new bells/whistles are nice, but ensuring that existing technology works reliably is far more important.

Ability to show DVDs and VHS videos in class.

technology is no substitute for high quailty faculty!

Half the Chalkboards in Mitchell are worthless because the writing cannot be seen--they need to be replaced with good
chalkboards not whiteboards.

Lecture courses are online, so my need would be during lab sessions only.

Prefer Chalk boards, as in Mitchell hall.

I don't think all classrooms need computers. But for classes that would benefit by computers, computer classrooms should
be available. There is an embarrassing lack of computer classrooms available at this university. Classes that NEED to be in
computer classrooms often cannot get them.

It depends on a class taught.  A white board and a projector is a must, but "all walls" is excess.

High-speed video conferencing would greatly facilitate my research and teaching.  I do a lot of international work and
videoconferencing would be wonderful.  Right now we use Skype, but it is low-res and inconsistent.
Also, it would be very helpful to have proprietary streaming video capability.  WebCT cannot work with streamed video files,
and I don't want to put proprietary video on YouTube.  We are at a primitive stage for video delivery at UNM.

See previous comment-- students misuse in-class computers. This forces instructors to police the class, which is very
difficult. The U. does not support instructor class decisions to drop students in any way. We are made powerless.

We have only now been given wireless connection on our floor. Need to keep up with technology that students have and
use

Making sure that whiteboards can be used. Most of them it is hard to erase.
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Yes, somehow, video conferencing has become a HUGE need for many of our courses as we communicate with outside
the course organizations and students.  I find this area of technology most necessary and currently lacking in the rooms that
I teach in.

Also, the courses that I teach are needing to have an interactive whiteboard for posting information and interaction is critical
as well.

Some aspects of technology are easier to "work around" if they aren't available - e.g., doc cameras.  I can scan in materials,
but only in advance of class.  So it's nice to have the doc camera to display work that's being done in class, but I certainly
don't rely on this technology every class period.  Class polling is important to pedagogy, but they can raise their hands, so
the technology is not as essential.

Again, these are wonderful opportunities for our students, but the branches simply do not and will probably not have these
resources for our students - unless there is a dramatic change in out IT leadership

Wireless internet is most important in my opinion (almost everybody has iDevices these days...iPhone or iPad).

Each class will have different needs, so the question responses are not relevant to all classes.  What would be good for
some classes would not be useful for others.

UNM needs classrooms to be flexible as possible so one faculty member may lecture, another group work/discussion, and
another may use technology.  Some classroom may be static, but for very specific reasons (e.g. biology lab).

I have a new lab and it was suppose to have "enough wireless to connect to the entire lab class" and it was NO WHERE
near enough and we now have hard data ports to get internet access.

These were common place in the instition I was at prior to UNM.

It would be great to have a screen located where it does not block the white board. I like to show graphics, but I need to
write on board. Laptops have batteries, outlets rarely used. Skype can be used for video conferencing.

#19 also assumes a face-to-face environment.  See comments in #18.  Do you want to know the needs of the online
learning environment?

adequate blackboard space

These technologies are only helpful if there are adequate numbers of IT staff to support their use.

These would be nice to have throughout the campus, including dual-screen computers.

ITV was tried and proved not useful in my subject area.  Learning Studio is the best classroom set up.

I tried to remove my responses above, but it would't let me. I don't teach in a computer classroom, so I should have skipped
this.

Boot time of lectern computer must be improved.  It should not take five minutes to go from power up to the desktop in
Dane Smith or Mitchell.

These things aren't important to my classes.  We read very important material, and come to class to discuss the material,
and learn about it.

I only need a computer with internet, one projector/screen setup, and maybe two whiteboards/blackboards.

I prefer chalk- to white-boards.  This question should NOT have been tied to "computer" classrooms.  All classrooms should
be wired for technology, and all but large lecture halls should allow for movable furniture.

How about some money for people to administer make-up tests for big classes instead of all of this expensive technology?

My responses reflect my personal teaching, my work with faculty teaching the Arts Mgmt Program's online courses, and the
type of community activity Arts Mgmt students are doing that we want them to document via video and sound recordings for
final creative production of documentaries and/or presentations for arts organizations.

The "White board (all walls)" should also be capturable.

I see video conferencing becoming more and more an integral part of distancing learning.  Currently video conferencing is
only offered at main campus with students from branch campuses attending.  Why not make it available at branch
campuses for students at main campus to attend as well?

If you build it, they will come: If UNM develops a cohesive vision for providing distance learning -- including REAL TIME
distance learning such as the facilities at other universities like Utah State University - then departments could start building
programs like this. There needs to be a CENTRALIZED decision to move in this direction, followed by resources to build
such a network -- and then we could truly start serving our rural students. To answer some of the above questions is
premature - we need to have an upper-level administration priority placed on this kind of learning before you can really ask
us what we need; faculty must have a vision of what is possible first, and then departments can decide how to move
forward IN A COHESIVE MANNER using these technologies.

I and most of my colleagues prefer chalk boards to white boards because: 1) pens are often (usually?) out of ink, 2) pens
are messy, 3) pens are expensive, and 4) boards don't erase well.

I value the contribution that the distance students bring to the classroom. Any modalities that foster their inclusion seems
like a good idea to me.

I would like to have rooms where the screen's don't block the whiteboards. I like chalkboards - the markers for whiteboards
are an environmental nightmare. Huddleboards are wonderful.

Flexibility in the classroom is my highest priority.  I like to rearrange the seating depending on what the day's format is.  It is
important to me to be able to use the projector and the white board simultaneously.

we have plenty of plugs; all students are at an individual piano keyboard with a headset
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I haven't used the lectern as internet much, but can see lots of value in the tool.  classroom recording devices would be very
helpful for students, many of whom ask permission to record my lectures.  I'd like to explore video conferencing as a means
of linking my service learning classes to community-based partners in order to make it easier for them to participate.  Most
students have wi-fi on their computers, so network plugs are low priority as long as wi-fi connectivity is maintained.

I almost always seem to have students with chalk allergies.  UNM should try to replace chalk boards in Dane Smith with
white boards for health reasons, probably.

CHALKBOARDS!!! (ON EVERY WALL!)  Chalk is cheap, it has worked for thousands of years and will work just fine for
thousands more!  I even have colored chalk!!!!  White boards are environmentally unfriendly, they generate lots of trash,
they are hard to keep clean, and I have to carry around a supply of markers because the good ones get "taken" and the bad
ones are always all that's left behind.

I don't really think anyone would rate all those technologies less than 'very important'. Even if the instructor is not using
everything listed above, we need to be technologically-literate and savvy if we want to keep up with our students! Although
technology is just a means (not a goal), we will get students to respect us and learn from us when we show them that we
speak the same language, otherwise, there will be always a disconnect!

better accessible wireless is a priority and then tablets would suffice

Black boards, NOT whiteboards!

In my role as coordinator of the EIMI.

ELMOS are useful in teaching and color coding

The last question is excellent. It has not been important with the classes I've taught so far, but I can see it be valuable for
others.

Instead of provided our students with laptops, may we provide them with more computer labs? Many of our C&J computer
labs are packed with classes, and our students need more time outside of class to use the computers with specific software.

Hate white boards and markers! Leave me my black boards and chalk!

None

Do not have any additional comments to provide at this time

Chalk boards are far better than white boards! Especially if they are not hidden behind the screen where an instructor
cannot simultaneously access them!

Video screens or projectors and white boards are very important for at least one or two walls, but I wouldn't say "all walls."

Blackboards in MH are useless!
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Question 20
How valuable are or would be the following services for instruction? 

 

Levels

Very
Valuable Valuable Not Useful Useless Sum

Enabling
more

collaboratio
n

technologie
s in

classrooms

275
38.84%
4.94%

322
45.48%
5.78%

86
12.15%
1.54%

25
3.53%
0.45%

708
100%

12.71%

Media tools
for faculty

content
creation and
managemen

t

310
43.3%
5.57%

321
44.83%
5.76%

65
9.08%
1.17%

20
2.79%
0.36%

716
100%

12.85%

Faculty
Technology
Resource

Directory of
central and
distributed

services

192
27.59%
3.45%

378
54.31%
6.79%

98
14.08%
1.76%

28
4.02%
0.5%

696
100%
12.5%

'Help Phone'
for

immediate
classroom

tech
support

322
44.6%
5.78%

297
41.14%
5.33%

80
11.08%
1.44%

23
3.19%
0.41%

722
100%

12.96%

More lecture
capture in

large
classrooms

115
17.09%
2.06%

288
42.79%
5.17%

216
32.1%
3.88%

54
8.02%
0.97%

673
100%

12.08%

Equipping
more

classrooms
with laptops
for students

122
17.6%
2.19%

249
35.93%
4.47%

259
37.37%
4.65%

63
9.09%
1.13%

693
100%

12.44%

Plagiarism
detection

tool

267
37.39%
4.79%

280
39.22%
5.03%

122
17.09%
2.19%

45
6.3%
0.81%

714
100%

12.82%
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Convert
more

classrooms
into Active
Learning

Studio
model (e.g.
DSH 224)

202
31.17%
3.63%

300
46.3%
5.39%

108
16.67%
1.94%

38
5.86%
0.68%

648
100%

11.63%

Sum
1805

-
32.41%

2435
-

43.72%

1034
-

18.56%

296
-

5.31%

5570
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency

Text input

Active learning studios may not be relevant to me, but may be useful for other disciplines.

TurnItIn is valuable for a variety of reasons - especially if students can check their own papers before submitting. It helps
them learn how to avoid the appearance of plagiarism when it was not intended and the transparency encourages honest
work.

Conference calling capabilities for distance learning. We can use adobe connect, but for students without a stable internet
connection, a conference call (instead of Skype) would be much more effective.

I have never used Active Learning Studios, so not sure what it means.

Not clear that more technology equals more learning.

I'm not personally familiar with DSH 224, but I do remember the big roll out and thinking it would be pretty cool.

Digital lecture capture (audio and video).
Emergency phones.

a little more investment in high quality digital output in studio classrooms

Anti-plagiarism technology would greatly benefit online paper submission.

students carry their own devices. do not need to suppy

Signed language interpreting/instruction has special needs.

It would be nice if you upgraded some of the really awful classrooms first (e.g. EDUC bldg).

I think students should be required to have own laptops as opposed to providing these

Faculty Technology Resource Directory?!?   That would be -- what?  The phone number for the IT help desk, where you
can never get any help?

In person collaboration rather than technology enabled collaboration should be the focus.

N/A Do not teach a class.

Equipping class for laptops is important, but no need to provide the laptops.

..

I find online content creation tools to be cumbersome, poorly designed, and generally a waste of time.

Technology support by a real person is crucial.

I haven't checked out DSH 224 so I don't know how it works.

there are large gaps in the wireless in many buildings, especially Hartung and the Center for Fine Arts.  Bandwidth varies
greatly even within feet of a wireless router.  Requires continual log-ins if a computer goes to sleep

Any chance of including the branch campuses in this investment?

In advanced HSC teaching it's more bedside and "BatCave" simulation, which needs upgrading.

not familiar with Active Learning Studio model

Equipping students with laptops is a great idea, but again my concern is policing their use.

We don't need more laptops for students on over at Carlisle Gym at this moment

I would need to know how some of these items work before I can evaluate their value or usefulness.

N/A to my work

To convert more classrooms to the Active Learning Studio model would require faculty content tools to create such program
modules.

N/A

it would be useful if all students were required to have/use labtops. I would not have them use it in the classroom except for
1 day possibly, but would like them to use matlab early on.

I teach engineering students and I am positive they all have laptops.
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too vague

I teach dance.

UNM needs to invest in high quality faculty, not technology!

I have no clue what "Active Learning Studio model" is,

Replace the chalkboards in Mitchell that do not show writing. Half of the chalkboards are good and half are worthless.

I don't have knowledge of the Active Learning Studio

This campus needs more computer classrooms. This should be the number one funding priority for technology. There
needs to be more computer classrooms and an easy-to-navigate method for requesting these classrooms.

It depends how well the tool works.

I want clickers on reserve that I can sign out for classroom use.  I don't want to require students to buy a clicker just for my
class.  At this time, on my campus, they wouldn't use the clicker anywhere else.

Would like to see alternative designs for Active Learning Studio models other than DSH 224.

I teach in an art studio and love it. I prefer face to face group collaborative work.

We have been using plagiarism software since 2009. Purchase it for students to use also

our classrooms are set up for active learning, we need the technology upgrade to collaborate in real time together with
those in the classroom and those outside of the classroom.

laptops shouildn't be dedicated to specific classrooms.  Easy "check out" system at SUB, Library, etc.

Recommend TurnItIn for plagiarism detection tool - have used it at another University

Some of these examples exclude some newer teaching models and assume large classes are the only beneficiaries from
lecture capture.

We should all be aiming to teach students in an interactive way (such as use of pairs or small groups, even in larger
classes) rather than lecturing.

Number one priority should be to convert more classrooms into Active Learning Studio Model.

Learning studios in each classroom is essential to "keep the interest" of students.  The digital generation (our undergrads)
requires it.

The main reason why students dont learn is  they are not told it is their responsibility to learn.  Also, kids need to see
learning has a reward. When our culture malign and make fun of learning, why would anyone want to learn?

We need the collaborative tools provided by Office 365; this needs to be IT's number one priority.

Plagiarism detection tool - needed

Note on Equipping with laptops: Desktops are fine as well.
Note on Plagiarism Detection Tool: Especially valuable in freshman writing classes.

Again, it is VERY hard to answer these questions unless we have university-wide, unified vision of where we would like to
go next with our teaching practices.

I am a little cautious about MORE technology in the classroom. Whatever promotes inclusion and communication I am for.
Whatever is gimmicky or students can use to replace reading the material I discourage.

all these sound great and wish I had access to use these items

Help phone qwould be VERY useful for those building such as Ortega that do not have an IT person to go to immediately.

LESS, not more.  The fewer items in a classroom to distract students the better!

I am really curious about the plagiarism detection tool in the classroom? Does such thing even exist???

Would also need training for faculty to implement!!

I teach studio classes, so I do not use many of these devices.

Not sure that question makes sense. Plagiarism - I can usually tell this from changes in the student's "voice"...I can then
check this out on Google search.

We have active learning in architecture all the time and have had for years.  We would benefit from higher resolution
capability in the auditorium and classrooms equipped with multiple projection possibilities.

Students having their own laptops is better than UNM providing laptops in classrooms.

I'm not sure what these mean.
Enabling more collaboration technologies in classrooms
Media tools for faculty content creation and management

The focus needs to stay on the teaching, not the technology.

Departments lost individual phone lines with recent budget cuts.  Before thinking about higher level objectives, how about
restoring phones?  Faculty should not subsidize the university by paying for text/data plans.

Most of those listed I have no idea what the purpose for them would be.

Do not have any additional comments to make at this time.

We need to replace blackboards in MH!

answered those relatable to online courses.
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Question 21
UNM is considering licensing an anti-plagiarism, plagiarism prevention tool (such as Turnitin.com), that would allow you to help

students learn how to avoid plagiarism and to enable you and your students to check their writing assignments for possible

plagiarism.  How likely would you be to sign up for and use it? 

Frequency table

Levels
Absolute
frequency

Relative
frequency

Adjusted
relative
frequency

Very Likely to use (null) 270 30.86% 34.31%

Likely to use 255 29.14% 32.4%

Not likely to use 182 20.8% 23.13%

Not at All Likely to use (null) 80 9.14% 10.17%

Sum: 787 89.94% 100%

Not answered: 88 10.06% -

Total answered: 787

Text input

I teach a quantitative course, so not terribly useful for me, though I may play around with it for their written projects.

n/a

I currently use it.

I would use this for research. In fact, I used it at my prior institution when I came across a paper that plagiarized my work
and everyone I had cited. The academic integrity issue was settled without a hearing (all agreed on an acceptable course of
action), and IEEE put up a notice on the paper that citations should not be made to it but rather to the papers it plagiarized.

For isntruction.

No anti-plagiarism tool is perfect, but it being present and obvious along with an appropriate enforcement policy will deter
many.

n/a to medical residents

I used it at my previous institution and would do so for every assignment prepared outside the classroom.

ease of use.  no cost to me

Not applicable for my courses.

another excellent idea, anything that helps curb plagiarism in the age of Google is a great idea.

depends on the subject and effectiveness of the tool.

Sometimes a paper just doesn't seem quite right, and I could use a more powerful tool than Google to check the text.

I teach math, that is hard to plagiarize.

Instruction. Checking written assignments

 but I'm fairly satisfied with free online detectors

I would require all written documents to be submitted through Turnitin. Plagiarism is rampant in my classes.

I have developed strategies to discourage plagiarism, and rarely have problems in this area.
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Plagiarism is a plague.  Our instructors spend disproportionate time investigating probable plagiarism, and it has changed
the way many of us teach.  For instance, open-ended research paper assignments have nearly disappeared because
plagiarism was so rampant.  We attempt to prevent plagiarism by giving assignments that are so specific that corresponding
papers are unlikely to be available for purchase.  But this interferes with our learning objectives.  It's a serious issue, so any
service that would assist us in detecting plagiarism would be very welcome, if it really works.

I find plagiarism software to be unethical.

fairly likely to use although I'm concerned about amount of time required for me to do so.  For INSTRUCTION.

My subject matter is not "writing" in the traditional sense of the word (computer programming).

Useful for instruction.

Extremely necessary for an English Professor, such as myself. I am aware, however, that Blackboard Learn includes a
built-in tool (SafeAssign) so it may not be necessary to license another tool.

Not applicable.

I would wish for a tool that evaluated phrases, rather than a database of previous papers to match against.

I use only limited writing assignments in most of my classes, but I think this would be a useful tool even for those.  I can
definitely see the benefit in some other courses that I am familiar with but do not typically teach.

Excellent idea, just not applicable to my classes.

This should have been learned in their lower level English/Technical Writing classes.  At the upper level, it should be able to
be used with more severe consequences.

Something faculty has been asking for for years, but is never a priority to the university.  Definitely would use it for
instruction as well as student research

These do not work. They encourage faculty to depend on these instead of teaching students what constitutes plagiarism in
a given context. Students use them to "tweak" their writing so it barely makes the barrier.

I would only use it if I could save their documents and add comments and edits to it, as I could in Word.

For written assignments,but rarely since our term papers are program specific

I have colleagues with these programs at their universities and I would really like to have access to such program here. with
turnitin, students actually get feedback before they turn the paper in, so it is educational for them as well.

I have used with students (grad and undergrad) for multiple semesters - it is useful.

Good if it shows students what plagiarism is before they turn in paper

The papers I assign are virtually impossible to plagiarize so it's not a big issue for me.

It is especially helpful for students to be able to use it themselves as well. We had this at another university I was a t and I
think it is essential.

Websites like these often violate privacy and turn instructors into hunters for "offenders" rather than teachers who can
handle the occasional plagiarism case like an adult.

I find the software troubling and instead rely on my small class sizes and intuition to detect academic dishonesty.

More useful for instruction.  I would use it routinely to check assignments, and just as importantly, students would be aware
that I use it.

my assignments cannot be plagiarised, but I think it is crucial for other classes.

under all instances where writing is required. Ive used it at other universities and it becomes a valuable learning tool for
students to organize and assemble their own thoughts. it is helpful not as a punishing tool, but as a learning / teaching tool.
highly recommend it.

I would only use something like this if I suspected a student had plagiarized.

Very likely to use when giving larger writing assignments, research, etc.  Less likely for standard lecture/lab coursework.

I use Turnitin.com now.

Since I don't teach writing, it's not something I would use.

I would use if for instruction. I require 3 papers to be written throughout a semester.

The graduate students have thesis/project requiring a lot of literature review and writing. It would be helpful to identify
plagiarism issues, before we go to publication.

Not applicable to my subject of instruction.

Plagiarism is rampant at UNM.  Unfortunately the Dean of Students office and many faculty do not think this is a real
problem, probably because we live in New Mexico.

As a student/GA I like being able to see how similar my papers are on Turnitin.com

As a library faculty instructor I don't do regular grading so I would not use it.

Write-ups are fairly minimal, and students are encouraged to use sources, just as long as they cite them. No particular
premium on original writing in our context.

..
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I have used "The Plagiarism Checker" in the past (http://www.dustball.com/cs/plagiarism.checker/). Many first and second
year students don't seem to understand the concept of plagiarism. I have cited students for blatant plagiarism, only to have
them protest that they did not plagiarize. I would then show them that a paragraph in their paper exactly matched a
paragraph from a published work...and the students still seemed confused as to why that was not okay.

Not useful since with my current software (WebAssign) each student has different assignments.  I could see other
instructors would find it very vlauable.

In my larger general undergrad courses

Mostly useful for writing assignments given as part of instruction. I don't find plagiarism to be a problem in research in my
area.

I do think that it is helpful for students to see where they are not paraphrasing appropriately. however, it is also a crutch. In
one case last semester, I did not use it for a particular doctoral course and so a student blatantly cut and pasted from the
internet. He did not do so in other courses when turnitin was used. This does not show he learned that he should not cheat,
rather, felt that we wouldn't get caught if the instructor didn't use it. So what are we really teaching? I think it's a good tool,
but I won't use it all of the time. I think students also need to learn to learn how to write without plagiarizing and to evaluate
that without the tool at times

Helping students learn to avoid plagiarism is certainly a good idea, but in the vast majority of cases, it is not necessary to
use software to detect plagiarism.

Have used such tools at Univ of PHX and they're great

For both instruction and research papers (literature reviews)

I have experience using Blackboard and it has a tool that allows the instructor to check for plagiarism.

I would be able to assign more research papers to students.

I teach first-year physics. I don't give writing assignments.

I have written assignments from students from multiple sections of class that I would want processed.

UNM-LA piloted Turnitin in 2012-2013, and despite automated account creation and several getting-started workshops
offered at the beginning of the year, use by faculty was light.  It has potential, but see next question re over-reporting.

I would only use it if I had suspicions that the submitted work was plagiarized.

I would use it in cases where students have not discussed their research papers and then turn in content that does not
square with their other written work.

We're not looking for independent writing in my teaching.

I'm not sure how it could be used to detect plagiarism in the case of my course.

Especially useful for required writing courses (English 101 & 102)

I've used Turnitin.com before, and it is a useful tool.

plagiarism prevention tools don't "help students learn how to avoid plagiarism", that's what we do in the classroom. This
"tool" only tells students we don't trust them. While I believe such a tool could be time-saving for the odd papers that I would
like to check (without having to do so manually) I would oppose any suggestion that all students should turn in papers
through an anti-plagiarism tool.

This would be useful so long as ease of use is the top priority.  Even the most technologically challenged faculty to be able
to use the system without assistance.

Plagiarism in science is something that could be done even by mistake. I believe this is a great tool that my students could
use in order to understand plagiarism better, and how to avoid it

I do homework assignments of physics problems that won't be checkable by this tool.

The only way I could imagine using it is as a learning tool for understanding plagiarism, but I'd rather have the funds
invested in other tools of learning.

Cannot believe we don't have this already

I do a good job detecting this problem on my own, but if the students could self-check it would avoid a lot of problems
before they became problems.  My only concern would be if the students could use the tool to alter what really is plagiarism
just enough to avoid easy detection.

How then do we train young scholars to take full responsibility for their own work if  we have no trust in them and instead
teach them mistrust.

I would more likely use it if I were teaching an upper-division course.

Many faculty in the department would also use.

Useful for engineering lab reports, not for homework.

It would be useful, but for now I would prefer the students learn how to write a decent paragraph first and worry about
plagiarism later.

Plagiarism is not a problem in my engioneering class.

Instruction.

I would LOVE a plagarism detection tool as this is a major issue on UNM-Valencia campus and easy to implement in online
classrooms where all content is published.
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Using anti-plagiarism instruction/detection tools has been shown to disrupt students' writing process, turning writing into a
process of eliminating possible "matches" to external sources. The best way to prevent plagiarism is to use sequenced
writing assignments. If one suspects plagiarism, a "Google" search usually suffices to find it.

why not use the one that came with LEARN - SafeAssign?  Also would like a "stand alone" like iThenticate that would be
useful for faculty and students who regularly submit papers to journals and for grants.

A very useful tool for instruction.

I would support a tool deployed in-house where our students' privacy would be protected, but I have severe concerns about
some of the available services outside of the university sphere.

I would use it because I have had a couple bad experiences.  It would be most useful if it included comparison with
literature from science journals.  I've used quoted sentence fragments to detect cheating in the past with some success.

not sure how this would work- I would have to see it before I adopted it.

This is awesome! My kids use it in HS and mid-school

This is most useful for comparing students work.

Students just do not know what plagiarism is now because of cut/paste from web. These tools are essential to teach them
and reinforce what we say in class.

Please!!!!!!!

very useful, not absolutely critical if big investment that must be traded off against other critical needs

Although I support the fight against plagiarism, it is a slippery slope to accuse students of such activity, due to potential
litigation.  Rather than a reactive policing policy, we should focus our efforts on the preventative, encouraging original work
and honesty!

Not useful for math classes I teach, but I could be valuable for classes which require essays.

I would use it for entry level undergraduate students. Not for graduate students. It may be useful for term papers and
research papers.

I try to come up with writing assignments that have to be original work, but there have been times when I could have used
something such as this.

WE NEED THIS!

Currently have used for yrs. a requirement for our students

I believe in a principle-based approach to life.  If people cheat, it bites them in the butt in the long run.  Besides, in a day
when information is readily available, I think the focus needs to be on how to use that available information.  Of course,
there is a fine line and we must respect the creations of others, so training on how/when to properly cite would be useful for
students.

Most likely to use in courses that have longer writing assignments.

I would use it for projects and online collaboration tools.

I already use this in my classes.

Our instructors already use these tools if they suspect plagiarism.

This is only useful for students to use PRIOR to turning in assignments, along with an explanation of the tool by the faculty.
If it is used as a GOTCHA, it is a waste.

Have used TurnItIn at another University - very useful for faculty AND students ...

Yes please - we need this!

I don't have my students complete large writing assignments, but if I did, I would consider using such a resource.

My college has it and I use it EXTENSIVELY.

Not useful in physics, would be useful in classes with required writing

This is a critical aspect of honoring intellectual property. In graphic programs the ability to discern graphic content plagarism
would be very useful.

I might use it for both.   What does "sign up" for it mean?  Who pays for it?   It is unlikely that I would pay for it, possible that
I would use it if it were a provided service.

instruction; check student papers

Students don't need tool to know they are plagiarising.  Don't waste money on such a tool!

I would not use it -- I think it is unethical.

I can usually find if students plagiarize by looking into Google.

I need this.

Assignments for medically based work often elicits work that looks very similar.  It may be hard to discern if plagiarism is at
play.

The writing my students do is focused on their own work (artist statements, letters of intent) so is not the type of writing that
plagiarism effects, however, I believe turnitin and similar programs are incredibly useful tools and can't believe UNM doesn't
offer it already

I would use it primarily in critical studies classes.
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I teach math so this would not be of much use to me, but I would encourage getting it in place.

Papers should be checked in order to make sure the students are doing the work, nit just merely copying data from case
studies or online sources.

Please do this.

Unclear since no writing assignments as such.

Suitable for research.

Plagiarism is HUGE problem. Students do not realize how serious an offense it really is and many professors don't hold
students accountable for it. The University should take a strong stance on it - and providing tools to detect plagiarism would
be greatly appreciated by those of us who care to eliminate from our classes.

I would use it for everything - teaching, research, professional writing. My daughter used this for her class and its benefits
were fantastic. This would help me teach students better on how to avoid plagiarism - many of them don't have a clue.
Please have this available immediately for our teaching and our own professional writing.

Most helpful

TurnItIn is not as streamlined as SafeAssignment, but whatever we have would get used in my classroom.

This would be awesome!  It would build awareness as well as help instructors catch cheaters.

This would greatly help with those of us who assignment research projects and essays!!!!!!

I doubt the program works for other languages, and I'm more likely to see Google Translation plagarism in student essays
than outright copying.

Good idea here. Has been a large problem for me over the years.

I teach composition, technical writing, and traditional grammar.

It's unbelievable that this hasn't been done already.

My assignments generally relate to direct in class observations, such as peer critiques, that cannot be plagiarized.

Absolutely. I teach Freshman English and any tools available to help students see when this is occurring -- intentionally and
unintentionally would be great!

research papers

For instruction.

I require papers at this time.

The concept of turnitin.com is quite good, actually.  It allows students to improve their paper (esp on plagiarism) and saves
instructors' time in grading.

Turn it in is not the best - I would not use it - It is just as easy to type phrases into a google search.

I don't have much difficulty with students plagerizing. My students have been very original so far. Knock on wood.

Most useful for instruction for students just learning to write papers that use primary sources.

would save a lot of time for sure!..definitely needed in all Writing courses

I teach a dance class so I would not use it.

Students have a little bit of written homework Re music fundamentals, but mostly are graded on individual performances

I teach only graduate students and their main assignments are papers.  It would be useful to grade their papers.

essays

I do not teach in the classroom, otherwise, I would be very likely to sign up for and use it.

Given the volume of material being created by humans every day, at some point in the very near future no one will be able
to write anything without plagiarizing someone else.  GIVE IT UP ALREADY!!!

Turnitin. com is a nice start but I am not sure how it will be implemented in real-time classroom instruction and writing

I have used it in a Beta test a couple of semesters ago. Students were pretty confused about how it worked (it was a
completely online environment). Having it in a F2F class might be easier to explain and then answer questions. Also, some
students' work came back with a high percentage considered plagiarism, and when I looked at their work, they used
references and quotations appropriately. Not sure why some would show up that way and some wouldn't? I would definitely
use more classrooms as a test before fully implementing it. Also, comparing class formats: F2F v. online v. hybrid etc. to
see if one format is better than another for the tool.

I teach a studio class, so i would have no need for it.

Clever searching in google tends to work and it's free ...

I don't have many assignments that require input that would benefit from plagiarized materials.

Turnitin does not do what I feel is necessary. I don't know which of the five questions above you are expecting an answer
for. I want students to understand that I know where (source) the information that they give me comes from.

Require numerous research papers.

Likely to use in certain courses.

Not useful in one shot library instruction sessions.

N/A
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I used it at previous university, it was helpful to teach students how to do rigorous and proper researfc.

I am a math instructor

Only in very rare suspected cases of plagiarism

Many of my classes are writing classes, and this would be extremely valuable.

I can usually detect a change in writing style and then use google to find the source of the plagiarized material.

both

I can usually identify plagiarism; proving it is a different matter.  This could be useful.

The courses that I teach are mostly analytical/mathematical.

I teach math so I wouldn't have a use for this, but if I taught a class with a heavy writing component, I would likely use it
because I would be very strict about plagiarism.

I don't have students write papers.  If I did, I would likely use it.

For research

I recognize that plagiarism is a concern, I'd rather put the resources in to supporting students to learn how to cite work
correctly and to be their own thinkers.  I have not used such a tool, and so am not sure how this accomplishes that. If I
suspect plagiarism, I paste it into google, that usually reveals what I need to know.  If this tool turned out to be instructional
and supported students to do independent and critical thinking, I'd be in support of it.

There are no writing assignments for the classes I teach at UNM.

Would use in lab classes to review lab reports

I like the idea - but I generally have 120 students a semester so it would depend on how much work would be required from
my end.  If it was easy for me and the students, I would definitely use.  If it adds an extra layer of complexity, I am adjunct
faculty with no TA so I would probably not use it.

Do not have any additional comments at this times.

I have used Turnitin.com as a student and was a part of a pilot study for LLSS here at UNM. I think it is a useless tool that
only sets up faculty as wardens instead of addressing the actual problem of plagiarism. The majority of students don't write
their papers far enough in advance to use this as a checking tool. A waste of time and money.

Critical engagement with what plagiarism and how it functions in students' work cannot/should not be supplanted by an
app...once a student knows/understands plagiarism, then the student will or will not use it as an assignment strategy.

what are we waiting for??? It is a huge problem and learning curve for some students, but feel it happens all the time.

I have used these in the past at other universities. They are incredibly helpful for grading and for student writing
development. Great for instruction and teaching research skills.

While I see the value in this, it doesn't apply to the kinds of classes that I teach.

for all writing assignments

Not clear to me how I would use this in a physics or astronomy class

I would use it for portfolio purposes in an English course.

I would use this for essays and research paper assignments.

I would require a term paper for my course knowing that I had a resource to check for plagiarism.
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Question 22
Do you have any comments related to using anti-plagiarism software, as opposed to using free on-line or Blackboard technologies,

most of which provide only detection features?

Text input

n/a

None

These need to be integrated into Learn and other web-based platforms. Right now students have to go to Turn-it-in to check
the paper and then back to Learn to submit the final project. Online assessment tools further complicate this process.

Not sure what the difference is.

Detection is important, but also encouraging an environment where cheating is diminished makes sense.

useful, but wastes time and energy.

Non

no

Not applicable.

uninterested in this.

If they work, then these options are fine.

No

 save money!

no

It needs to be sophisticated, that is, capable of identifying passages that are not just findable with common search engines.

There is no substitute for original instruction, which demands original responses from students. I cover 16 cases in 8 weeks
and expect students to write me essays that are based on those 16 cases. No room for plagiarism there.

I'm in engineering, so this is of limited applicability to my case.

I don't know anything about these, nor the free services.

Use the free resources- they are sufficient

I have large numbers of students in my classes. Too many for me to personally investigate every instance of suspected
plagiarism. Also, I am not very familiar with anti-plagiarism devices. I feel that students may often lift texts from
unprofessional websites, so I structure paper assignments that require use of library books and journals.

Not familiar with Blackboard technologies.  I would be concerned about
technology that intrudes on student devices.  Presumably they would
deposit documents somewhere for inspection.

I would just re-iterate that it's very necessary to have the ability to detect plagiarism and both programs (Safe Assign,
Turnitin.com) provide an important service.

There are shades of grey; never hurts to educate as well as punish.

Not applicable.

I'm loathe to pay to replicate services that are already available and useful, and I would want the University to look very
carefully at whether there is sufficient additional benefit for the cost.

I like the features of Turnitin.  I don't know what Blackboard offers.

N/A

I was not aware of them. If this is considered important it would be useful to have an OSET workshop on it.

why isn't SafeAssign in Blackboard learn enabled?

Either is an improvement.

No.

no

i do not do the kind of teaching to need this. dont know how useful

They do more harm than good.

We'd have to be made aware of any accuracy problems with this sort of program.

Much of our work has to do with visual use, and whether students are taking signing (Visual) tests off of the  computers,
etc., or copying visual dvds, tapes.

I think that anti-plagiarism software would be useful for undergraduates. However a plagiarism detection system for use by
professors for suspect graduate work would also be helpful. I would have a difficult time asking graduates to use a program
like turnitin.
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I really like Turnitin.com. I wish you could find some way to integrate all of the online sites that we require students to turn
things in to - TK20, UNM Learn, Turnitin.com - we end up having to have the students upload things in multiple places, and
it frustrates them.

Q: Who retains copyright? If my student writes a novel algorithm to solve a classroom assignment does UNM own the
copyright or does it remain with the student? If Turnitin keeps a copy of the student's code, am I violating somebody's
intellectual property rights?

I know little about such technologies.  I have used free online services where I suspect plagiarism, and they seem to be
reasonably effective.  But plagiarism does occur all too frequently.

see 21.

Need something.  Don't have an opinion about type used.

Don't know enough about what is available and how they work

My student projects are customized enough and have specialized requirements so that it would be difficult to plagiarize
someone else's work and make it fit into the project parameters without obvious flaws and incongruities.

..

The website I mentioned previously ("The Plagiarism Checker") misses some things. Also, after a number of uses, it
requires paying a fee or waiting through a 10-second countdown on each check, which is designed to be annoying enough
that users will pay the fee. So an alternative would be great.

Have not used any before.

Students are becoming adept at gaming the anti-plagiarism software, so we need the best available.

We have been discouraged in the COE in allowing turnitin to add student papers to their repository. While I understand
there are issues of ownership and privacy, if we don't allow it, then students can sell papers across semesters. I think this
issue is complex and needs additional duscussion and perhaps a university policy.

use other available ie. Blackboard

n/a

I use Turnitin & find it helpful; I would only favor a change if the new platform was significantly better than Turnitin. I think it's
important to balance changing to new, possibly better technology with the drawbacks of students & faculty having to learn
new systems so often.

see answer in 21 above

none

No

I need instruction on how to use this on Blackboard.

Not at this point.

I don't use.

I've used turnit.com at a previous university and it was very successful and useful in its ability to connect to a database of
similar coursework

A  large failing of Turnitin in my experience was over-reporting:  it did not offer any facilities (that I found) to trace to a main
source, e.g., if 100 student papers in its database plagiarized from a single Wikipedia entry, rather than just listing the
Wikipedia entry it would also (and sometimes only) list all 100 student papers.  Filtering through all that was inefficient;
Googling was faster.

I think there is a limit to what can be done technologically about this problem.

On-line is useful but limnited.

UNMLA is currently using Turnitin and it works much better.

Turnitin was useful because the papers went in automatically.

try to vary assignments to avoid as much as possible

I prefer students to turn in papers in hard copy or via email. I do not (and don't intend to) use any online submission
software (blackboard/webCT)

see above

Superior speed, ease, and detection

I will not use multiple software. iF we have Blackboard, this is the only what I will use.

Prefer to use free software.

A tool I would use is one that could check if a student used Google Translate for his/her assignment.

none

I used free access anti-plagiarism software to evaluate graduate student comprehensive exams and found it useful.  We
weren't licensed for full feature use, but the parts I could use were helpful.  I was particularly intrigued by the use of such
software by students to check their own work.

No

I shudder to think how much cheating is going on.  If it's that bad, then by all means, get the software.  My assignments
don't require so much research, but rather synthesis of data and original theses.
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It shoiuld be available to those that want it, but not required for everyone.

I only request that teachers are notified of such software and giving the training modules to understand and use such tools.
We are very happy to do so.

The free Blackboard option should suffice; as I note above, Google works as a detection device. The best plagiarism
prevention is building writing into sequenced drafts and asking very specific, and different, questions in classes.

yeah, I like the free one - and then use something like iThenticate so I can check my own papers easily!

Unless a product includes the primary literature for many fields, google will be more effective at finding the sources of
sentences that exceed that capability of the students submitting them in papers.

It`s a great tool. I would like to try it.

This is not really an issue in classes I teach

no

Don't waste your money on another program if the tools that are free online or on Bb do the same thing.

No

Wasted resources. Put money towards teachers instead.

I have to deal with plagiarism, but something about using this kind of program seems to indicate a lack of trust. Only some
students plagiarize. To make everyone use it makes a barrier to an open classroom.

As technology becomes both more sophisticated and faster, the plagiarism checking needs to be more technically
advanced as well.

Turnitin.com is one of the most useful tools I have.

It sounds like a waste of money.

No.

I don't think it is necessary to buy anti-plagiarism software when most things can be found by Googling.

I have used Turnitin.com and am not opposed to it for undergraduates.

UNM's purchase of rights to Lynda.com for students and faculty use is an excellent service.  I use it, recommend it, and
assign it to students.  I am always shocked at how many students and faculty do not know about it.  It is great and should
be publicized more.  Great idea to get this service.

Have used turnitin, very valuable

anything is better than nothing, but a good system would have a high pay-back as this is a serious issue

Turnout in is used as a teaching tool and self check by students. Only use for plagiarism detection after the student I has
checked revised their writings

Comments in 21) address my feelings.

The subject areas that I teach relate very little to opportunities for plagiarism, so therefore, I personally do not have a high
need for such software.

I don't have enough experience with different programs, but it's clear that plagiarism is an issue since it's so easy to cut &
paste.

Not terribly useful in Chemistry

Plagiarism has not been a problem in my classes.

N/A

I tried TurnItIn and liked using it.  Students were also able to get more than plagiarism feedback on work in progress.

I like using it as a learning tool instead of punitive measure.  I tell them up front that I won't accept papers with higher than a
30% (and potentially not below when I look at it).  But I also tell them that they are welcome to submit items multiple times
and to use the resources in turnitin to learn what they are copying and find out how to use information correctly.

No comments.

What is the purpose of the tool, to help students (a good) or to punish students (a bad).  We should not use technology to
replace quality feedback from faculty.

I don't know about these other services.

am unfamiliar with options.

Turnitin works. Blackboard is crap.

Is it reliable tool?

I want ANY resources.  We do not have the Blackboard resource turned on at the CON

I've found online services to work fine.

Bb has detection features??  What's the difference between anti-plagiarism software and detection features?   I don't
understand this question.    Also, these are just words - we have no idea how the software really works and what it is
detecting or anti-whatever-ing.  Can't really answer without more info!

have used Turnitin and like it very much
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easily accessible tools for detecting plagiarism are best.  Not sure what the difference is between detection and anti-
plagiarism

No

There are serious ethical issues associated with forcing students to submit their work to Turnitin.com, which then adds it to
database against which other papers are "checked." If you require drafts and revisions and alter your assignments, you can
often avoid any deliberate plagiarism.

I haven't used either Turnitin or any other specific plagiarism detection service. I have only Googled passages when I
suspect plagiarism, so I have little knowledge of possibilities to go on.

Need more training to use this

see above.

Anti-plagiarism would be significantly more beneficial. Please adopt.

None

It is just a tool that could detect and ensure the students are doing their own work.

Many editors use anti-plagiarism software and I would rather our students' work or our own work be evaluated by us before
having an editor find something. Much of "plagiarism" is lack of attribution due to "cutting and pasting" and not paying
attention to details.

I have only used turnitin

This software needs to be a tool for students, not for instructors.  "Detection features" are what we need for students to
realize what they may be doing wrong.

the more sophisticated the "tool" is, the more likely we are to catch plagiarized documents early in the semester that will
help both instructors and students.

They are not perfect!

Turn it in is hard to use - I would like to see a better alternative

No

Let's do it.  We are overdue for this technology while students can buy papers at password protected web sites.

One of my courses is a Freshman Learning course. I formally address plagiarism: why we don't do it--as learners, as a
university, as a society. AND, I purposefully teach paraphrasing, quoting, and making citations. All of their assignments
require they demonstrate the ability to move back and forth between paraphrasing, quoting, and determining when and how
to make a citation within the paragraph and/or as an end note. BUT, all of the above is narrative text students are
embedding in videos. I'm not sure how the plagiarism software actually works?

Any free online software is only free for a limited features.  I would prefer the university to make decision based on benefits
to faculty and students instead of financial constraints.

would welcome this!

No

My courses do not require papers so the use of this tool wouldn't be advantageous.  As a MPA student who has to write
papers, this would help me to make sure I didn't make any mistakes that could hurt me.

The state of the art will continue to evolve quickly in this area, so making one large investment in an expensive tool seems
imprudent.  Would favor free or inexpensive tools that can be upgraded easily as better technologies come along.

none

I have had little experience with these softwares, relying instead on google

No comments

Turn it in

Vide supra

I would use any resource (free or not) to prevent plagiarism but I think before we actually instill some integrity principles in
our students, we will continue dealing with the results of lack of such integrity. In other words, we need a preventive not a
post-factum tool for plagiarism!

See above :)

teaching students about honest research practice is part of our job

Find something that really informs students about how to avoid plagiarism - this was far less a problem when COE had its
own Writing Center. Now the folks in Mesa Verde don't even work on voice, citaitons, etc.

At present a waste of money.

no

I don't assign problems that can be plagiarized.

no

N/A

none

no
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I don't teach undergrads, and only clinical courses, so this is not as much of an issue for me as it might be for some
others...

No.

Big Brother is not desirable at a university.

Waste of money!

not familiar enough

None.

Do not have any additional comments at this times.

Whatever is decided, or whichever system is picked, i feel it should be required use of all faculty...we are doing a disservice
to our students by not checking if they are cheating!!!

No

Students need to be educated on what plagiarism is in order for any software to serve as anything more than a policing tool.

NA

Turn on blackboard based software

both anti-plagiarism software and plagiarism detection technology are indispensable

Helping students understand and identify both intentional and unintentional plagiarism requires greater understanding of the
reasons intellectual property is protected and plagiarism is dishonest. This must be addressed first before new technologies
are brought into play, otherwise, what is the point?

I think prevention is better than detection only.

We are looking into this at CNM, and I know some APS instructors already require this.

no.

No.

well blackboard is terrible, as is learn - and it is not user friendly, so i don't know one professor or student in my department
who has availed themselves of blackboard offering.

None
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Question 23
 UNM is considering implementing an easy to use tool to create e-books that would allow faculty to assemble a set of electronic

materials for class, including books or parts of books, articles, links and other material as a finished book, easily downloaded to

students electronic devices or printed and checked for fair use.     

 

Dropdown cell (row 4, column 2)

 

Levels

Frequency table

Items
Absolute
frequency

Relative
frequency

Adjusted
relative
frequency

. 240 27.43% 27.43%

Yes 374 42.74% 42.74%

No 261 29.83% 29.83%

Sum: 875 100% 100%

Not answered: 0 0% -

Total answered: 875

Very Likely
to use

Likely to
use

Not Likely to
use

Not at All
Likely to

use
Sum

How likely
would you
be to utilize
such a tool?

369
46.71%
46.71%

294
37.22%
37.22%

98
12.41%
12.41%

29
3.67%
3.67%

790
100%
100%
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Sum
369

-
46.71%

294
-

37.22%

98
-

12.41%

29
-

3.67%

790
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency

Text input

I currently just use Learn for any articles that supplement the required text.

The fair use verification would be fantastic - faculty are usually not aware of the finer points and generally wouldn't know to
check with a librarian.

I can see the "Fair Use" issue as important. But otherwise I already know how to combine pdfs.  No need to purchase a tool
to do that.

For the right class, this could be very valuable/

There are already many tools available for, such as printing to pdf, generating .epub files, or just sending txt of rtf files.

I teach five classes for a full load. I serve on several Committees. My time is limited.

I would give this a try to see if it was easier and more powerful than creating pdf files for upload to ereserves or
learn,unm.edu

What's the cost?

I would have preferred to say maybe to the above question - it depends on what I will be teaching next semester.

I already provide this service to students through our own Library E-reserves system, which is convenient and easy to use

A key will be ensuring a) readability; and b) adequate server capacity.  The current e-reserves system is a joke.  The
software is flawed, and despite the library dedicating far more server capacity to it than the vendor claims is necessary, it
suffers from unacceptably slow response times, especially we faculty are adding materials to a course folder.

I might participate in a pilot depends on timing

I really don't know whether or not I'd use such a tool.  Already, I easily post electronic versions of journal articles on the
WebCT for my students and I to use (required reading).

Faculty should take the lead on this, not Central IT

Anything that would help me avoid the dreaded ereserves system.
Kill it before it multiplies!

Absolutely; current expensive textbooks are biggest barrier I face for effective instruction; my field is a rapidly-changing one
so we need a means to update material on a regular basis; I would like to be able to author some chapters myself

I'm using iTunes U for my course material distribution. It would have to be compatible.

I do not have sufficient need for such a tool at this time and do not feel my contribution would be useful.

This might be useful for my honors class which has extensive readings that are too large to post on Web CT. However, I
find students don't actually read online documents because they save money by not printing them. As a result they don't
take notes in the margins. Is it possible to have mark up and note taking capacities on these e-books?

Given the courses I teach, this wouldn't be as beneficial - graduate seminars, however, would be very useful.

Depends on when this participation will be required and how much tieme eeds to be invested.

Maybe. Right now I use ereserves and it seems to work most of the time. But I might try a new system such as the e-book
for a large survey course.

Love this idea.

I don't think I have the technical or technological background to be very effective in a pilot program.

Would love this opportunity!

This tool would have to be easy to use or the utility of such a tool would be negated.

Working in the library I hear many comments from students how expensive books are which is valid.  Creating e-books for
classes, especially interdisciplinary ones that don't always easily have a "textbook" that's useful would help.  However, other
faculty could also help cut costs by submitting their orders to the bookstore in time to get used copies and they could also
submit a reserve copy to the library for all students to use.

Basically what I'm doing now ...

..

While willing to participate, I do not consider myself expert enough to help design it.  I currently can handle this through links
etc. on Web CT

I would participate in the pilot if I was compensated for my time.

I would prefer to continue to use an updated version of e-reserves. I would find that preferable, as I can add resurces over
time. My biggest problems is the out-dated clunky software 9you can't drag into folder) and the time it takes to upload
documents and modify course materials. Again, instead of something new and fancy -- improve what already works -- e-
reserves.
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not primary business for IT - bookstore, library or departments should manage

Copyright issues?

I really like this!!

I would definately use e-books because I already design readers for the classes I've taught. Also, it would have to be
affordable for the students to purchase or "rent."

I have several courses that require a large amount of paperwork copied into packets. Digital packets would cut down costs
immensely

While I'm all in favor of vastly reducing the cost of textbooks for students, this sounds like an additional burden on faculty,
for no additional pay.  I'd probably enjoy doing this and using the resulting e-book, but I don't think I can afford the time.

You will need to try and make it multi-platform flexible.

If it covered the books I use it might be a good solution for me.

Not enough support for piloting learn.unm.edu

How will this affect copywrite issues?   That was a problem in the past.

am retiring, otherwise would participate

Only if the teachnology allowed students to note and bookmark in the electronic copy as the can in a hard copy.

I effectively do this already through e-reserves.

With given time Yes I would be willing to work on it.

I don't see how this would be different from using ereserves.

If paid timely.  I just finished developing an online course for which I was not paid until 4 months into the project. I "carried"
UNM for those months.  Not cool.

This idea has some merit, but the devil is in the details.  What is the effort involved and can chapters from published books
be included?

I am taking leave, but also our course textbooks are phenomenal.

I am a visitor to UNM and thus unlikely to be around to benefit from this.

I already do this using PDFs.  I would use this resource if made available but the lack of it has not been a problem.

Currently teaching only independent study classes, but if were teaching regular classes, would be willing to participate.

I am always willing to pilot new technology or methods to enhance the student experience or increase student
understanding and learning.

Not currently engaged in lecturing.

"Remote" campuses like Gallup definitely need the versatility to develop a variety of tools that can be "individualized" for
students, especially since a number of our students out on the reservation still don't have internet, and we don't have wifi in
the new GSSTC building or very reliable wifi elsewhere on campus.

This seems like a repetitive service. I use the library's eReserve system.

It would depend on my schedule...definitely not during Fall Semester!

I currently publish electronically with a private publisher.  But the publisher takes a large cut of the royalties.  UNM should
be involved in helping faculty publish their own work (copyright owned by faculty) electronically.  This could save money for
students, make more money for faculty, and make some money for UNM.  I would be willing to participate in a pilot --
schaefer@unm.edu

I do this all the time, but don't have a formal way to do an e-book, would love it

All ready use and offer electronic books and websites

This would be absolutely WONDERFUL!  PLEASE LET ME PILOT IT! I would love to piece my materials together from
different textbooks.  No one textbook covers all my material in a satisfactory manner.

Absolutely, I am constantly creating new arrangements of course content material.  So therefore, any tools to help organize,
edit, add comments, lectures, etc to the e book format can definitely aid my work in the classroom.

 I am a department administrator and although I do not teach, I believe that some of our instructors would use such a tool.

The tool MUST be easy for student and faculty to use

I use EReserves, which is clunky. Would love to try a streamlined version out.

Faculty would have to be "enlightened" about copyright infringements of use of materials in their "e-books."  How would this
be monitored?

Already create content in this format and deliver as PDF version. Need the ability to create decision trees like in Adobe
Captivate.

Cool!   But, again, how does this integrate with the LMS????  Need more info....

Would there be support to help us figure out what is copyright allowable?

It would be most useful if it would be of a low cost to the students. If it would cost more for this (as in coursepacks), then I
would not be willing to use it, as the cost of education is already so high for many students.
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This is something I have been looking for for a long time.  I don't use entire books, but rather many articles and chapters
and a simple a flexible (i change them every semester) would be wonderful

I teach iBooks Author and InDesign ebooks.

I am old school and do not find the computer methods work for me.

What a great idea!

I already use ibook author and it works very well

Engineering classes often need the textbook as a hardcopy for future course work.  I know other courses could benefit from
this service.

I especially like having someone check for fair use.  I use current journal references and post them on LEARN for students
in a particular class and assume that this is fair use.   When I used to do Course Packs of journal articles the COE copy
center checked for fair use and told me not to use too many articles from one journal.

I know several individuals who should be on the pilot program, though.

I'd rather use materials of my own choice than the books chosen by my English department colleagues.  I'm not a TA!

This would be very useful for online classes as students could download all course material in one file rather than download
a series of articles and book chapters each week.

I think this is a great idea! With the rising costs of textbooks it is helpful to have  a tool that allows me to post articles and
other texts.

I would like to participate in a pilot for this tool but I am leaving UNM after this semester.

This would be great if we could create ebooks that combine course-mandated etext books with instructor-created
appendices.

Absolutely. I already make a reader for one class for print articles, but the visual material I use is often put in power points
or links to websites for viewing visual material. So e-books could be an interesting way to bring together all of the learning
materials into a central source.

Any project that would decrease the cost of books and other supplies for students.  Paying 300$ and more for a textbook is
a crime in this era of e-books and internet access.

I create my own course booklets and have for the past 3 years. I find the studnets very receptive and they buy the book
although I also load all the documents on e-reserve or learn. Students get tired reading everything on a screen and they
hate to pay for printing. The course booklet seems to be a good answer.

this would be great because students can no longer indicate that they couldn't get a book, find the information, excuse for
not making the deadline which is the majority of the case!

Currently not teaching.

Students would love to be able to get music scores on-line (if free); cd roms come with their text.  Needed:  thumb drives of
required music to learn.

I am not clear how this would improve over e-reserves.

I would be willing to participate, except that I am a graduate student who is working as a teaching assistant and I don't
have/use a textbook.  What I do have and use are electronic laboratory write-ups.  They definitely need editing/revision.
Whenever you can wrangle the professors responsible for overseeing the content into actually being concerned about it, I
would love to assist in the creation/implementation of a book-free cost-free educational environ.

I am already doing it in my courses although now it's pretty time-consuming with having to scan the hard copies and make
pdf files from them. I would welcome anything that minimizes my own labor!

Not likely teaching next semester, but I would be willing to do that if teaching F2F again.

but only for lectures I already/will give

I already have my online resources assigned to webCT classes.

I use ereserves regularly.

This is unnecessary because I can already provide links to library resources for my students.

I'm concerned about the origin of electronic materials used in these "e-books" and the legal ramifications of these products.
Additionally, the University Libraries already provides access to all of these tools. How would this be different from what is
already available to faculty? And what materials will you be using to make this 'Finished books"?

N/A

For me the most important service that UNM could provide would be an office that would handle solving all the copyright
issues for the particular material I wish to use.  NOTE:  I do NOT mean an office that would tell me not to use copyrighted
material or check to see if I used copyrighted material.  I mean an office that would do whatever it takes to get permission
for the material I want to use.  That would be a valuable support service.

Currently feel like I am able to do this in Learn/Blackboard.

My course textbook already has similar website

Have been looking for a way to do this for my courses. Thank you.

I use a lot of digitized sources in my teaching. Students would probably find this more convenient than e-reserves.

That's a good idea. Perhaps I would participate, once I get settled in the courses that I would like to teach.

Waste of money!
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This would only be a very useful technology for me if I could author material for this e-book, rather than just select from an
available selection of material.

I do not put together course materials, though it would seem useful

This sounds like an incredible resource!

none

Do not have any additional comments at this times.

I already do this myself, for my classes.

Other than in a distance-learning or completely online learning situation, I do not believe in making things that easy for
students.  It then becomes an expectation, and that is not realistic in the real world, depending on a person's particular field
of study.  There is nothing wrong with students learning a little discipline to have to access different resources in different
ways, including the old-fashioned way of finding books on a shelf, or checking out physical items that have been placed on
reserve.  The entire library is a tool for the courses I teach!  And, there is something to be said for the physical and
kinesthetic interaction with various environments and resources in the learning process.  Granted, it is not as "convenient,"
but all of this convenience is getting VERY expensive, and little by little, it is resplacing human resources.

As long as it truly is "easy" for students to use, I do not want to have to spend chunks of classtime or increase
administration time to address problems.

I would love to see the Lobo Reading Experience selection each year be available as an ebook.

I prefer to keep costs down for students and use ereserves, which my complaints of that the library site as a whole are for
another survey i'm sure, to post class materials. some have asked for a course packet, which i could do but copy center's
mark-up makes that not really a viable option for me. this development genuinely excites me and i would use it yesterday if
it already existed.

This would be wonderful!
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Question 24
Check any below that present significant barriers to your use of technology in instruction. 

 

Levels

Check
Significant

Barrier
Sum

Lack of time
to learn how
to use and
integrate

technology

421
100%

17.69%

421
100%

17.69%

No incentive
for learning
how to use

and
integrate

technology

197
100%
8.28%

197
100%
8.28%

Inadequate
resources to

create
content

(hardware,
software,
facilities)

292
100%

12.27%

292
100%

12.27%

Inadequate
resources

for
integrating
technology

with
pedagogy

222
100%
9.33%

222
100%
9.33%

Sufficient
training not

available

225
100%
9.45%

225
100%
9.45%
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No real-time
technical
support

272
100%

11.43%

272
100%

11.43%

Limited
resources

available for
web

enhanced
courses

182
100%
7.65%

182
100%
7.65%

Students
not

prepared to
access

technology

169
100%
7.1%

169
100%
7.1%

Student
access to

technology
training or

support

160
100%
6.72%

160
100%
6.72%

Lack of
clarity on

fair use and
Copyright/in

tellectual
property
issues

168
100%
7.06%

168
100%
7.06%

Technology
is not

relevant or
effective for
teaching my

subject

72
100%
3.03%

72
100%
3.03%

Sum
2380

-
100%

2380
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency

Text input

My position is non-teaching; answers are hypothetical.

Would love to develop more technologically integrated curricula, but it takes a lot of time.  Not a lack of time to learn how to
do it, but lack of time to create content.

Mostly, this is really a time issue for me!

None of the above are my main obstacle.  For my class, it seems that the students have a tendency to use the technology
as a plausible excuse.  "I was unable to log in from my home computer." is a common excuse I hear, and a very
unsatisfactory one, because it seems like an all-too-easy out for the students to take.

Normally the tools are not usable, they do not fit into a normal flow if I do not use them. That's not on this list.

I used to use some e-images in class but the class room computers are SO SLOW now that I've stopped.

We need much more and better training and support, and better tools.  WebCT sucks.

No audio or video recording capability in the classroom.

Every time I've taught an online only class, there has been a student whose technology was inadequate.

Support is almost non-existent.  Calling IT is worse than calling the IRS. NMEL offers support to novices, but little support is
available after the initial semester of online teaching.  (Of course, with BbLearn, NMEL needs support.)

in classrooms where there is technically internet access, it often fails. In 50 min classes, there is no time for this kind of
failure when a prof is trying to integrate sound, video, etc.

Other barriers include constantly changing e-learning software and programs designed by software developers who don't
understand the needs of Professors.

Not applicable.

Having secure location (with automatic enrollment of students/instructors) for administrative purposes (eg LEARN) is very
helpful, though limited in instructional options about course material posting due to legal issues.

I would like to learn more about copyright law and the use of material in classrooms, including the use of video and images
from web sources.  I have not seen education offered on this topic.

one more epson printer in photo please!

Biggest barrier is implementation time (from concept to use, especially considering changes in LMS)

Providing students with even more education via technology rather than providing a face to face interactive environment
has little appeal.  Technology for the sake of technology has little value.

I am a Luddite.
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I want to be more technological in my teaching, but it really is a lack of time and possibility for adequate training. Again,
some kind of compensation for teacher learning would be helpful.

It's difficult when things get introduced abruptly with little support available (e.g. UNM Learn this semester). I submitted a
support request the second week of the semester and never heard back from anyone. Also would be nice if North campus
and main campus could somehow integrate their IT systems - I have students using 4 different web-enhanced course
management systems this semester (at the same university!! - UNM Learn, WebCT, and 2 others on North campus) Pretty
ridiculous and difficult for the students.

More and better use of classroom technology is unlikely to improve outcomes among my students, many of whom aren't
ready for university level courses in the first place.

This semester I used a publisher-developed, computer-based homework assignment program.  It had powerful potential,
but I discontinued using it after three frustrating weeks when at least one-third of my large class could not get it to work on
their computers.  I'm not a computer geek, and if there was a place on campus for these equally frustrated students to turn
for assistance, I couldn't find it.

There is a significant learning curve to doing this right

It is disgraceful and reprehensible that I have to use corporate resources such as Dropbox, SkyDrive, Google Drive,
SugarSync to beg and hustle for storage for my official UNM work, because UNM is not providing me with adequate cloud
storage.

Obviously, this issue is not even on the Provosts Office radar. There was no direct mention of it on this survey!

The recurring dollars that were used for the infamous equity adjustment could have been used to provide a decent amount
of storage to the faculty, instead of destroying the morale among the faulty and staff by implementing an arbitrary payraise
for a few.

N/A Do not teach a class.

..

The course designer assigned to my first-ever online course has been only mildly helpful.  While he is at this point
responsive, I already had a course website, and it would have been much more helpful if he could have 'seeded' my online
course website w/ info / organization that I already established with my previous course website.  In addition, I use an iPad
to capture my lectures, and there have been dumb technical issues (e.g., different types of mp4s) that have made dealing
w/ the online website setup a real pain.  The support people are well meaning, but totally unaware of what faculty members
need or how to do provide 'help' that reduces faculty time spent on technical support as opposed to course content.

Not an issue for me personally, but I've noticed that some faculty shy away from WebCT in favor of e-mail collaboration. E-
mail is fine as long as students are organized and assign messages to relevant folders. Otherwise it becomes a complete
mess. However, I do understand this as WebCT seems to be outdated and is cumbersome to use.

It's preposterous to expect faculty to commit time to learning new instruction technologies on their own time. If you want us
to use new technologies, you need to give us training and provide time off from other duties to compensate for training time.

I use technology far more than most faculty and have for the past 14 years. I don't want new software that limits what I can
do or forces me into using materials or programs that a tech designer thought was good. The list above suggests that I don't
know how to use technology or don't want to know or learn. The problems I have are lack of consistent access to what
already works or should work: a lack of bandwidth in many buildings on campus; tech that should, but doesn't work -- see
complaints above; lack of capable staff to fix what went off line (IST support line -- 277-5757 used to be so helpful 10 years
ago -- has been useless to answer many basic problems in the past 4 years or so); new innovations without sufficient
support to adoption/change (e.g. the move to new email system without support for many common email systems, such as
Mozilla Thunderbird). So instead of lots of fancy new stuff, make sure there is sufficient infrastructure (e.g. wireless,
bandwidth, projector bulbs, cleanable white boards and available markers, useable e-reserves software), please! There
have been many improvements, but many basic areas still need some work.

I have to clarify that my issue is not that there is "no real-time technical support," but that I'm concerned about using
unfamiliar technology without the guarantee of real-time tech support.

This is probably stated more strongly than is necessary, and we certainly do use a number of various technologies in the
department, some of which is very effective.  In the end, however, it really does come down to the fact that it isn't necessary
for my subject, and sometimes the difficulties outweigh the benefits.

None of these represent significant barriers.

Need to change the culture of technological use and make it user friendly for all.

I do use certain types of technology, so I assume that means there are no significant barriers to my using such.

Rural and impoverished students often don't have access to high-speed internet.

Quite a few students need instruction in computer literacy.

Deliver OSET courses as web conferences so branch faculty can participate w/out travel.

I see no barriers since students are increasingly in tune with e-learning and have a positive relationship with it.

We need upgrades in simulation labs for patient care.

I tend to use very vanilla technology like www, FTP, email and listserv and it works well for my purposes.

While I think technology is incredibly useful. I'm concerned that we're spending more of our efforts on technology and
making it "easier" than on teaching critical thinking and analysis...

The largest barrier to technology currently is the fact that classroom equipment is poorly maintained and frequently not
working.  It also needs to be much easier for teachers to upload videos and interactive modules to WebCT / Learn servers
rather than relying on YouTube etc.

We have to buy our own computer and then the university won't support our technology when we have problems.
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How about: lack of studies showing use of many forms of technology ENHANCE student outcomes.

The Extended Learning staff is overwhelmed. They are doing a heroic job trying to help 30-40 instructors each.  The
students are not able or willing to get help and will be "absent" in class for weeks despite my offers of help.  Not sure what's
going on out there.  It's eerie not being able to see them.  I think people learn more in an online course (at least those with
discipline and drive) but the technical challenges need to be improved enormously or online learning will be just another fad.

technology must support, not replace, hands-on learning and creative collaboration in the physical classroom.

no significant barriers right now

If there is one point that I would like to convey in this survey, it is this:  Please make sure that any existing technologies at
UNM are actually working for people before further complicating our lives with new devices and software.  There are many
faculty members who are having trouble with the new Blackboard Learn system.  The way it is laid out is so useless for the
art history class I teach, I don't employ it--I upload the documents for my course to eReserves.  Who is in charge of this
system and who was consulted before it was implemented?  Furthermore, there is no single "go to" person for the iClicker
system at UNM, even though we have been using it for several years now.  OSET manages the curriculum aspect, Media
Tech only some of the tech aspects, and other problems are directed to the 800 iClicker Tech Support line.  Even so, I have
one poor, beleaguered student whose iClicker problem could not be addressed by ANY of these entities and who is at
present unable to use her iClicker unit my classroom.  She has spent $40 on this unit and this is unacceptable.  I am
extremely saddened to read through this survey and see NO questions addressing any of the specific problems that faculty
members may be having with Blackboard Learn, iClicker, and other technologies. It feels as if whomever is running your
office is enchanted by the thought of further digitizing our learning environment but is unable to do the follow-up necessary
to make sure that these new technologies are actually working!

I am very fortunate that at Anderson our Dean has made funds available for technology in the classroom.

inadequate resources for the instructor
students have had inadequate technical support to download matlab onto their labtops. instructions posted were incorrect
and incomplete.

No perceived barriers.

I still believe dialogue is the most important thing. Class size should be limited so that it is a safe environment for students
to engage with one another in this manner.

I regularly use technology in the classroom.

More barriers then support

Currently, my greatest barrier concerns the glitches in the technology we're using.  It's a lot of work to switch to the new
technology, but then to do all that work and not have the technology function properly is a big disincentive to taking on the
next "new" offering.  It may have been premature to put UNM Learn on-line. There are so many problems, and not many
benefits relative to WebCT.  Since time for faculty is limited, the technology needs to be easy to learn and reliable.

Some students are also much more comfortable using technology than others.

Technologies, such as WebCT, can be very useful.  I support expanding the capabilities, but caution that one approach is
not appropriate for all classes.

We have a grant that pays a stipend to instructors who attend workshops on using educational technology on our campus.
It significantly increased the number of faculty who took the time to learn how to use the available technology.

Students often claim (for example) connectivity problems with technology like Blackboard Learn that cannot be verified; I'm
concerned that many use these excuses as ways to obtain time extensions or access to correct answers

At the CON there is currently an effort to bring in experts to help mentor faculty.  This has been very much worth the time
and investment.

Blackboard Learn, while an upgrade from WebCT, with the current limited access to the full suite of tools such as
Collaborate, has forced a lesser quality delivery than I was making at my previous institution. The fact that the Help screens
still refer to the old version is also a significant hinderance.

I want to learn and use technology in my learning environment.  I want to help other faculty learn and use it effectively.  The
incentives I have are intrinsic.  The workshops I've attended through OSET were insufficient - asking folks to brng laptops
but not providing for power at each table for a 2 hour workshop, and with everyone on different platforms and versions.
Craziness!  I didn't learn anything about how to use that software.  I was very eager, too.  I am fine to teach myself
software, etc, but as full time staff in a PhD program (2 classes/semester) and teaching online - I do not have capacity to do
so.  A useful short workshop could work quite well -- and how 'bout doing it online...!    Also, MANY students (all age
groups) lack confidence with using technology, contrary to popular belief.  I teach an instructional technology class and
encounter that with maybe half the students.

Unreliable wifi

Especially especially in digital media fields such as mine and also the IFDM program, we need to do more to make sure
students understand the ramifications of theft of intellectual property. For that matter, most of them don't seem to know that
they are stealing as they're doing it.

Actually doing mathematics requires pencil and paper...activating neurons that I do not feel a computer screen can do.

My experience with teaching fully online courses is that some (not a majority) of students reveal that they have minimal
experience with computers (i.e., just starting out).

Also, I think EU does a really great job of providing support for faculty. They really work hard to make things go as smoothly
as possible and are always readily available.

Make the training regular (every day prior to term then friday)and supported by workshops and it will happen.

it would be helpful if instructors had access to the kinds of software that help create content.  Training has been good, I
think, but more support for those no totally on-line would help and a course reduction or some other incentive to do the time
consuming work to create content that is in addition to usual teaching duties.
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Use and knowledge of technology is vital to teaching today--the students are savvy--instructors must be savvy, too!

I already work more hours than I am paid, and each new program requires more of my personal time to learn, plus having to
be tech support for my students. The computer in my office is old and poorly maintained and can't handle many programs
and sites that are imposed by UNM/the department.

No real-time technical support:  what is available is often unhelpful to incompetent.

I GTA'd with WebCT for 3 years and switching to Learn was quite the change. While there were several seminars offered in
how to use Learn, I could not attend them. I did read the online tech. help and watch the tutorial videos. However, I was not
aware the UNM's version of Learn did not support all of the tools that are available on the website (e.g. wikis). I planned to
use the Wiki feature in my course and then found out that it was not available. Likewise, certain trackings that were
available in WebCT are not available in Learn. My IT assistant wasn't aware of some of these changes either. For example,
in the discussions I wanted to track how many other students' posts my students were reading and use this as part of their
weekly discussion grades, but that is not an option in Learn which I found out after the first discussion was submitted, so I
had to change my rubric. Having the IT assistants aware of the changes between WebCT and Learn could help alleviate
some of these issues and informing instructors of what tools are available in Learn would be useful as well.

Students are completely unprepared for higher education with regards to technology use and there are zero incentives or
resources for instructors to create advance, compelling or well designed online media integrated resources. This survey is
one clear indicator as this should have been a priority ten years ago!

EU/NMEL have excellent course designers. Wow! And, they have great tech support for faculty creating online courses. I've
had an excellent experience with the designers. I would like to have this level of training available for other tech skill
development in order to enhance my instructions AND pedagogy. Maybe OSET and NMEL could have faculty computer lab
center where they have scheduled workshops. For example: how to use your smart phone to capture sound recording for
podcasts so we, as teachers, can tech our students how to do this; or, how to set-up course twitter accounts and use twitter
to enhance out of class learning.

In my hybrid class, I usually spend at least one or two class periods to walk students through the process of accessing UNM
Learn or Films on Demand.  This takes away lecture time and group discussion time.

The lack of support for web-enhanced classes is a big problem! The only reason I personally have access to some
resources -- for example, media streaming -- in my f2f classes is because I also teach online courses, and Extended
Learning is kind enough to offer me some additional help/perks. These services need to be available for all online classes.

In my field (engineering) I believe there is little value of in-class interactive technology.  I use LEARN extensively for
assignments, notes, and communication, but don't need class room recording, multiple video displays, or in-class electronic
communication with students.

I have had a good experience with the tech support I receive from ITV services. They have taught me a lot.

I have access to tools that are almost always ahead of the UNM state of the art.

the need for Tech Use in the classroom is very evident. but support is the main issue.

We already use what technology we can; music copyright is a serious issue

I am always willing to put time in to make the classroom more accessible, more student-centered.  None of these are
barriers for me.  I always have a couple of tech-phobic students but they learn quickly when it is required, as do their
professors!

IT IS UNNECESSARY! (in general and for the most part, there are exceptions to this rule but they are few and far between.)

A single piece of chalk in the hands of a skilled instructor are worth more than any super-computer with a 40 foot wide
monitor!

Someone needs to pay better attention to how they write surveys: multiple possible stems not one per item is an issue. In
the above example, the ninth item makes no sense?

Persistently poor technology implementation quality.
Centrally delivered technology services inflexible and unresponsive.

ELMOS would be useful in classrooms and color coding

Copyright is very important to me.

Call me a Luddite, but I believe that students are so plugged in that the classroom should place a premium on face-to-face
interaction.  Even Powerpoint distances the student from the professor in my opinion although its benefits tend to outweigh
the drawbacks depending on what material is being presented.

Most of the time it is just waste of time.

none

I love the idea of this stuff - but here again, I am an adjunct so my time on campus is pretty limited.  What time I have, I use
meeting with students.  It would have to be easy and I would have to be able to use it remotely since I do not have an office
on campus or a UNM issued computer setup.

Do not have any additional comments at this times.

I utilize a lot of technology in my teaching, but there are time limits nonetheless, and in most cases, I am self-taught,
primarily due to lack of time and resources to take advantage of structured training opportunities

technology may be helpful, but is not indispensable.

Standardized use of ebooks would be very helpful for English courses.

You guys are already getting rid of the first web enhanced software tool and replacing it with another, so why should I
bother to learn the new one when you will just replace it in five years.  I did not use the first one and will not use the new
one.  The learning curves for this junk are too long and too steep.  I would rather spend my time working on the subject I
teach not on the idiotic deliver tool.
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Question 25
Rate the technical support you get from the following entities and rank your most frequently used.

 

Levels

Excellent Good Fair Poor Sum

UNM IT
Service

Desk (277-
5757)

110
18.49%
1.78%

275
46.22%
4.46%

150
25.21%
2.43%

60
10.08%
0.97%

595
100%
9.65%

HELP.UNM
Self Service

(online)

46
9.52%
0.75%

184
38.1%
2.98%

162
33.54%
2.63%

91
18.84%
1.48%

483
100%
7.83%

IT Tech Staff
133

24.81%
2.16%

224
41.79%
3.63%

129
24.07%
2.09%

50
9.33%
0.81%

536
100%
8.69%

Academic
Technology

Services
(ATS), 277-

7485

41
15.89%
0.66%

100
38.76%
1.62%

90
34.88%
1.46%

27
10.47%
0.44%

258
100%
4.18%

IT Pods
student

consultants

27
10.98%
0.44%

103
41.87%
1.67%

83
33.74%
1.35%

33
13.41%
0.54%

246
100%
3.99%

Libraries
(ask a

librarian)

201
42.14%
3.26%

220
46.12%
3.57%

45
9.43%
0.73%

11
2.31%
0.18%

477
100%
7.74%

Libraries
(reference/ci

rculation
desk)

209
43.91%
3.39%

215
45.17%
3.49%

41
8.61%
0.66%

11
2.31%
0.18%

476
100%
7.72%

FastInfo
41

9.43%
0.66%

141
32.41%
2.29%

141
32.41%
2.29%

112
25.75%
1.82%

435
100%
7.05%
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Levels

Department
al IT

Support
staff (i.e.

ASM,
Biology,

etc.)

151
34.71%
2.45%

131
30.11%
2.12%

92
21.15%
1.49%

61
14.02%
0.99%

435
100%
7.05%

WebCT
Instructional

design
(NMEL)

89
23.92%
1.44%

120
32.26%
1.95%

113
30.38%
1.83%

50
13.44%
0.81%

372
100%
6.03%

WebCT
technical

support by
IT/Support

Center

71
19.29%
1.15%

127
34.51%
2.06%

108
29.35%
1.75%

62
16.85%
1.01%

368
100%
5.97%

Commercial
Vendors
(Apple

store, etc)

44
14.57%
0.71%

117
38.74%
1.9%

85
28.15%
1.38%

56
18.54%
0.91%

302
100%
4.9%

Online self-
help

(Google
search)

162
35.06%
2.63%

205
44.37%
3.32%

82
17.75%
1.33%

13
2.81%
0.21%

462
100%
7.49%

Lynda.Com 
UNMs
online

training
partner

41
17.01%
0.66%

87
36.1%
1.41%

75
31.12%
1.22%

38
15.77%
0.62%

241
100%
3.91%

Academic
Colleagues

132
27.5%
2.14%

233
48.54%
3.78%

87
18.12%
1.41%

28
5.83%
0.45%

480
100%
7.78%

Sum
1498

-
24.29%

2482
-

40.25%

1483
-

24.05%

703
-

11.4%

6166
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency
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1 2 3 Sum

UNM IT
Service

Desk (277-
5757)

65
36.11%
4.44%

61
33.89%
4.17%

54
30%

3.69%

180
100%
12.3%

HELP.UNM
Self Service

(online)

12
16.44%
0.82%

26
35.62%
1.78%

35
47.95%
2.39%

73
100%
4.99%

IT Tech Staff
51

34.93%
3.48%

36
24.66%
2.46%

59
40.41%
4.03%

146
100%
9.97%

Academic
Technology

Services
(ATS), 277-

7485

5
22.73%
0.34%

10
45.45%
0.68%

7
31.82%
0.48%

22
100%
1.5%

IT Pods
student

consultants

4
16%

0.27%

11
44%

0.75%

10
40%

0.68%

25
100%
1.71%

Libraries
(ask a

librarian)

40
30.77%
2.73%

48
36.92%
3.28%

42
32.31%
2.87%

130
100%
8.88%

Libraries
(reference/ci

rculation
desk)

36
30%

2.46%

47
39.17%
3.21%

37
30.83%
2.53%

120
100%
8.2%

FastInfo
9

15%
0.61%

25
41.67%
1.71%

26
43.33%
1.78%

60
100%
4.1%

Department
al IT

Support
staff (i.e.

ASM,
Biology,

etc.)

80
60.61%
5.46%

34
25.76%
2.32%

18
13.64%
1.23%

132
100%
9.02%

WebCT
Instructional

design
(NMEL)

31
40.79%
2.12%

29
38.16%
1.98%

16
21.05%
1.09%

76
100%
5.19%
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WebCT
technical

support by
IT/Support

Center

13
24.07%
0.89%

23
42.59%
1.57%

18
33.33%
1.23%

54
100%
3.69%

Commercial
Vendors
(Apple

store, etc)

4
12.12%
0.27%

11
33.33%
0.75%

18
54.55%
1.23%

33
100%
2.25%

Online self-
help

(Google
search)

87
45.31%
5.94%

54
28.12%
3.69%

51
26.56%
3.48%

192
100%

13.11%

Lynda.Com 
UNMs
online

training
partner

5
20%

0.34%

14
56%

0.96%

6
24%

0.41%

25
100%
1.71%

Academic
Colleagues

67
34.18%
4.58%

58
29.59%
3.96%

71
36.22%
4.85%

196
100%

13.39%

Sum
509

-
34.77%

487
-

33.27%

468
-

31.97%

1464
-

100%

*Sequence of numbers in a cell

Absolute frequency

Relative frequency row

Relative frequency

Text input

FastInfo is pretty much useless as far as I'm concerned.  Most answers to FAQs that I've seen are very broad and not
helpful.  I get really annoyed when I'm searching for something and end up on FastInfo.  It should be called PoorInfo.

Weekend support is problematic, but often needed. Experience with this has been pretty awful.

I'm co-appointed with Cornell University, so I typically use their libraries and IT support, unless I need software, which I get
from departmental IT. The service I use most often is at-cost large-format printing (available from CU libraries) and self-
serve for that is an invitation to disaster for most people.

Fastinfo is great.

don't use any of these (North campus)

Not sure where to enter, but there are serious issues with the new email system. My emails appear randomly and emails
have gotten lost. I no longer use the UNM email address for my official work, which I find very bothersome.

I think the idea of incorporating the latest technology into higher education is a fantastic one, especially in our hyper-
connected world of the 21st century.  If we can address the needs of those whose heath might be affected by such
technologies in the process, then I see it as a match made in heaven.

This is for Gallup Campus. IT support here has become more or less a punchline. No amount of expressed concern,
documented or otherwise, has had any effect. Many faculty use home computer resources, some exclusively.

I do not use the other methods which I have left blank

The people who help with blackboard are great!

I really struggled with the migration to Lobo mail. I still don't think it's functionality is adequate.

The survey is poorly designed and the interface is buggy: the grid for question one does not tally the total or allow one to
type it in; the grid for question 9 assumes a ranking (only one value assigned to each item), but provides 10 items and only
9 possible values. At question 14, it is unclear what the values 1, 2, and 3 are meant to measure. Because of these and
other problems, the results of this survey will be of limited value. Also, when I click on "Finish" or on "Save & Return"
absolutely nothing seems to happen. I am not even sure whether I am submitting at all.

College of A&S has been developing an internal support capacity, but because it is high quality, it was quickly overwhelmed
by demand.  Departments are now being asked to find non-existent funds to finance this.  The most irritating problem I have
encountered is ITS's refusal to provide support for email client software, when faculty MUST use a client in order to email
classes from within LoboWeb, since LoboWeb can't hand off email addresses to the web-based implementation of
LoboMail.  So we must use something that ITS refuses to support, for a function (emailing class participants) that is
essential to instruction.  Catch 22.

none of them are very good.  UNM isn't a very technologically savvy institution.  (for example -- when will there be simple
templates available for making faculty webpages?)  Since I teach on line and only teach graduate courses, some of these
areas just don't apply to my work.

I should not have answered "HELP UNM Self Service online"--I thought it was "FastInfo"

This survey has too many confusing questions and is poorly designed.

Not applicable.

UNM-LA Tech support rate Excellent -- but not sure where that fits above.

I don't frequently need to use technical support, so I couldn't rank UNM's IT.

The organizational NMEL knowledge is silo'ed and without my specific designer, others cannot help.
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The Gallup campus REALLY needs more IT Techs. At one time there were 6 (I believe) and now there are 2 and an A/V
Tech who does his best to help out but really doesn't know IT.  They have no Admin. Asst., to field calls and handle the
business side of things, for some unknown reason. What is up with this?

You have missed a critical component with this question: How long it takes to get good information? The library is great
because they know their systems well. Google is fair because it is a hunt and peck process to find the information I require.
I have often wondered why UNM did not have experts in different domains. For example, when I get a new office computer,
why do I have to go learn what is current standard. It should be transparent that I can call person X who can evaluate my
current and future needs and advice me to get computer Y with these features.

Similaarly, many faculty had Web enhanced courses with WebCT. Now that I have switched to learn, I am having great
difficulty integrating the tools that are available there. A tutorial that shows how - if you did it this way in WebCt, now you
should do it this way in Learn would be useful. I am finding Learn frustrating to navigate as are my colleagues and no one
seems to know how to learn the system better.

A&S IT support is great.  They respond.

I am so annoyed with the fact that it takes days to get a response from IT. I would love it if I could talk through an issue
(especially with a department website) with someone in IT instead of it being funneled through so many channels. I would
like it if I can talk to IT about a request instead of through the email. Also, phone wait time is too long. Sometimes I have to
wait 30 minutes.

There's one person in our program we all crawl to and ask for help otherwise, we could not function.

Help[ desk does not understand WebCT.  Should be direct line to WebCT

I loathe the UNM password policy. I hate how quickly they expire and how brutal the rules are for generating new ones.
After three years of teaching my entire supply of rote-memorized garbage strings have been exhausted and I have resorted
to saving it on a text file on my desktop, which I am sure was not the desired outcome.

I've been here at UNM for six years, and have never even heard of some of these services (ATS, Lynda).

We have own IT department and a dedicated Online instructional designer for our web courses.  We could not do our work
without this!

I haven't actually used these services.

I am an instructor at a branch campus of UNM and so many of these are not applicable.

In my experience, there is zero support for technology in the humanities at UNM.  I have filled out surveys like this in years
prior, and there has been no improvement whatsoever.  The only reason why I can do my job is because I use a laptop and
software that I personally have purchased, and because I have enrolled in Continuing Ed classes to learn how to use the
software I need.

For researchers, we have computing needs that exceed teaching. There needs to be accommodations for researching
computing needs.

I teach residents in a clinical setting, so I couldn't answer questions about classroom instruction.

N/A Do not teach a class.

Our program doesn't have readily available IT support, which is unfortuante. We often have to take our computers to the
HSC Library, which doesn't work it the computer is THE classroom computer and students are in class 7-8 hrs daily.

..

Research librarians have been a huge help to me. They are very skilled. I wonder how many faculty and students are aware
of their services. Also, Google provides information on everything. I don't even understand why we require students to
purchase textbooks these days - all of the information is online, and textbooks become dated very quickly. I think it would
be a good idea to include explicit instruction to students regarding how to identify reputable websites.

This University needs a centralized IT policy like any major research university. IT is Balkenized into individual units which
wastes money and provides for poor IT support

WebCT is an abomination. It is Java based, which makes it insecure, and the user interface is cumbersome, inefficient, and
downright ugly. Uploading, moving, and updating files requires far more time and effort than is reasonable. Glad to see
there are plans to replace it!

Odd survey - question relevance of the results especially where ratings and rank are combined.

Have never used many of these

Main Campus = good IT
Gallup Campus = very good tech head, but horrible staffing support (1 knowledgeable tech and 2 trainees for ALL IT Gallup
needs --fixing computers in offices, classroom equip, everything--please hire some more techs to HELP THEM!!!

But we are/will be using UNM Learn. WebCT questions are not relevant.

WEbCT instructional support was excellent several years ago, but is now completely inadequate, practically nonexistent.
Also assistance with maintain our program web page is very limited and inadequate.

The program I'm with does not have readily available IT support and it is an inconvenience.

I mainly use the scantron grading facilities at IT.

Our college has a dedicated IT tech staff member but not our department.  He is the whom I intended in my listed as IT tech
staff top3.
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Lynda.com needs to be more widely publicized.

Extend hours for IT and WebCT/Learn service desk to evenings and weekends.

help.unm has an AWFUL user interface.  Try using it to request a guest NetID.

Dept cut my phone line in Budget cuts after 2008, as suggested by College of A&S. Funding never replaced to Dept. I pay
for my own cell phone since their is no dept funding. Remote Student access can only happen thru email. Administration
needs to wake up and see how poorly departments and colleges are being supported at UNM.

A&S IT help is excellent.

Many of these are not available to branch campus faculty

Blackboard Learn has been the worst change in years. It is a horrible program, inconvenient, confusing and nearly
worthless. The only good thing about it is I can used colored font. The peer evaluation system is idiotic. I have noticed that
tech support has been trying to help but the Blackboard platform is rubbish.

Most of the problems have to do with the clinical computers used in Hospitals/Clinics.

I wind up using Fast info but it takes forever to find what you're looking for.  I usually wind up trying it, not finding what I'm
looking for and then going to other tools to find what I need.

This survey does not seem to apply to me, as my teaching is most often bedside or procedure oriented, and there are
intermittent seminar type lectures I give. There is no formal curriculum for the graduate medical education that I perform.

Walter and his staff at A&S IT support are fantastic!!

I have never used any UNM tech support.

NMEL needs to be available for more than fully online classes. Took me three weeks to get help for LEARN, and that was
only because I actually went to their offices that they told me of the open workshops.

This is a waste of time and money. u guys only want to buy new guizmos and make the student spend more money on
"his/her education

IT support is detached from reality of faculty life

We have to buy our own computer and then the university won't support our technology when we have problems.

Blackboard Learn on Lynda.com doesn't always match what's going on at the actual course website, so it's limited.
Technical support staff for Blackboard Learn has trouble "dumbing down" their jargon so I can follow them.  Most
importantly, there is no single tutorial of just the basics that is presented in simple English with illustration (screenshots) so I
am constantly asking my course designer to do things I know I could probably do if I had one source to refer to as needed.
The Blackboard Learn tutorial assumes a lot.  Someone at UNM needs to create a procedures manual for instructors whose
first language is not "computer."

I am on Taos campus so I do not use most of these services. Our local IT services are adequate for my needs.  I would
rank IT locally aas good.

N/A for my work.

I have rarely been able to resolve a problem or find an answer to a specific question using so-called FastInfo. The
instructions on how to use various technologies in FastInfo are usually well prepared and get one started; getting specific
information about a specific item using FastInfo has almost always turned out to be a waste of time, leading me to the IT
Help Desk, which usually works, albeit not always quickly.

I was hoping there would be questions about the software purchased/supported at UNM. To me that is the most important
IT issue and it was not even mentioned.

Ones not used are left blank

I had a major problem with the new e-mail system related to the class I teach earlier this semester.  I called IT and had to
create a ticket and then wait four days!  It was incredible.  Why is it necessary for a faculty member who is trying to teach to
have to go through such a complicated system?  As if that weren't enough, IT could not solve my problem.  Why?  Because
it is impossible to create a simple e-mail list of my large, 193-person class in the new messaging system.  With the old
system, I could generate a list of addresses through the registrar's website and copy it into the address line, but with the
new messaging system, the formatting is different (I believe that a semi-colon or comma must be inserted between each
name) making it incredibly frustrating.  This seems to me to be yet another instance of the University incorporating an
attractive new technology without actually doing the work to make sure that it supports our basic purpose:  Providing an
optimal teaching and learning environment.  Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment.

I've never heard of Lynda.com, nor do I know what the AFS do.  I've never used the WebCT support either as I work on Bb
Learn.

I have asked for help getting all our calculus classrooms ready for matlab use in class, with no response until I contacted
Moira Gerety. The rooms in the basement of SMLC often have problems (burnt out bulbs, slow boot-up, display does not
work) with no way to request immediate help. For example, during our inservice week the last two semesters we could not
use instructor computer to show teachers how to use webassign.

Gallup IT support ineffective and poorly trained.

Good help from DSH media folks
Problem with little Mac support -- understand reasons, but still....

IT is one of the worst service organizations on campus -- perhaps the very worst, just below Parking and Facilities.  When
the previous e-mail system was recently retired, it was state-of-the-art 1990 -- an incredible 23 years out of date!  And now
it has been replaced by a cloud-based e-mail system which means I can't write, respond to or review e-mails without being
connected to the internet -- a major inconvenience.  What was IT thinking?  I have pretty much stopped calling the IT help
line because about half of their first-line responders are dithering idiots who seem to be reading off of scripts 99% of the
time.  And one IT employee who goes by the netid theshark@unm.edu ought to be fired immediately for unethical behavior.
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I've been here 15 years, and UNM IT has always been ten years behind.

Most of these questions are incomprehensible/irrelevant for many of us.  A better designed survey would be much shorter,
more focused and much more clearly worded.

It's ridiculous that web-enhanced classes cannot receive help from NMEL. Where is the incentive to web-enhance your
course if NMEL refuses even to answer your questions about WebCT or Blackboard?

This survey is not geared to clinical faculty at all.  It is useless for us.

 I haven't really had to use tech support.

NMEL staff are spectacular.  My online class would be impossible without them.

I get all my support from the College of Arts and Science's IT Service Center. Excellent--fast, reliable, courteous, smart.
Nothing else comes close!

At the CON we have excellent resources

Blackboard Learn is really limited as currently deployed and the help is not in line with the version deployed. Not having an
option to use Collaborate makes this tool just barely more helpful than Office 365 tools and a local server or Dropbox for file
sharing.

One thing that lacks in your possible responses is a "n/a" or "don't use" response....

It would be helpful if things determined on main campus (ie days when Blackboard is not available) took into consideration
the different schedules on north campus.

Our Department IT support is the worst

Thank you for signing up with Lynda.com. I have used it for years and am happy to now be able to integrate the tutorials
into my classes. My students use it extensively, as do I.

I just put fair for the ones I've never used.

IT service assumes user incompetence and insults/intimidates user intelligence.  Fast Info often does not have an answer
but is good at referring it to others for resolution. Colleagues are by far the only reliable resource.

You left out the UNM Learn support team, which is EXCELLENT, very helpful and highly responsive! Kudos to them!

College of Nursing has in College  IT team who are excellent. We would not be able to run our extensive web based
programs without them

these are the only ones I have used

Eric Jedurlund, who helps me with my on-line class is amazing.  Having someone in particular I can contact and who is
always available and gets back to me quickly has really been invaluable as I teach my course.  I am able to solve issues
quickly and that means my course is not disrupted.  I really recommend that model.

I didn't even know some of these things existed (e.g. Lynda.com).  I really do pay fairly good attention to what goes on
around me. IT really, really, really needs a systematic, user-friendly, doesn't assume you know anything about tech, IN-
PERSON (not calling a number to get a machine, or asking a machine online questions which NEVER answer the question
you need answered) to help teach us to use this stuff.  It's very frustrating to know I could be doing more but not knowing
how.

The IT assistants through EU are extremely helpful!

I learn a lot from my students and from some (not all) students working in the computer labs. They are a great resource.
BUT, NMEL course designers like Julia Mimert (spelling) is unbelievable good because she knows the software, knows
pedagogy, AND has a great perspective drawn from years of working with online education and working with faculty across
disciplines, so she can offer great suggestions and provide real examples how others are implementing either a tool,
assignment, or pedagogy online.  SO, I really think NMEL and OSET should have some collaborative overlap AND share a
wonderful, state of the art faculty technology center for instruction.

I submitted a request for a new login code recently.  It took 4 days to get a response.  I was then referred to another group.
Once I got in touch with the right people the matter was resolved in a couple of days, but it seems the  IT staff have  quite a
back log of people to assist.

I have not used tech support enough times to provide any meaningful opinion.  The one time that I used the online support,
I received the answer within 48 hours.  I was fine since it was before semester; but if it was during the semester, I don't
believe I could wait for 48 hours for an answer.

I have had a good experience with the tech support I receive from ITV services. They have taught me a lot. I also have
good support from my research assistants. They are very generous with me.

none

"Support", by it's definition, implies a physical,structural, connection between the thing being supported and the thing doing
the supporting.  People who show up in my office and sit next to me and help me accomplish something are "supporting"
me.  Anything else is a useless distraction.

I only checked that which applied. I do not know about Lynda.com?? I'll have to check that out.

I

I'm disappointed that this survey hasn't touched on our conversion to Microsoft Outlook as our email system.  That has
been an absolute disaster - ridiculous limits on the sizes of attachments, very slow download times, susceptibility to a third
party allowing access to our email correspondence etc.  This was a flawed decision to pursue a flawed solution to a
problem that didn't exist.

I am at the HSC

Don't use any of this.
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I would love to know if there are actually people who can support my tech issues -- It usually takes me 3-4 phone calls to
get a response which doesn't end up fixing the issue (ie my computer won't link to the department printer via wi-fi; I have
trouble running parralells on my mac to run NVIVO on the PC side (I can't seem to get windows to work on the PC side).

none

I have only used our IT tech staff.

Would be useful to provide a not applicable answer as many services,hardware, software don't apply. Used Poor as an
answer above when I have never used those services

Do not have any additional comments at this times.

I am at an extension campus, which doesn't have the same resources available.

We need to make UNIVERSAL campus system a TOP priority. CUrrently main campus email does not work on north
campus and North campus email has a different email address. That encourages  bad policy and thoughts.

Give adjunct faculty members a raise. I teach online and have since 2008 without a raise or a stipend. My leadership, in the
use of technology in instruction, goes unrecognized and unrewarded.

We really have problems with the IT Pod Student Consultants opening our computer pod; we have classes scheduled back-
to-back and have had to rely on UNM Campus Police and custodial staff to open the doors.  it seems supervision of the IT
Pod student consultant is non-existant.
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